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'Deputies Raid Lakeview Country Club
20 Officers Search
For 'Untaxed Liquor'
At Private Owned Club
By STAFF WRITER
Ai Twenty county deputy she-
Whiffs, lead by Chief Deputy
Warren Cargill, swooped down
an Lakeview Country Club,
5076 Horn Lake rd., in a frantic
raid during an outdoor jazz con-
cert last Saturday night, "in
search of untaxed whiskey
(moonshine), reported, "being
sold on the country club's
grounds."
Participating in the wild,
fruitless search were 15 white
and five Negro deputies. They
were accompanied by photogra-
phers and reporters from the
two daily newspapers and
cameramen from a local TV sta-
tion. Deputy Chief Cargill said
they were acting on a tip from
an informant an d "in line
with procedure we follow in all
instances of this kind." He
added "in fact, one of our col-
ored officers had been to the
club earlier and reported he
*saw some untaxed whiskey but
thought it better to get at the
source of such sales rather than
just confiscate a half pint,"
said Cargill.
During the coercive, untimely
raid, an estimated 500 patrons,
seated in automobiles and
lounging leisurely on the coun-
try club's rear lawn, showed
amazement, however, went
right on "digging the jazz con-
cert," despite the fact that
deputy sheriffs were flashing
strong lights in the eyes of the
patrons, ordering some of them
to get out of their automobiles
Photographers were turning
strong lights in the direction o
the patrons while taking pho-
tographs in the semi-darkness
However, the patrons who
ilk were not being coerced direct-
appeared calm like "cool
cats" and went right "digging
the sounds" while the deputies
carried on their raid in the
night season.
MARTHA JEAN STEINBERG
The musicians continued to
give out with music uninter-
rupted. A vocalist, Miss Debris
Macklin, who was accompany-
ing herself on the piano, ap-
peared unperturbed as she sang
"I've Got You Under My Skin."
Miss Martha Jean Steinberg.
• WDIA Radio disc jockey,
who was mistress of ceremony,
stepped to a microphone on
the improvised outdoor stage
and announced, "this is jazz,
which we live for, will fight
for and died for . . . it gives us
soul, heart and mind. So re-
gardless to whet else takes
place here tonight, we are still
going to have Jazz under the
stars."
Immediately afterward, Bill
Wolf, president of Wolfe Homes,
Inc., which built the Lakeview
sub-division, walked to the
stage and announced to the pa-
trons "It has been reported
that a warrant was sworn out
to the effects that coin whiskey
is being sold at Lakeview club
The sheriff deputies have
searched but no evidence of
untaxed whiskey was found
here. I am very embaressed and
I am sure that you are embar-
rassed. I apologize to you for
the conduct of the deputies. I





tion Campaign is scheduled to
be climaxed Tuesday, Sept. 5
with a featured effort desig-
nated "Ministers' Day."
REGISTRATION
Each pastor has been asked
to set up the necessary corn-
mutes to assure that 50 or
more persons will get regis-
tered that day. The two pas-
tors responsible for the larg-
est number of persons reg-
istered above 50 will be award-
ed cash prizes.
A special committee will be
on hand at the Shelby Coun-
ty Office building to record the
number appearing from each
church.
The feature will be under
the direct supervision of W.
C. Patton and Frank Kilpat-
rick. Revs. D S. Cunningham.
Roy Love and Bishop J. 0.
Patterson are co-chairmen of
the campaign.
Register each Monday
through Friday betwen 8 am.
and 5 p.m. at the Shelby Coun-
ty Office building located at
Poplar at Second st.
Pastor Denies Charges
Leveled By Mother Of
Man Slain By Knife
WLOK's religious disc jock-
ey, "Brother Bob" told the Tri-
State Defender this week that
he was not responsible for
REV. R. W. McCLENDON
THE LITTLE ANGELS came
horn* last week for a rest
after flying around the cram
try since Jun*. Native Mem-
phisans, they are known to
keeping a Cleveland mother out
of her dead son's home when she
came here to bury the man
slain by his wife.
Rev. Richard W. McClendon.
1107 James at., who pastors
two churches and broadcasts
over the air as Brother Bob,
had earlier refused to discuss
the case when contacted by a
Tri-State Defender reporter.
He refused last week to
answer charges of Mrs. Martha
Smith, mother of the late Leroy
Moses, who was stabbed to
death in his home at 1128 E.
McLemore on Sat. Aug. 12.
WRITTEN STATEMENT
Mrs. Smith had told the Tri-
State Defender that after ar-
riving in this city the Monday
following the murder that she
tried to get in the house, but
that Rev. McClendon refused to
turn the key over to her, with
the result that she had to find
(See PASTOR, Page 2)
Memphis Reserve Units
Alerted For Active Duty
844th Engineer Outfit
By M. L. REID
The Berlin crisis came closer
to Memphis last week when
two companies of Memphis
Army reserves came home
from Fort Henning, Ga., and
prepared to go on duty about
Oct. 1 as one of the few seg-
regated units in the United
States Army.
Alerted last Saturday night
SGT. M. L. DOWDY
were some 270 members of the
segregated 844th Engineering
Construction Battalion, compos-
ed of the white Headquarters
Company and the all-Negro
Company C, commanded by all-
white officers.
As of now, members of the
units expect to answer the call
of the Defense Department
about Oct. 1, and will begin
training at Fort Rucker, Ala.
The highest ranking Negro
in the battalion is First Serg-
eant (E-8) Martin L. Dowdy,
39, of 3159 Rochester rd., Wal-
ker Homes, an assistant ware-
house foreman at the Memphis
General Depot since Oct. 1959.
Sgt. Dowdy, a veteran of
World War II, will be getting
his second active duty recall
since leaving the service in
1946 after being in for about
three years.
BACK IN 1950
Back in 1950 he reentered
service during the Korean Con-
flict and served a stint in
Alaska and Greenland. He was
in Europe the first time.
"It was after midnight Sat-
urday when Cant Palmor C.
many Television watchers.
having appeared on most of
the nation's .ationnl T, V.
shows on stage as well as
in foreign countries. Pr..-
ently they are making AI'
pearances with Ray (Mark',
Abov• are. left right. Le, 71
III. A. Charmainsi, 7, John.
them, 6. and Olympia. 9. T•
photo was made in the cesr
yard at their grandtather's
home, Leon Sylers. Sr., of
896 Mongtomery ay. (Staff
Photo).
Davis, our CO came to my
quarters and told me that we
had been alerted," Sgt. Dowdy
said.
Asked if the men were ex-
cited about being called back
for full-time soldiering, he said,
"None of the men who are on
good jobs are enthusiastic
about going back to life in the
barracks, but the men who are
unemployed don't seem to
mind."
Sgt. and Mrs. Dowdy are the
parents of three children. The
oldest is his stepdaughter, Miss
Joan McCullough, 18, who will
be entering Lane college in
Jackson as a freshman this
year. The others are Debra
Dianne, seven; and Karmen
Lynn, two months.
•As soon as he gets settled at
Fort Rucker, he plans to send
for his family.
SCHOOL TEACHERS
Four local school men are
among the commissioned of-
ficers who might be leaving
this area for active duty.
They are Leonard Shields
26, of 2414 Cable, eighth grade
teacher at Collierville; Fred-
erick Letcher, 585 Crump blvd..
26-year-old music teacher at





who came to Fayette County,
Tenn., last winter and served
as spokesman for sharecrop-
pers living in Tent City, was
among a group of Negroes
beaten by a mob in Monroe,
N. C., last Sunday.
The schoolteacher w a s
James Foreman, president of
the National Freedom Council.
He told reporters he was
clubbed over the head when a
mob of nearly 1,000 screaming
jeering whites protested a
white girl's participation in a
Negro picket line.
One white person, a police-
man, was shot in the leg and
several Negroes beaten when
Constance Lever, 23, of Dur-
ham, England, tried to enter
a car with some Negro fiiends.
After the scuffle, Foreman
and Miss Lever were among
the group arrested and jailed.
Some 75 highway troopers
rushed to the city to prevent
the trouble from apreading,
and the crowds reportcd
broke up after the pickets
were jailed.
Miss Lever joined m e m-
hers of the Monroe Non-Vio-
lent Action Committee pro-
testing segregation in a march
near the courthouse.
Monroe Mayor Fred Wilson
wired Atty. Gen. Robert Ken-
nedy asking him to give guid-
ance in restraining the "car-
petbaggers."
Foreman was in Memphis
recently and told of the abuses
suffered by residents of that
community near the South
Carolina border. He showed
the breakdown of employment
In that city of 11.000 persons,
and what percentage were Ne-
gro.
He left this city en route to
Jackson, Miss., where he
wanted to observe the trial of
Freedom Riders.
Foreman made speeches last
winter in Chicago describing
the plight of residents of
Freedom Village outside Som-
erville, and raised hundreds of
dollars to feed them during
that period.
FIRST GRADERS on their way
to enroll at Maury Elemen-
tary school on Monday are
Irtvra} Victor Williams. Char.
Ii. Jordan and David Mur- tation for the group. Mrsitime.
pity. Accompanying the chit- Smith is executive secretary
dren, from left, are Mrs. Flor-
in Higgins. Mn. Louis Jordan
and Mrs. Maxine Smith, at
right, who provided transpor-
of the NAACP's local branch.
The school at 272 N. Bellevue
was one of ten where Negro
studInts signed up for the first
Attempt To Desegregate School
Under State Pupil Placement Law:
Attempts to integrate Mem-
phis schools were carried out
without any signs of violence
on Monday morning as Negro
parents enrolled some 75 first
graders to ten previously all-
white schools.
The largest enrollment of
Negro students took place at
Guthrie elementary school on
Chelsea, where 25 parents en-
tolled '29 children.
Twelve Negro pupils were
registered at Merrill, six at
Gordon, and two each at Char-
jean, Maury and Bruce, it was
learned at press time.
Other Negro first graders
were being registered at South-
side, East, Prospect, Vollen-
tine and Rozelle.
Some parents appeared tense
IN HISTORY -MAKING
MERGER — Four men who
this week played leading
roles in the history-making
merger which brought all
the Negro press advertising
representatives fagot he r
under one firm, the Consoli-
dated Publishers, Inc. —
making it possible for ad-
vertisers to reach the entire
Negro press with one ad
and one billing. Left to rignt,
top photos Dr. C. B. Powell.
editor tricl publisher of the
New ork AMSTERDAM
NEWS, who named
president of the new firm:
John Sengstacke, publisher of
the Chicago DEFENDER,
named vice president; bot-
tom photos left Howard H.
Murphy, secretary of the
AFRO-AMERICAN Newspa-
pers, who is treasurer; and
Thomas W. Young. president
of the Norfolk JOURNAL
AfTD GUIDE, who was elect-
ed secretary. Sengstacke con-
ceived the idea of the merg-
er and engineered it in his
Chicago offices.
as they brought the youngsters
to school, but there were no
angry mobs in evidence at any
of the schools. In fact, it was
difficult to discern any activity
at most of the schools, until a
parent would emerge with a
young boy or girl in tow every
few minutes.
So many schools were involv-
ed that newsmen had their




Any Negro parent who wants
to enroll his child in a previ-
ously all-white school will re-
ceive the full support of the
local branch of the NAACP.
That is the substance of a
resolution adopted on Aug. 23,
1961, by the Board of Directors
of the organization.
The text of the resolution is,
"Whereas the Memphis Public
School System is to be operated
in a desegregated basis, that no
pupil shall be assigned to any
school on the basis of his race,
creed, or color, that all assign-
ments shall be in pursuant and
in accordance with the Ten-
nessee Pupil Placement Law.
"Whereas, parents a is d
guardians of pupils can choose
the school of their choice for
enrollment of their child and
that all children are to be en-
rolled without regard to race,
creed or color.
"Whereas, in the event that
any child shall not be able to
attend the school of his choice
or is dissatisfied with assign-
ment to a particular school, the
parent or guardian of said child
should have the right to a hear-
ing before the Board of Educa-
tion.
"Now, therefore, be it re-
solved, that the Memphis
Branch of the NAACP stands
ready to assist in any manner
necessary, any parents in any
appeal from an assignment
based on race to the end, that
the Pupil Placement Law will
not be used to maintain or
perpetuate a racially segregated
school system in the City of
Memphis."
The resolution was signed by
the branch president, Jesse H.
Turner.






A member of the Tennessee
Highway Patrol, Lt. E. V
Craig of Nashville, has been
awarded a grant-in-aid by the
Insurance Institute for High-
way Safety to attend North-
western university for the com-
ing year.
According to State Safety
Commissioner Greg O'Rear
Craig will be among a record
number of officers from
throughout the United States
who received grants and will
attend the intensive courses
from mid - September through
June 17, 1962.
Craig will study "Traffic Pro-
grams,' which will be helpful
in the organization and plan-
ning of patrol methods on the
future interstate highway sys-
tem running through Tennes-
see.
A veteran of 18 years on the
Tennessee Highway Patrol,
Craig is the second member of




By MARCUS H. 8OULWARE
How can we get children
to listen to the sounds that
come from their own lips, and
how can we get them to main-
tain a sustained interest in ac-
livities that can • help them
overcome the difficulties in
their speech?
highly recommend to par-
ents of young children the
book Speech Correction
Through Listening ($1.90), by
Bryngelson and Mik also n,
published by Scott, Foresman
and Co., with offices in At-
lanta, Dallas, Chicago, and
Fairlawn, New Jersey.
This book is designed for
those who need to know how
to capture what little children
think and play, and for those
who perhaps have forgotten
what constitutes the magic of
childhood—games, word play,
animals and things that talk.
This book is mainly for the
speech teacher, but those rare
parents who beg for things
to do with their children can
get a tremendous amount of
help by carrying out the sug
gestions contained therein.
A set of phonograph records
have been produced to ac-
company the teacher's man-
ual.
READERS
For my parliamentary law
chart of motions, send thirty
cents to Dr. Marcus H. Boul-
ware, Florida A&M Univer-
sity, Box 156, Tallahassee,
Florida.






Special! $2.00 per Room
ROACHES and WATERBUGS
"We control termites, wits, fleas. bed
bops, ,pd All Other Pests"
WRI1TEN GUARANTEE GIVEN WITH
ALL WORK.
Officers
(Continued From Page I
hope you will continue to enjoy
the concert."
SNIFFED CUPS
Before the deputies had
ended their harrassing search
of the club house, they had
sniffed many cups of patrons
drinking soft-drinks and beer.
Many of the patrons voiced
deep resentment at being vic-
tims of a "flagrant, unreason-
able and an intimidating raid."
Several asked, "if this Jazz
concert was being staged on the
lawn at the University Club,
Colonial Country club or at the
Memphis Country club, would
the sheriff's office have sent
20 deputies out to raid them
without first making a darn
good prior investigation?"
As the raiders were leaving
the grounds of Lakeview Coun-
try club, Miss Macklin was
singing "I've Changed, I Still
Love You."
Samuel Peace, vice president
of the Wolfe Homes and presi-
dent of Lakeview Enterprises,
which include the country club
said "this is the first time such
has occurred here. We are sor-
ry it occurred. This was the
last of a series of Summer Jazz
Concerts under the stars, some-
thing new for Memphis."
Reserve
(Continued From Page 1
Klondike elementary school:
Harold McRae, 27 of 1893 Fer-
ber, captain of NDCC cadets at
Carver high school; and 29-
year-old Jother Locke, 1550
Britton St., who has a similar
position at Hamilton high
school.
Although all four teachers
are single, none manifested any
enthusiasm about swapping
their positions in the classroom
for full-time duty on the drill
field.
Several postal workers are
also in the group facing recall.
They are SEC James Walton of
2659 Spottswood ave., Sgt. Wal-
ter R. Campbell, 2854 Faxon,
and Sgt. Sam H. Staples, 3437
Dagett rd.
Sgt. Campbell, who is 38
years of age, and a World War
LI veteran who escaped going
back in for the Korean affray,
said, "I was expecting our out-
it would be called up this
time."
ADVERTISEMENT SOLICITOR
He is employed in the Motor
Vehicle section of the Post Of-
ice, and he and his wife are
the parents of five children
ranging in ages from 14 to six
months.
An insurance agent of Union
Protection Insurance company
is a member of the all-Negro
company and holds the rank of
specialist fourth class. He is
Abon Taylor of 1490 Dempster
ave.
An advertisement solicitor of
the Tri-State Defender is also
a member of the outfit. He is
Ernest K. Davis of 466 Lip-
ford st.
Sgt. Dowdy said that some of
the men can ask to be excused
from active duty, but he does
not know who will be ex-
empted.
His outfit does such general
engineering as roadbuilding,
and demolition. He expects the
unit will receive some training
in atomic warfare when it goes
on active duty.
Retreat Planned By
A joint faculty-staff retreat
will be conducted by LeMoyne
college and Ow en college,
Sept. 11-12, in the camping
area of T. 0. Fuller State
Park.
The combined group will be
addressed the morning of
Sept 11 by Dr. Jameson Jones,
dean of Southwestern at Mem-
phis. Consultants for the day
will be Mrs. Annette H. Rob-
erts. Dr. G. W. Stanley Ish.
jr, Atty. Russel B. Sugarmon,
jr. and Morgan Christian.
A picnic will close out the
two-day retreat on the after-
noon of Sept. 12.
ANNOUNCING!
Fall Term beginning Monday,
September 11, 1961
Day and Night Classes
114/0 A.M. to 1:45 P.M. - 6:00 P.M. to 9:45 P.M. D0,15
Complete Business Courses for Veterans &Non-Veterans




492 Vonc• Aveno• • Memphis 5, Tennessee
PHONE JA 7-4917 or JA 7-0605
STUDENT NURSES taking
the practical nurses course at
the City of Memphis hos-
pital got together for this
photograph during a recent
meeting held at Sigma
Gamma Rho sorority house.
They are, from left, front
row, Misses Geraldine Wood-
ard, Barbara Jean Jones. the
queen, Mrs. Earline Glaser
and Mrs. Jo Netta Doggett.
On second row, same order,
are Mrs. Barbara McDaniel.
Mrs. Bernestine Cooper, Miss
Bertha Hampton and Mrs.
Josephine Payton. Third row,
from left, are Mrs. Jean Sy-
kes. Miss Aline LaGrave,
Miss Ernestine Allen and
Mrs. Charles Erta Churchuil-
le. On back row are Miss
Wilnor Ann Holmes and
Mrs. Ruby Rankin.
School
(Continued From Page 1
hands full in trying to get a
complete picture of the event.
Where no Negroes were seen,
television cameramen stopped
for a few minutes and then
sped off for another school.
A Tri-State Defender reporter
found no policemen at any of
the schools, but saw some cruise
by as if they were on other
missions.
At Guthrie, about eight white
children around twelve years
of age assembled under a tree
and made some insulting re-
marks as the Negro parents
and children came out of the
school and headed toward cars.
BICYCLE MESSAGE
Some of the white children
yelled, "Freedom Riders," and
told a photographer, "Come
and take my picture, nigger,"
as others in the small group
sought to make them keep
quiet.
One white boy rode over
near the place where the pa-
rents and children were getting
in cars, circled the group, and
said, "Y'all ain't going to this
school." .and rode off.
At Monday noon, Mrs. Max-
ine Smith, executive secretary
of the NAACP, said no trouble
had been reported at any of the
schools.
Some parents asked for
transportation to and from the
schools, and that was furnished
by some civic organizations in
the communities.
Later in the week, some Ne-
gro parents are expected to
seek transfers for children in
higher grades.
TOLD TO COME BACK
Mrs. Augustine Rand, 302
Jones at.. who lives just across
the street from Merrill Ele-
mentary school, said she would
seek to have her children trans-
ferred to the school.
She went there on Monday
with four children, ages 10,
eight, and seven-year-old twins.
and was told to return later.
After having seen a half doz-
en Negro children registered at
Gordon elementary, one elder-
ly man ambled up to a report-
er, and asked if the school had
been turned over to Negroes
for the fall term.
This will be the first at-
tempt at the integration of
Memphis schools since the
Memphis School board claimed
during a Federal Court trial
that it was not operating a
compulsory dual school system,
but would assign children in ac-
cordance with the Tennessee
Pupil Placement Law.
SLEEPING ON RIGHTS
At the same time, School
Board Atty. Jack Petree told
the court that the local Negroes
had been "sleeping on their
rights," and implied that the
schools here would have been
desegregated earlier, had some
sought entrance under the pro
vision of the existing law.
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Official staff members and
wives of some of the execu-
tives of the Atlanta Life In-
surance Association, meeting
in Washington, D. C. Aug. 28-
Sept. 1.
The Atlanta Life Delegation
include personnel from the
home office in Atlanta and
from other districts in the
Eleven States in which the
company operates. Represen-
tatives from Atlanta atending
the meeting are:
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Simon,
F.L.M.T., director of agencies.
P. W. Prothrow, assistant
agency director—"Atlanta Life
Man Of The Year," Mr. and
Mrs. Chas, W. Greene, direc-
tor of public relations of At-
lanta Life and past president
of N.I.A., Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Hill, actuary, G. E. DeLorme
manager Atlanta district, F.
V. Brooks, C.L.I.J., ordinary
supervisor Atlanta district, R
C. Eberhardt, home office field
auditor.
Other representatives in-
cluded: Mr. and Mrs. L. J.
Gunn, Nashville, Tenn., Mr.
and Mrs. N. Dudley, Houston,
Texas, Mr. and Mrs. H. L Fa-
gan. Dallas, Texas, Mr. S. R
Jones, Tampa, Fla., Mr. B. B.
Mayes, Rome, Georgia, Mr.
and Mrs. John Frink, Daytona
Beach, Fla., Mr. and Mrs. M.
H. Davidson, Ft. Worth, Texas,
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Howell,
Tallahassee, Fla., Mr. and Mrs.
0. B. McGregor, Ft. Worth,
Texas, Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
Love, Nashville, Tenn., Mr.
and Mrs. R. J. Randall, Col-
umbus, Ohio and Mr. and Mrs.
W. B. Hall, Cleveland, Ohio
Ariicle By Dean Of
Lefiloyne College To
Appear In Bulletin
An article written by Dr
Floyd L. Bass, dean of LeMoyne
college, will appear in the Oc-
tober issue of The Bulletin
published each month by the
National Association of Secon-
dary School Principals. The
article is entitled: "Duties of
Tenne.;see High School Princi-
pals."
NASSP is a department of
the National Education Associ-
ation. The Bulletin has a cir-
culation of 24,000.
statement, the lawyers for the
plaintiffs paraded nearly all of
the local Negro principals be-
fore the court, and only one
claimed to have been aware
that the Board was operating
under such a procedure.
Pastor
(Continued From Page 1
living quarters in the Bing-
hampton area.
At the time, Mrs. Gertrude
Moses, who has since been in-
dicted for first degree murder
by the Grand Jury, was out on
$1,500 bond and stopping in the
home of Rev. McClendon and
his family at the James St. ad-
dress.
In a written statement, Rev.
McClendon, who is pastor of
Grace Baptist church in Mem-
phis and another Baptist con-
gregation in Brownsville, said,
"Mrs. Smith states that when
she arrived in Memphis I pre-
vented her from entering her
son's home.
"When Mrs. Smith arrived
here on Monday, Aug. 14, Mrs.
Moses was out of jail on bond,
and it was her responsibility to
let anyone enter. Her lawyer,
Tanner Davis, had told her to
let no one enter for fear they
might disturb something."
MADE SUGGESTIONS
Rev. McClendon said he had
suggested that the dead man's
wake be held on a Thursday
night from 6 to 8, and that the
funeral begin at 8 so that the
members, friends and workers
could attend the final rites.
The slain man was a deacon
in the church pastored by Rev.
McClendon.
Rev. McClendon said that
Mrs. Smith insisted on a day
time funeral, and he told het
that he would be able to preach
at 12 o'clock, but that his 1:30
broadcast would not give him
enough time to go to the ceme-
tery to commit the body.
NO ILL WILL
The popular radio minister
said that many persons have
asked him if he bore any ill
will against Mrs. Smith on ac-
count of her statements to the
newspaper, but that he does
not, "and I shall continue to
pray for her."
This week was the first time
that Rev. McClendon had co-
operated with the papers in re-
leasing any information on the
Case.
Last week he told a reporter.
"I am not going to say anything
about the case," and hung up.
A reporter arrived on the
scene of the murder on Aug. 12,
and found Rev. McClendon or-
dering people out of the house,
including the dead man's aunt,
Mrs. Helen Sales, who asked
that she be permitted to sit
down just a few minutes.
When the reporter asked the
minister for his name, he re-






NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM ==
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Wall St. To Aid Negro Business
The formation of a Corpo-
ration Finance Department to
specialize in the financing of
small and medium-sized Ne-
gro-owned business firms in
the United States, and enter-
prises in Africa, the West In-
dies and British Guiana, has
been announced by the Wall
Street brokerage firm of H. L.
Wright & Company, Inc. Three
specially trained account ex-
ecutive with post-graduate ex-
perience in economics, man-
agement, and business admin-
istration are serving as the
initial staff for the new de-
partment.
Harry L. Wright, president
of the firm, said that he re-
cently concluded negotiations
with a private New York
banking group which has un-
limited funds, and which ex-
presses a special interest in at-
tracting applications for in-
vestment purposes from well-
managed companies regardless
of the racial make up of man-
agement. The new funding
facility is available for a
broad range of projects such




with this banking group have
already resulted in supplying
adequate working capital for
a large housing development
in British Guiana, and funds
for the expansion program of
an old established cement
block manufacturer in Long
Island.
'Heavenly Days' The Little Angels
The singing four Little An-
gels—Olympia, 9, Leon, III 8,
Charmaine, 7, and Jonnathon,
6, Sylvers, came home for
rest—for a few days—only,
after appearing in many of
the national television shows
as a participating act. They
have also appeared with Ray
Charles at the Appollo Thea-
tre in New York City during
a two-week run. They opened
the summer show season in
north Italy in July.
How did they get the name,
"Little Angels," father-ar-
ranger-personal manager Leon
Sylvers, Jr., was asked by a
Tri-State Defender reporter.
Sylvers laughed and then said
"I don't remember why or
when I tagged them with that
name. It was somewhere along
the way while I was training
them for two years to sing be-
for I would permit them to
make a public appearance.
The proud young father said
he discovered that the young-
sters had keen ears for pick-
ing-up and carrying tunes,
while he was arranging music
for and training a Jazz Quar-
tet. He said "I discovered that
the kids had tremendous range
for modern jazz. So I started
arranging for them back in
1957. They listen attentively,
memorize and then reproduce
sound. I have written several
tunes for them."
The father said "the young-
sters can sing most of the
standards.:' When he was
asked about his long-range
plans for the "Little Angels",
he said:
"We entered the business
with the idea that there's a
place for a pure act, which can
be executed with dignity. 1
feel that we have obtained
that standard. We want to
maintain it and progress."
During the youngsters' ap-
pearance at the Appollo thea-
tre in New York City with
Ray Charles, they did 56 shows
REAL ESTATE DIGEST
By Jesse L. Williams
"In your patience possess ye
your souls." St. Luke 21 Chap-
ter, 19 verse.
Some people would like, and
should, take a correspondence
course in a particular phase of
real estate. The courses listed
below will help that person.
They are college courses and
the person, on completing the
course, will be given three
quarter hours.
The following universities
































NI a naxe meat
1440 College • WH 8-3690
Peter Chotmon - Owner
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
fake New RUMTORE% And Enloe Lite
A dieter,. oreowation RUNTORLX take.
up where nature Navas aft A ?NYS!
CIANS FORMULA Onfr $5 00 fer a 2
week supply Monet-bwk if net situ
.led after 3 bottles, SOIld COO CA.1
Money Order NOW
THE RUFATOREX CO.
239 E 115th St., Boo 17
NEW YORK 29, N. Y.
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(Note: this list is quoted from
the "Guide to Correspondence





"Celia" Wants to See You
CAPITOL KING
8.:eber Shops
941 - McLemore - 943
Lady Barb.. Rreosonable Rates
C•lio Smith, Manag•r
C. D. King, Own•r
6:30 A.M. W•ek Days
10 P.M. Friday G Saturday
in 14 weeks.
Mother of the children, the
former Shirley Alsandor• of
Apelousas, La. Is a lyric so-
prano. She sang with the Xav-
ier University's choir. She and
her husband met while he was
a pre-medical student at the
university. The Sylvers, who
have established a home in
Los Angeles, Cal., are the pa-




Lacy Kennedy of Marianna,
Ark., was installed as an as-
sistant secretary of the Na-
tional Funeral Directors and
Morticians Association during
the recent convention of the
organization at the Sheraton
Park hotel in Washington,
D. C.
Kennedy was one of 600 fu-
neral directors who brought
their families to the Capital
for a week of business ses-
sions, soc i a I activities and
sightseeing.
The four-day meeting was
climaxed with the President's
Ball, at which the officers for
1961-62 were installed.
Aside from Kennedy, they
were F. H. Pt.rnell, president,
Houston; Robert H. Miller,
secretary, Chicago; William W.
13eckett. chairman of boa r d,
Louisville; Per J. Brown,
vice chairman of board,
Greensboro, N. C.; Charles R.
Law, secretary of board. Bal-
timore; and Handy B. Beckett,
treasurer, Philadelphia.
Also Theodore H. Hawes,
first vice president, Chicago;
C. W. Lee, second vice presi-
dent, Montgomery, Ala.; 3. W.
Renfro, third vice president,
Cincinnati.
NO MONEY DOWN
10 Ft. G E. Refrigerator $214.95
14 Ft. GE. Refrigerator 27995
12 lb Automatic GE. Washer. 229.95
14 Inch G.E. TV 179.95
Enley a Nortek Vacation
Si
Miami Reach, Florida
udth a $450 Purchase of
Furniture or Appliances.
























Bacardi makes OM drinks. That's one reason 
that among the thousands of liquor brands In
the world—whiskies, gins, vodkas and the rent---
Bacardi or/buena every brand but five! Have •
Bacardi Highball. You'll enjoy itl
Other terrhouir recipes on






































































































































































































OUR BEST WISHES this
week go to Bailey Brown who
has been confirmed as a sec-
ond federal district judge for
West Tennessee, and who will,
no doubt, assume that title
this week when he is sworn
in by Judge Marion S.
Boyd, Sr. In one swoop, judge
Boyd will dispose of half his
cases by passing them on to
Mr. Bailey.
THE TROUBLED WATERS
of the Shelby County Dem-
ocratic club appear to have
subsided. But still water can
run deep, and water that seems
to flow smoothly on the sur-
face can have a terrific under-
current, which bears watch-
ing.
A HOMERUN WAS knocked
hands down when Miss Cons-
tance Payne, a junior at Rust
College was selected the
Semi-Pro Baseball League's
1961 Queen at the Fairground
Dance Casino last Tuesday
night. Incidentally that was
the first time that Negroes
have been permitted to use
the Dance Casino.
THE NEW PRESIDENT of
the Negro Junior Chamber of
Commerce Rufus Jones, start-
ed his new administration off
with a bang. His first big
hurdle is the annual Christ-
mas Party for needy children
which will be the first meas-
ure of his executive acumen.
As chairman of the Christ-
mas project last year, Jones
turned in a herculean perfor-
mance.
TO SEE OR NOT BE SEEN
RIDING in a taxi owned by a
white company—there's the
rub. A Negro man, recently,
went to a white T.V. repair
shop to pick up his repaired
set. He asked the shop owner
to call a taxi to cart the T.V.
home. Unintentionally the
shop owner called a white cab
company which responded.
Once the taxi driver saw that
his fare was a Negro, he told
him. "You can put the T.V.
in the back seat and you can
ride in the trunk." The rub—
he could ride in the taxi as
long as he wasn't seen.
INTEGRATED OR PASS-
ING? That was the big ques-
tion last week after a fast-
talking woman dashed into
the office of the 'Tri-State De-
fender and announced that a
large downtown department
store had integrated its lunch
counter, and that she, her-
self, had been served by a
waitress displaying courtesy
with a capital "C." Out to
check on the "story of the
year," if not of the century,
reporters found that a sit-in
had been staged, but no Ne-
gro knowingly served. N o w
this question comes up: was
our informant light enough to
pass for white? We did not
think so, but since she uttered
this information in a gospel-
sure manner, and has not since
recanted, we are thinking
about sending her to lunch at
Howard Johnson's on Poplar
or Hotel Peabody so that we
can learn what's what.
A COUNTY TEACHER re
marked in an in-service train-
ing session last week that by
time students reach puberty
it's too late to start teaching
them about morals . . . "and
you can't do a thing with him."
The teacher is right. Some-
body should tell youngsters
about the birds and the bees
before they are stung.
EVER WONDER what a
person meant when he spoke
about the good old days? Well,
Shumpert A. Jones of 1567
Castalia rd. found out what it
meant last week when he
nicked up a copy of the Mem-
phis Evening Scimitar. The ads
attracted his attention, es-
pecially the one for Arthur
Seessel's store. Meat — the
choicest—was going over the
counter at eight to 12 cents
was an item concerning an In-
only $25. Right near the ads
was an item concerning an In-
dian raid on a ranch near
Tombstone, Arizona. That was
before that territory was ad-
ded to the Union as the 48th
state.
THE FOUR LITTLE AN-
GELS, came home to Memphis
last week for a rest after ap-
pearing on national TV shows,
on stages in New York City
in Italy and other parts. The
Little Angels—Olympia, Leon
Charmaine and Johnathon
Sylvers, they stopped at Papa
Leon Sylvers, Sr.'s home, 89A
Monteomery A v e. Acco m-
nanying them were Mama and
Pena Leon Sylvers, Jr.
LAWRENCE S. WADE has
come up with a new name for
a dish which he says can be
found 011 menus of local res-
taurants. We were unable to
find such in the restaurants
we visited. Say, Lawrence,
where do you find such
dishes?
Science Foundation To Hold
In-Service Institute In Math
An In-Service Institute for
teachers of junior and senior
high school mathematics will
be held at LeMoyne college.
starting on Sept. 2.1. It is being
sponsored by the National Sci.
Evening Classes
At BTW To Start
Ever regret that you did not
finish high school? Well, it's
not too late to start now.
A number of high school sub-
jects will be offered during
the evenings at Booker T.
Washington high school, and
you may register at 6 p.m. from
Aug. 28 through Aug. 31.
Tuition is $12.50 a month,
and during the first semester,
one can take high school arith-
metic, world history, Ameri-
can history, ninth, tenth, elev-
enth and twelfth grade Eng-
] i s h, cosmetology, drafting.
chemistry, general science, bio-
logy and typing, with classes
beginning on Tuesday evening,
Sept. 5.
Persons who would like to
study such subjects as roofing.
homemaking, vocational typing
and shorthand, tailoring and
child care may register on
Monday, Sept. 11. A registra-
tion fee of three dollars will
be charged each student.
Anyone desiring further in-
formation regarding classes
should call JAckson 7-7721
after two o'clock in the after-
noon.
W. D. Callian, Jr., is the













All expenses of the partici-
pants will be paid, including
the cost of transportation with-
in a radius of 25 miles.
Classes will run from 9 until
12 on Saturdays. A participant
may take either of the two
classes offered, depending on
the subject he or she is teach-
ing. Four hours college credit
will be given those completing
the course, but one may take
the course without credit.
The aim of the Institute is
to improve the subject matter
competency of participants
through the presentation of
basic principals in the basic
biological and physical sciences
and mathematics.
Teachers interested in par-
ticipating in the program should
write: Director, In-Service In-
stitute, LeMoyne college, Mem-
phis 6, Tenn.
Words of the Wise
.4 man who trims himself
UP suit everybody will soon
whitUe himself away.
—(Charles M. Schwab) I
PARENTS AND CHILDREN
1.. v • Guthrie elementary
school after registering for
classes on Monday at the
school. Many children who
would have attended Ma-
n  elementary school.
live right near Guthrie dis-
Omega Frat Asks Officials To
Continue Civil Rights Board
WASHINGTON, D. C.—The
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
Inc., on the final day of its
50th Anniversary conclave at
the Sheraton-Park Hotel here
last week, asked President
Kennedy a n d Congressional
leaders to extend the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights
for a period of at least five
years, according to H. Carl
Moultrie I, national executive
secretary of the fraternity.
The 871 delegates at the
convention represented some
22,000 college men and grad-
uates throughout the U.S.
The fraternity's resolution
said "Omega Psi Phi Fratern-
ity, Inc., considers that the
U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights has made an invalua-
ble contribution to the progress
of civil rights in this country,
and its continued existence is
indispensable to further reali-
zation through the Federal
Government of the national
goal of equal opportunity for
all.
"Therefore, be it resolved
that the Omega Psi Phi Fra-
ternity, Inc., recommends to
the President and Congress
that the life of the Commis-




Men who want to apply tot
social security payments at age
62 may do so now, according to
Joe W. Eanes, manager of the
Memphis social security office.
Until recently, men had to
wait until they were 65 to get
the benefits, unless they be-
come disabled before that time.
Women have been eligible to
receive the payments at reduc-
ed rates at age 62 for several
years.
Eanes explained that a man's
payment at 62 will be reduced,
because he will be getting paid
three years earlier. By lower-
ing the amount of payments at
age 62, one will still get the
total payments he would re-
ceive by waiting until he is
65.
A claim must be filed before
any payments will start.
Men wanting to learn more
about payments at 62 should
visit the Social Security Ad-
ministration, 188 Jefferson ave.
"eltIlleillillelleillielielinilm1111111I11111111111111111111111ellitIMMIIII111111111111111nr
Pay Your Defender Boy Promptly
If you buy your Defenders from a saieshoy please
nay him promptly
He is a ruling merchant who owns and operates ots
Wn business es such he has his obligation o meet it
you don't nave your money ready - If You set him to
wait for rus cash - vuu °Igoe a great banking) on him
Unless le Days promptly tot me papers nie will lose
hie opportunity to earn liberal Kula*, Valuable Prizes
and a real Rosiness training And the Defender's • egulai
visits to your Mune would be interrupted.






trict, but the elementary
school at Manassas has been
abolished. Parents enrolled
some 29 first grade pupils in
this school.
tended for a period of at least
five years."
The men of Omega joined
with Iota Phi Lambda sorority,
a national organization of
business women, in urging
the Commissioners and the D.
C. Commissioners' Council of
Human Relations to motivate
certain private business schools
Air Force Man
And Family 17 it
Relatives He
Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Brown
and their three children, Gail,
Randy and Larry have return-
ed to Davis Mountain AFB,
Tucson, Ariz., after a recent
visit here to see his sisters and
brothers.
Mr. Brown, an Air Force ca-
reer man, and his family were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Lee, of 324 Hollowell
ave., and Mr. and Mrs. Law-
rence Carter of 1012 Tully st.,
while in the city.
Afterward they journeyed to
Tunica, Miss., to see his sisters
and their families. They includ-
ed Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Dick-
erson, Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie
Griffin, and his mother, Mrs.
Jennie Brown, and a sister.
Mrs. Minnie Lee Mitchell at
Webb, Miss.
Their visit was interrupter'
by a journey to Fort Myers
Fla.. where the family stop-
ped with his brother and sister-
'n-law, Mr. and Mrs. Andy
Brown, and a visit with Mrs.
Brown's parents at Fort Laud-
erdale, Fla.
En route back to Memphis,
the Browns spent several days
with friends in Savannah, Ga.,
and returned to Memphis for a
rest before going back to his
post in Arizona.
Brown is a veteran of 18
Years Air Force service and
plans to make his home in Cali-
fornia after retiring from ac-
tive duty.
in Washington to cease "their
racially restrictive admissions
policies" due to the interrela-
tionship between employment
and trainng.
Omega Psi Phi also decided
to serve as one of several na-
tional organizations which will
sponsor a project to raise a
million dollars for the con•
struction of a medical research
center in West Africa.
The sponsors of the resolu-
tion stated that the project
will be a contribution by
America, designed to serve as
a nond of affinity between our
country and the peoples of
Africa." The center will serve
as a research workshop for
the "utilization of the raw and
natural health resources of
Africa," and will open up a
tremendous new area for ex-
neriments: provide the means
for ferreting out the causes
and cures of tropical diseases,
and serve to raise health
standards.
The delegates also voted to
nay special tribute to the com-
oosers of their national hymn
and their "Sweetheart Song."
The composers, or their wives
will be presented with an ap-
erooriate award at the fra-
ternity's next conclave which
will be held in Indie-epolis
Ind., in December, 1962.
The national hymn was corn
posed by Dr. W. Mercer Cook.
now Ambassador to Niger, and
the late distinguished Wash-





Members of the East End
Community Flower club met
recently at the home of Mrs.
Mildred Pittman, 756 Marianna
et., with Mrs. Mary Jones
serving as co-hostess.
One of the main topics dis-
cussed was the club's annual
tea to be given in October.
Mrs. Vera Miller's birthday
was observed at the club's last
meeting. She will serve as
hostess for the next meeting.
Mrs. Ethel McMurty is presi-
dent, and Mrs. Lillian Bowles
is reporter for the organization
LEARN TO DRIVE
If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
In Getting Driver's License













About half of the 307,000 beds
in nursing homes throughout
the United States are fire and
health hazards, an AFL-C10
spokesman charged recently in
predicting passage of the Com-
munity Health Services and
Facilities bill this year by Con-
gress.
Lee Bamberger, assistant di-
rector of the AFL-CIO Depart-
ment of Social Security, ap-
pearing on "Lobar News Con-
ference," said "There is a good
chance that this bill will be
passed this session, because the
need for it has been amply
recognized."
Adequate nursing services
and facilities could reduce hos-
pital costs, Miss Bamberger
said.
She said, "By providing for
alternative facilities such as
nursing homes or services such
as home nursing, the hospital





"Walk In My Shoes," the
story of the Negro in the
United States and what lie is
thinking—told entirely by Ne-
gro Americans—will be pres-
ented Tuesday, Sept. 19 (ABC-
TV, 10-11 p.m., EDT) as the
first program in ABC's 1961-
62 Bell & Howell "Close-Up!"
series.
Produced entirely by the
ABC News Special Projects
Division, "Walk In My Shoes"
explores the world of the Ne-
gro Anieriean, and listens to
him as he speaks in many
voices.
Be speaks both for and
against the Black Muslims; he
is for and against the Rev.
Martin Luther King; he is for
and against Freedom Riders;
he is for and against more
rapid integration; he is for
and against the NAACP. Al-
though he may make great
strides, he is never completely
accepted in the main stream
wf American life.
The Negro will tell the en
tire story: A Black Muslim
taxi driver in New York:
famed comedian Dick Gregory
at San Francisco's "hungry i".
city people and country peo-
ple in Chicago, Nashville. Phi
ledelphia, Washington, Allan.
ta, Los Angeles and San Fran
else°.
"Walk In My Shoes" wre
produced by Nick Webster.
who employed advanced cam-
era techniques to bring view
ers "into" the world of the
Negro. The program's writer
was Arthur Holsch. Associate
Producer Lou Lomax, author
end reporter, did most of th,•
interviewing of his fellow Ne
groes, employing some of tie
most d lreet questions eve!
'seed in a re port on a subject
generally skirted cautiously.
The Bell & Howell "Close-
Up!" series will eneomoass al
least six one-hour and 10 half-
hour documentaries. McCann-
Erickson, Inc., Chicago, is
Bell & Howell Company's ad-
vertising agency. All of the
programs will be produced by
ABC News.
LEAVING GUTHRIE with
her six-year-old son. Charles,
is Mrs. Elizabeth Powell of
691-C. Wells. As sorne 25
Negro parents lett the school
grounds, • few hecklers yell-
4
Me.
BRIDE AND GROOM. Mr.
and Mrs. Hinton Bratelton,
Jr.. pause before slicing cake
in dining room of bride's
parents, Elder and Mrs. E.
ed insults at them. Many at
the children enrolled at Guth-
rie live in large housing pro-
ject located short distance
from the school.
H. Ware. of 1560 Willis at
The couple was graduated
from Wilberforce university
in Ohio.
GE- dino's Super-Market Is Open
All-Day Every Sunday From 7 a.m.
Housewives there is no
problem in obtaining low,
super-market prices for quali-
ty, name brand foods on Sun-
day. Simply go to Gardino',
Super Market at 2803 Lamm
which is open seven days a
week, which include Sunday.
The super market, with a full
line of groceriee, is open di-
day every Sunday. During
week days, the market is open
from 7 o'clock in the morn-
mg until 12 o'clock midnight.
You can shop leisurely on
Sunday for all of your choice
brand of foods.
adv.
OR I N E***
PRODUCTS
and BEAUTY SUPPLY HOUSE, Inc.
443--449 Beale Avenue
Memphis 3, Tennessee • JA 5-9111
I"tiervIng Memphis and the Mid-South Since 1911"
(With a branch supply house in Pine Bluff, Arkansas)
ARDINO'S
SUPER MARKET 2803LAMAR
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 7 A.M. 'TIL MIDNIGHTOpen All Day Sunday
Lemons 























Gene Robinson, A. E. Withers
Sr., the photographer's father
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Rober-
son, Thaddeus T. Stokes, and
Mr. and Mrs. Richard William-
son.
Also Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lip-
ford, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Brozan, Miss Helen Warren
Luther Roberson, Jr., Clifford
Banks, McCann L. Reid, John
son Saulsberry, Obise How-
ard, Daniel Pane, Charles
Cooperwood, and Charles
Ware.
A delicious menu was serv-
ed, and the honored guest re-




mad, made his first major pub-
lic appearance on the East
Coast on Sunday, Aug. 27, at
the Harlem Armory, where he
spoke to a crowd estimated at
between 25,000 and 30,000.
an • & 1 Os..ta a s-tataus.eka Lig .3401
Catholic Bishop Calls For Calm In Cross Burning
BLOOMFIELD, N. J. — A
Catholic Bishop has appealed
to Catholics in this Newark
suburb "to accept the chal-
lenge" presented by the burn-
ing of a cross in front of a
home to be bought by Ne-
groes.
Auxiliary Bishop Walter W.
Curtis of Newark, pastor of
Sacred Heart parish here, cal-
led upon his parishioners "to
accept with calm neighbor-
liness the coming of families
of different races among us."
Bishop Curtis asked parish
Ladies Day At
Baptist Church
Annual Women's Day was
observed last Sunday at the
Greater New Salem Baptist
church, 1189 Miss. blvd., and
the speaker for the morning
was Rev. G. B. Brown.
The guest speaker for the
afternoon meeting was Mrs.
Vila Ware,
Mrs. Lottie Pierce was the
chairman for the annual pro-
gram.
11%;rid





each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
societies to take the lead in
promoting racial justice.
He emphasized that Sacred
Heart parish, its societies and
its school would be open to
every Catholic within the
parish boundaries "without
restriction as to race or na-
tionality."
Two Negro couples hope to
buy a duplex home here. When
news of their prospective pur-
chase became known, a cross
was burned in front of the
residence which is on a block
where a Negro family has
lived without incident for 35
years.
In addition to the cross
burning, one of the families
265 E. Mclemore
was threatened with physical
violence by an anonymous
telephone caller. However,
both families have indicated
they intend to go through with
the purchase.
In his statement, Bishop
Curtis asked his parishioners
"to accept this challenge of
the cross."





Forst Class Sho• R•poiring
8 a.rn .65.,,,. Wk. .5 o.rn.•7 p.m Sat
561 Islississoppi Bouleword
WH 2-9251











"The Only Thing We Make Is Donuts,








PURCHASE OF I DOZEN RAY'S DONUTS
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With coupon and $5 addi-
tional purchase. One to a









With ,oupon and $5 add.
tonal porches.. One to a






FRONTIERSMEN H 0 N 0 R
ACHIEVERS — The Fron-
tiers of America cited per-
sons making outstanding con-
tributions to aspects of their
program during recent 25th
annual convention at Akron,
Ohio. In upper photo, R. C.
Morgan, Gary. Ind., Frontier-
men's national president. at
left, gives citation to Em-
mar Lancaster, Washington,
D. C., director of the service
organization's Vitiligo Foun-
dation for his revotiod service
to that area of the Frontiers
work. Inserted is Harold L.
Pilgrim, Philadelphia, who is
executive secretary of the or-
ganization. Also awarded
Frontiers second vice presi-
dent, Marcus Neustadter, Jr.,
of New Orleans and M. R.
Austell, of Atlanta, who re-
HOMAS PAIGE
man called Jesus made clay
and anointed mine eyes, and
said unto me, go and wash in
the pool of Siloam, and I
washed and received my
sight' ".
—John 9:11
We live in a world where
people are under the illusion
that they are what they are
because of what they are cap-
able of doing. They lay suc-
cess to what they have been
able to do through their mental.
social, or economics. They take
great pride in the fact that
they are self-made. Not,hing
could be further from the
truth. If something were to
happen to take out of our lives
all that someone else had done
for us contributing to our
growth we would be in bad
shape.
Somewhere down the line of
our lives the contributions of
other people have done much
to enhance our lives. For this
we all must be grateful.
This blind man spoke in a
language we all should be us-
ing. We are not what we have
made ourselves but rather what
God has made us. He was born
blind. In all probabilities he
like many of us had tried all
known remedies to cure this
condition. Then one day he
"He answered and said, 'a hate, prejudice, confusion, and
the like and wonder how we
were able to outgrow such
things but like in the life of the
blind man one day Jesus came
into our lives and things
changed. We can not be honest
within ourselves and say any-
thing we did accounted for the
change but it is due to the fart
that really we came in contact
with Jesus and we see life al-
together different. It is this
difference brought on by our
contact with Jesus that has
made us different
The change that has taken
place within us whether emo-
tional, physical, moral, or spiri-
tual that we have come in con-
tact with Jesus and His per-
sonality has had a full impact
upon us.
The impact of the personality
of Jesus has historically made
impacts upon the lives of men.
Education has made some im-
pact. social growth has made
some impact, cultural exposure
has aided man to some degree
but the real impact that has
made for man's full realization
of Godlikeness is that fact that
somewhere down the line man
has come in close contact with
Jesus. Man reaches his fullest
expression only when the im-
pact of Jesus comes in contact
with him. It is at this point
came in contact with Jesus. All that man sees as he has never
this point in his life his eyes seen before.




warding thing he gave
Daily something in man cries
credit where credit was due.
out for expression. Man wants
to live and be that which he in
fuily capable. Man inwardly
wants to be the very best of
which he is capable. Long years
There are those of us who ago many men have learned
today can look back over our that this is not available unto
lives and see days of meaness. his own power. Man's ultimate
soaring to the greatest height
will be realized only when he
comes in contact with Jesus.
Through this episode man
grows into his fullest capaci-
ties. So this must be with each
of us.
The rising tide of goodness
on the part of every man tells
me that each of us must some-
where down the line come in
contact with Jesus that our eyes
might be opened. We will rea-
lize our fullest potentials only
to the extent that we come in
contact with Jesus—then not
only will our eyes be opened
but our hearts will be cleansed
and our wayward ways will be
mended.
He told those who questioned
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.."4....*.7..".....WW4DEPENDABLE SOURCE FOR 
SATISFACTORY SERVICE
N. J. Ford and Sons Funeral Parlor
219 JOUBERT AVE.
EXPERIENCED AND RESPOItSIIILE FUNERAL 
°SECTORS
We accept any burial policy, old age funeral
benefits, or agency bene-its.
N. 3. FORD, Licensed Embalmer
Established 1932
24 HOUR AMBULANCE SERVICE
Phones- WH 8-7755: WH 8-8789: EX 1-9005
ceived non - Frontiersman's
award for Atlanta (Ga.) Con-
stitution Publisher Ralph Mc-
Gill: and, Morris Riggins,
president, Akron Frontiers
Club, which received the
"Club of the Year" award.
Neustadter also r ceived
Hamilton watch in recogni-






est theological campus, the In-
terdenominational Theological
Center of Atlanta, expects to
start registration on Sept. 19.
The Center is beginning its
third year of operation. Foui Summer Schoolseminaries of "distinguished
history" have been brought
together in a pioneering ecu-
menical project of theological
education, made possible by
grants mainly from Rockefel-
ler funds and the cooperating
denominations of the schools.
Gammori Theological semi-
nary, Morehouse School of
Religion, Phillips School of
Theology, and Turner Theo-
logical Seminary.
A record registration is ex-
pected, including students
from 39 undergraduate col-
leges, 15 states, Jamaica and
Trinidad BWI, Liberia, Korea
and India. Increasing interest
is shown this year in the Mas-
ters program, both in Reli-
gious Education and Sacred
Theology.
Prissident Harty V. Richard-
son announces that early in
the academic year a faculty
retreat will be held, involving
a depth study of the curri-
culum of the Center.
Thirty-two married students
apartments, and Gammon and
Phillips dormitories have been
completed.
A financial program, author-
ized by the I.T.C. Board of
Trustees at the Annual Meet-
ing has been initiated by Pres-
ident Richardson. A million
loiters is to be raised to corn
olete the two million dollar
endowment fund and $100000
"Sr the Center's Chapel to be




A popular Memphis photo-
grapher, who has touched off
hundreds of flash bulbs in the
face of surprise party "vict-
ims" found himself on the
receiving end here recently
when his wife called him
home to take a picture of her
club.
The surprised cameraman
was Ernest C. Withers, Sr., of
480 W. Brooks rd., who has
his offices at 319 Beale St.
Engineering the deal were
his wife Mrs. Dorothy Withers,
and seven of their eight chil-
dren. The "club" turned out
to be about 30 guests who
gathered on the patio to join
in the festivities.
Even Ernest, Jr., who is
working in Washington, D. C.,
turned out to be a part of the
conspiracy, and called Withers
while the party was in session
to wish him a happy birth-
day.
THE GUESTS
Among the guests were
Lavelle Miller, Mr. and Mrs.
A. W. Wellington, Samuel Mi-




Mrs. Annie L. Gordon was
the hostess when the Annie
L. Pickett circle of Coleman
Chapel CME church met re-
cently in her home.
Devotion opened the meet-
ing, after which the president,
Mrs. Magnolia O'Neal, led out
in the business discussion.
Mrs. E. E. Dunnigan was in
charge of the discussion.
"Spiritual Check-Up." It was
climaxed by remarks from the
pastor, Rev. E. E. Dunnigan
The next meeting is to be
held in the home of the pas-
tor and his wife.
Members present were Mrs.
Lucille Stone, Mrs. 011ie
Burnett, Mrs. Mary Sherrod
and Mrs. Priscilla Burke.
Mrs. Lovie Holman is se-








mer School for Rural and Ur-
ban Pastors was held on the
new campus of the Interde-
nominational Theological Cen-
ter Aug. 14-25. Some 100 min-
isters attended.
The 1961 School featured
the first Ministers' Wives
Workshop and more than 50
women attended.
'This year's session under-
took to close the widening
chasm between ministers and
laymen." said Dr. U. Z. Mc-
Kinnon, director of the Exten
sion Program of I. T. C. and
'Irian of the school.
President Harry V. Rich,
ardson, W. A. Shields, Busi-
ness Manager, and Prof. R. L.
Williamson of I. T. C. were on
the Workshop staff.
A study of Missions at
Home and Abroad was led by
Dr. Josephus R. Coan, I. T. C.
and Dr. John R. Ellison, chan-
cellor of Virginia Union uni-
versity, conducted a Seminar
—"Preaching from the New
Testament."
Started by Dr. Ralph A
Felton and sponsored then be
the Home Missions Council of
America, the Atlanta School
was the first such in the na-
tion and has been of signifi-
cant influence for nearly half
a century as an in-service
training proicet
When Annual Women's Das
was celebrated at St. Peter
Baptist church on Gill St. last
Sunday. Mrs. N. A. Craw-
ford, active in religious work
and PTA, delivered the key-
note address, during the 3:15
p.m. program. A special ser-
mon was delivered by the
church's pastor, Rev. C. J.
Gaston, during the morning
services.
Rev. Roy Lee Davis
and Son's Barber Shop
Haircuts. .$1.00 Children... 7$e.
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5005 Hale St FA 3-0ARA
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FARM FOR SALE!
Near Cairo, Ill. 120 Acres
$14,000 TERMSFULL SET OF TOOLS
CONTACT:
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Three Boys Will Win An-All Expense Paid Trip To
St. Louis To See Major League Baseball In Action






6th—BOW AND ARROW SET
7th—BASEBALL BAT & FIELDERS GLOVE




CONTEST BEGINS WITH THIS ISSUE! READ RULES ON THIS PAGE: ONE OF THE TRIPS
TO ST. LOUIS WILL GO TO A NEW CARRIER!
1—The contest will be based on the number of your average increase over
2—Your base will be the number of papers you sold for May 27.
3 —The base for any new boy will be 0.
4—Your complete report must be made every week.
5—You must sell papers each week of the contest.
6—Employees of the Tri-State Defender and members of their f
Base Number of Papers for Old Boys Will Be That Of May 27 — For New Boys, the
• 
Week they Start. Contest will Close the Week Of August 27 - September 2.
FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!!
MAIL OR BRING TO THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
— -CLIP AND MAIL- — —
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Memphis, Tennesse
I would like to become a Tri-State Defender Carrier. I
understand that I will be eligible to earn extra spending
money and win valuable prizes.
I would like my son daughter to make some spend-
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Is Token Integration Final
Public schools throughout the nation
will be reopening shortly, and once more
the question of integration comes to the
fore but with less drama and urgency.
As the years go by and the smoke of the
struggle settles on the once flaming bat-
tlefield, there seems to be a silent re-
solve to accept token integration as a
permanent settlement.
The Supreme Court's "With all delib-
erate speed" directive has been de-accel-
erated systematically to suit the mood
and tempo of the Southern racists. Nearly
all of the rebellious states have adopted
the socalled "staircase method" by which
only one Negro pupil per grade each
year is admitted into an hitherto all white
school.
Others have worked out the pupil-
placement plan which gives a school
board the right to put Negro applicants
in the school board's own choice of lo-
cation.
Thus the right of choice is taken away
from the Negro pupil. And under this
plan not more than two or three Negroes
are admitted in any one school year.
While there is technical compliance with
the law, it is obvious that there is ni
Jomo Kenyatta
The return to freedom of bearded
Jomo Kenyatta, the most colorful figure
in all Africa today, is an event of con-
siderable import not only to Kenya but
to the rest of the black continent as well.
In the vast panorama of reconstruc-
tion that faces liberated Africa, no other
single voice has the persuasive power of
Jomo Kenyatta's. Steeped in political his-
tory, economics and social anthropology,
and a strategist of the first order, Ken-
yatta has all the dynamism necessary
to weld together the various dissident
African political chifetans into a homo-
geneous whole.
The accussations brought against him
as mystical head of the Mau Mau move-
ment, his consequent nine-year banish-
ment by the British, and the steady rise
of his popularity among his native dis-
ciples, all have combined to add luster
and give greater strength to Kenyatta's
personality.
Not a compromiser on principles, but
a shrewd bargainer for stretegic position,
this man from Kenya, who is destined
to be East African territory's first Prime
Minister when it becomes independent,
will play a stellar role in the formulation
of Africa's political philosophy.
He knows enough about Marxism to
intent to fulfill the spirit of the law.
gationists have entered into a conspiracy S 
soon asj_llustdieas
teacher succeeds in in-
It is abundantly clear that the segre-
teresting his class enough toto delay and discourage as much and as
tion of the Court's ruling. 
beIng taught. This is not hard
start thinking about what islong as possible any wholesale applica- 
to
dSince the Supreme Court itself has e e nuoi n whene d 
the teacher seemsly
interested




by the members of the legal profession, 
.andje,c,dtie.
to say nothinng of the personal attacks The
on the loyalty and integrity of Chief Jus- titn 
importance of the ques-
tice Warren, it is not beyond reason to teacher
i 
 when he or she realizes
suppose that the justices would not care 
sare driven home to the
to hasten the integration process by 
that these are the questions of
future citizens. These are the 
questions which determine
supplementary speed up order. Besides, whether or not America's dem-
a
there is no great current of public opin- ocracy will live. . despite
ion even amoung Negroes for this final Kru
.
push across the lily white line. 
shchev's prediction that the
United States will fall like a
There are mutterings in the wings, ripe 
or over-ripe apple into the
but no organized thrusts for massive im- 
hands of Communism.. .in the
plementation. What must be realized by 
next generation.
the American people is that token inte- FREEDOM RIDERS
gration denies the mass of Negro chil- The answers to these ques-
dren the cultural benefits to which they lions are most important. Other-
are entitled. Moreover, it is another way wise, the United States will con-
of defeating one of the fundamental con- tinue to prod "Freedom
cepts of a free society, namely equality Riders", 
"members of the White
uce 
of opportunity. Citizens 
Counsils, Fu-Kluxers,
men like Faubus," and various
other excretia, all extremists of
fear, selfishness, hate and pre-
judice, if the right answers
aren't given ... and if Khrush-
avoid embracing it as a total political chew's prediction comes true.
theology; and he is sufficiently familiar These thoughts came to mind
with the gaping holes in the democratic during the sessions this week
temple to pick and choose his way with.. of the approximately 100 Negro
out undue commitments. teachers who are charged with
He has the intellect to combine the the p igrave responsibilty of m-
best features of the various political id- „
Darting accep a ,e concepts o
the American way of life" to
eologies into an appropriate syntheseis some 14,000 Negro boys and
for Africa. If he cannot provide the need- girls in the junior and senior
ed techniques for such an assimilation, he high schools of Memphis. . .
can supply both the Inspiration and the not to mention Shelby County
achieve'termination to goal. and other Tri-Stae 
t
towns.
For the demands on black Africa to Perhaps the best answer to
join either the Socialist camp or the dem- the questions was provided by
()erotic ranks will be tremendous. As the Dr. Lyman Ginger, who spoke
differences between these t w o major to Memphis teachers via tele-
philosophies become sharper and sharp- vision last Monday. Incidental-
er by the very pressure of unchecked Y.the televised teachers meet-
events, the cry for African's allegiance lonugb 
f
icor se19611001 lsby atficlme nMi setmraptoh swill become more strident, and the was „ally "something else." t's
scheme to bring Africa into the focus presentation and direction was
of either sphere will be more bold and good and effective. The teach-
desparate in the next decade or so. era and the public liked it. Dr.
African nationalism, the ultimate hope Ginger's address was superb.
of the black continent, cannot be fed on Teachers are already quotingdissention, disunity or discord. To 
.
ac-
hieve this objective there must be corn-
sentences from it. . (without
plete unity and unreserved adherence planning to apply for jobs in
to the basic principle of self-determina- Kentucky, which is Dr. Ginger's 
home base). Buttion. Kenyatta's leadership can make this back to Dr.
dream a reality. Ginger's answer to the goes-
Letters
To The Editor
We Are Fed U
lions mentioned above:
ALONG FOR RIDES
He covered the water-front
when he said, "Brains are not
reservoirs in which to pour
facts". . .suggesting that teach-
ers miss the boat when they
merely tell kids the facts. . .
and fail to suggest how the facts
should best be used. He sug-
gested more than training of the
head and the hands. He em-
phasized that training of the
heart and the spirit is also im-
portant. Wonder how many
teachars and administrators be-
lieve that? Or are most of them
just going along for the ride?
It is this haart (emotional)
and spiritual (soul) training that
has been most neglected in the
great American system of uni-
vE.rsal education. That's why
questions such as those up top
are asked by American boys.
Negro, and more whites than
realized. White boys ask the
questions by failing to live up
to the principles to which they
have so much better access for
practice. Negro boys ask the
question of Negro citizenship
teachers because they are bored,
and because they don't believe
the teachers have the answers
nor believe them.
However, any teacher worth
his or her salt. . .and who has
been reared as a Negro in the
United States, can easily find
the answer in an ordinary man
and wife situation. If man and
wife are fighting and a fire
breaks out in front of the house,
and they are warned by listen-
ing neighbors that the place is
on fire .. . common sense would
dictate that they put the fight
aside for the time being. .
put out the fire. . .and if still
mad, resume the fight. Shades
of intergration versus Berlin.
TRUE MEANING
That's the only way family
fights make sense. Unfortun-
ately there are still too many
fully grown (physically) white
and Negro Amerhans who are
still chumps about the facts
of life as covered by American
citisenship. Unfortunately: there
is too little understanding of
what's happening in the deeper
recesses Of the human spirit.
Unfortunately, there are too
many Negro and white Amer-
'cans who are dumber than A
stump-sucking mule about the
meaning of such words as "de-
mocracy, justice, honesty,
troth. minty, loveliness, good
renute." Ask yourself what they
mean.
It's the lob of Social Studies
(citizenship) teachers to guide
Youngsters into an understand-
ing of the true meaning of these
words.
Still, unfortunately. democra-
cy has to stand on the sidelines
and wait until most of the
teachers and their administrat-
ors wake up and live by learn-
ins the true meanings of such
words. . .and applying them
with faith and confidence. Now,
whatchubet!
man to inform them that we .41,•••••••••••••••••••••••sasaasaaass *****
can't pay our bills, just be-
fore the telephone company
discontinues the service. We
then turn to our regged, starv-
ing, barefooted children and
inform them that, "The Lord
will make a way some how."
Could it be that the Lord has
made the way already but our
love for our preacher hasin commemoration of your
overshadowed our responsibi- SIDEWALK PHILOSOPHERS Shot back the disbelieverp scrumptious cooperation ren-
lities to God and our families. AND THE MOON "God wouldn't permit man totiered to us, in behalf of our
Dear Editor: June 27, Father and Daughter 
The minister shows his
I am convinced that one can go to the moon. Man doesn't
We Negroes are fed up with of the Year benefit affair. 
gratitude by either inviting
learn something every day— know how to live peaceably
our NAACP and its liars and We would like for you to 
the village idiot in to speak to here. God isn't going to allow
going if one takes time to look and him to go to the moon andhypocrites, who write and get feel free in soliciting our co- 
his congregation or 
away and leaving him
.. in'listen. However, I am not con-  it uback at one another about operation whenever and wher- ced that everything one mess P.
learns is necessarily of value A not her erudite-looking 
WASHINGTON — (UN) — to learn d that dof his em- Of $
Many of the leading Ne- You may contact us by call- 
speaker holds the floor and "
—and some ' 
• LalVa'ro
shopping on Main As ever we can be of service. 




Lby NAT p.,WILLIAMS 
COLORED CIVICS
"Why should I volunteer to
give my life for this country?"
"Be willing to die for my coun-
try what country? "Since
the Constitution says that, why
don't white folks believe it?"
"If the Christian religion is so
right, why don't more people
accept it?" "Why do there just
have to be pocr folks?" "If
modern science is so good, why
don't more people have modern
conveniences?"
If one is a Civics or Problems
of Democracy teacher in one of
the city's junior and senior high
schools. . .especially a Negro
school . . these are routine
questions They become routine
S i 1
(seticp...sturF ) NO WONDER YOU MN'? DO So i.‘o-r./
liWT SHEET SMELLS ov.E 1.kAsN'I. BEEN WASkAE1)...
. OR ‘?0U USED 'BRAND X /S0AP/ AP GET RID OF
"NA-1 Gut/...44E'S LAIN' us) pAs-rl
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
New Negro Books Worth Reading
I do not know whether Jim erick Douglass, Booker T.
Crow has come home to roost, Washington, the great but ht-
or James Baldwin has come the recognized P. S. B. Pinch-
home to crow, but his latest back, Dr. W. E. B. DuBois,
right on up to Thurgood Marsh-
MY NAME," is a highly Negro all, Martin Luther King and our
book in tone and content current Goliath, Congressman
Some years ago, writing from Adam Clayton Powell.
Europe, Baldwin denounced in In THE NAME "NEGRO" Its
no uncertain terms all the older 
Moore
en and s EwvrilitUtesne, aRicharrodnoBh.
Negro writers who wrote like
Negroes about the problenis of
ancient times 
tthimises rmaciatlhetag from
Step by step he describes the
cans everywhere. You need not
agree with him to find his
book absorbing reading, writ-
ten with care, and obviously
the result of much research
over a long period of time.
Richard B. Moore is the own-
er of the Frederick Douglass
Book Center in Harlem, one of
America's most interesting
shops where not only new
volumes, but old and very
rare books by or about the
black man may be found.
The biggest book of fiction
to come out this season by a
writer of color is Julian May-
field's "THE GRAND PA-
RADE." In over 400 pages of
action packed drama, Mayfield
tells what happens between
whites and Negroes in a border
town when the schools are
about to be integrated.
It has the timeliness of to-
day's headlines and the shock
of today's realities. In a hand-
some format—jet black bind-
ing with sunny yellow inner
ugly overtones the word "Ne-
gro" has acquired in the usages
to which it has been put by
the white world.
Mr. Moore makes a brilliant
plea for the dropping of this
word from use by Afro-Amen.
groes are shopping on Main -n M  L Baile jr 
the audience an hour or more
others are going to the whole-
sale houses, even if they are
located on South Main.
And the shop on Union near
Cleveland is still a white man's
place of business.
These so-called Negro min-
isters should b ashamed of
themselves for teaching such
hatred and fighting. They are
only making sneaks of some
of our best Negroes.
Picketing and sit-ins are the
work of the devil, but they
call it "God in the Plan." We
that know God in the pardon
of our sins know that this is
the work of the devil.
Some of us will never step
down to shop. This is slavery
and dictatorship. Who is the
NAACP. white and blacks, to
tell us where to spend our
money.
These lying preachers
should be either home work-
ing, or on a job earning an
honest living instead of down-
town, sitting in, and showing
off, causing more trouble and
breeding more hatred.
Why don't you all stop buy-
ing the white man's groceries.
We see you are still eating.





We, the members of South-
ern University Memphis club,
would like for the extension
of our thanks to corn, to pass,
g r. Walter . •while saying absolutely no-club president (WH 6-3238). thingThank you.
This great preacher as he isWalter L. Bailey, jr.
invariably called, would not
know how to address an au-
Fourteen years in the Bap- dience even if his life de-
tist church have led me to pended on it. When the guest
the belief that the Negro speaker is finished saying no-
Baptist minister is failing in thing, he calls on all the pul-
his responsibility to the Ne- •
gm public. 
pit guests to have a word. The
word turns out to be a third
Our pastors preach that re- and fifth sermon. For this
ligion is a full time responsi- privilege of being tortured the
bility and yet they fill their church member is asked to
schedules, week after week, pay an extra fee.
with courtroom duties, operate Some of our ministers are
their private business and do a never so boring or so silly as
million other things all week when they are in the pulpit.
long and then take an hour or They claim that God reveals
two preparing their sermon so much to them and yet He
just before entering the pulpit doesn't tell them to sit down
on Sunday mornings, until they have something to
Has Christian religion fal- say. They turn their Sunday
len so low that pastoring services into comedies that
churches has become some- wouldn't even play on skid
thing that we do in order to row and then wonder why
make a fast, easy buck? educated people stop coming
Leading churches pay their to see them clown. The con-
ministers betwen one hundred gregation does not have any-
and three hundred dollar per thing against the preachers,
week and yet they must have they just feel that clowns
a dozen other special days should be relegated to the
each year in order to augment circus. Will someone tell these
clowns they have to preparetheir salary.
themselves to become leaders.The $30 a week church
member spends his last cent Will someone who knows
buying them cars and homes the way please take the lead
that are a challenge to the and stop lettine these unpre-
standards of many of oared pastors who may even
our millionares while we go be slightly disheneat in some
home to a not-so-comfortable cases set the pace while lead-
pig sty and call the grocer, in!
landlord !Ind the insurance 






times it is not
even good.
Take the case of the nearly-
total eclipse of the moon last
Friday night. I never dreamed
that one moon-eclipse would
bring out so many armchair
scientists—so many shade-tree
philosophers—so many shave-
tail astrologers and — so many
pseudo astronomers.
Do you know where this
illustrious knot of men con-
gregated? On the sidewalk of
Beale Street . . . where else.
Good old Beale Street . . .
Everything happens there.
Just as the earth started
to cast a shadow on the moon
at 7:35 p.m. one of the "learn-
ed men" mentioned above, re-
marked "this is the first time
that the eclipse of the moon
has been able to be viewed in
this part of the world in 103
years. A cab driver spoke up
and said "I don't believe it is
an eclipse, it's just clouds pass-
ing between us and the moon."
He went on to explain his un-
derstanding of the Bible—
which proved to be very lhn-
ited — nevertheless, he ex-
pressed his belief in t h e se
words: "God made man to
live and know about the earth.
He didn't intend for man to
know all about the moon and
sun and stars and other thinrs
lip there." he pointed skyward.
Upshot another "scholarly"
fellow, who said. "what are
you talking about Man is
about to fly to the moon."
Negroes. Now, again living in
New York, he himself comes up
with a book more colored in a
racial sense than any other
volume on the market this
year.
His new book is a brilliantly
written series of essays cal-
culated to make you and white
folks too think about our mu-
tual American race problem
long and hard.
"NOBODY KNOWS MY
NAME" is James Baldwin face
to face with his own colored
self, spitting out some pretty
angry words at what he sees in
the mirror and behind the
looking-glass. Something must
have made him mad.
Calm, cool, and collected, on
the other hand, is Arna Bon-
temps. His "100 YEARS OF
NEGRO FREEDOM" is a schol-
arly and beautifully written
resume of our trials and tribu-
lations since the Civil War.
How our feet got set on the
Freedom Road and who gave
us guidance as we emerged
from slavery to suffrage, bond-
age to ballots, is told so simply
yet so vividly that young and
old can read our uphill history
with profit and pleasure in this
distinguished volume.
It should become a classic of
its kind. Here you may meet




benefit of knowing what was 
mittee T d h hk
berg told a Congressional com- tic, job applications according
Secretary Arthur J. Gold- P oyes a c assi ie appren-
ues ay e was s oc - 
Beale Streeter joined the 
to race.crowd of moon-watchers at
Goldberg telephoned a state-
said before his arrival— Uncle
Sam has bought-up half of .
into parables the Gospel Truth 
ment to a House Labor sub-
Florida to make a site from 
committee which disclosed the
which to launch a rocket to
the moon. He is spending
millions of dollars on the pro-
ject and I can't get enough
money to go from here to his "great knowledge" of the gro was absolutsly forbidden.
bread."
Main Street for a loaf of moon, sun and stars—and how
they have a direct bearing on 
The apprenticeship program
A nrincipal of a City high our every move, mood and 
sets standards for and pro-
school who had taught science well being of man. 
tects the rights of workers
learning a trade. It also helps
for A number of years attempt- In the meantime, the moon young workers find apprentice
ed to explain the reason for was being covered with an jobs.
the eclipse. But he was inter- orange-red shadow. Every Goldberg's statement said the
rooted by the "learned" Cab- once-in-awhile one of the side- situation in the District of Cu-
bic who refuted his statement walk philosophers would stop tumble Apprenticeship Council
‘Yith "I just don't believe all all conversation momentarily would be investigated further
that mess. I can't believe what by exclaiming "look at it now and
the Bible says and what the ... it's really getting dark. It's taken."
"appropriate action will be




So went the conversation
watchers were getting larger 
The official responsible forThe little knot of moon-
until 11:41 . . . which ended
all the time. The would-be as- the process of the eclipse. And 
tjhescirniaissitoficidatitohne system, Gino
tronomer made his pitch about the sidewalk philosophers went ezrlier that It was used to de-
the heavenly bodies. He said their separate ways, no doubt velop information for research-
pleased with the way they had ers .
and never to discriminate"the sun is really cold—not
hot as many believe" He went against Negroes.
reported themselves "brilli-on to explain that "we feel Simi said the NAACP was
the heat of the sun's rays here ant" about the eclipse.
learned something ... the one 
group that asked for the in-
man who has learned little,
lives in A very small, uncom-
plicated world. Those things
he doesn't know or understand
are classified as the mysteries
of God and Nature which were
not meant for man to under-
stand or experience,
hut at the point the rays
leave the sun. it is really cold."
Another street-side philos-
onher chorused out about man,
the moon, the sun, and St.
JAMPS version of the Bible.
Al least he agreed that "many
readers of the Bible inter-
preted the Bible as they saw
fit . • while doing so, read
whenever fitted their am- practice. The statement, read
gument. 
by Chairman James Roosevelt,
The shavetail astrologer had D-Calif., said the practice of
impatiently awaited his time marking applications with a
to take the stage and espouse code designating white or Ne-
formation.
But Roosevelt, whose sub-
committee is considering a bill
to bar federal aid to discrimina-
tory apprenticeship programs,
called Simi's marking system
"reprehei.sible."





looks, it is a solid buy.
One of the foremost of oil
avant-guarde poets, R u sse 11
Atkins of Cleveland, a mem-
ber of the Free Lance group
there, has published at the
Wilberforce University Press a
most unusual collection of
drama-poems, "PHENOMEA."
Wilberforce is to be congratu-
lated for bringing out such a
highly original and unconven-
tional chapbook. Afro-Ameri-
can academic institutions usu-
ally pay little attention to poe-
try, even of the conventional
sort.
When the poetry is as per-
sonal as that of Atkins, un-
usual in both form and sub-
ject matter, its publishers must
indeed be commended for giv-
ing readers the privilege of
seeing it. In Atkins poetry the
mood if not always the mean-
ing reaches out and hits you.
And who always knows 11110
anything — even the simpl
things — mean? Do you?
"AN AFRICAN TREASU-
RY," the collection of articles,
stories, poems, and humor by
Black Africans which I edited
last year, is now published in
a paperback edition at fifty
cents. Also for the first time
in paper covers, with an intro-
duction by J. Saunders Red-.
ding, is the famous half-cen-
tury old volume of essays by
Dr. DuBois, 'THE SOULS OF
BLACK FOLK."
If you have never read this
beautiful little book, here Is
your chance. A whole genera-
tion of colored intellectuals
grew up on "THE SOULS OF
BLACK FOLK." May a young-
er generation now discover it.







sioner Mortimer M. Caplin es-
timated that the nation's gam-
blers cheated the government
out of more than $4 billion in
special taxes in the last fiscal
year.
Opening the second day of
Congressional hearing s on
gambling operation, the na-
tion's tax chief estimated that
98 per cent of all gambl"
transactions escape fed
taxation.
Caplin told the Senate hi-
vestigating subcommittee that
the government collected $7,-
317,000 from the federal wag-
ering excise tax for the 12
months ending June 30. But
he said this should have been
about 10 per cent of an esti-
mated $50 billion channelled
into off-track betting which
is illegal in most states.
Another Internal Revenue
Service witness told the Sen-
ate hearing that multi-billion
dollar nation wide gambling
syndicates are operating in the
same places as 10 years ago
when the Kefauver crime com-
mittee exposed them.
Special Agent Harold R.
Wallace produced for the per-
manent investigation sube
mitte a chart of the U.S. er
crossed with red and green
lines showing telephone cans
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Peace Corps Training Is Rigid, Rewarding
ebITOR'S NOTE: Among the so serious. They can spend their
first of President Kennedy's night carousing in Juarez,
Peace Corpsmen are 44 young across the border in Mexico, if
Ten training at Texas Western they want to. But a few nights
university in El Paso, Tex., for in Juarez would end their Ca-
duty in Tanganyika. The train- reers in the Peace Corps.
frig is rough and it lasts from The trainees at Texas West-
dawn to dusk. United Press In- em are the cream of the na-
ternational assigned, reporter tion's young manpower. They
ken Flynn to spend a day at are smart and well-educated.
Texas Western and see what a Why, then, did they elect to
Peace Corpsman goes through.) spend two years in the Peace
By KEN FLYNN Corps at less than $3 a day
instead of cashing in on the civil-
ian job market at home?
"It seems like no matter how
much money a man earns, he
always spends too much," Ar-
thur Young, 27, of Schwenks-
ville, Pa., said.
"I'm going to Tanganyika
with the Peace Corps because
those people need our help and
by helping Africans build
roads, I'll be doing my part to-
ward promoting world peace."
Young is husky, five feet, 10
inches tall and mild-mannered.
He spent three years in the Air
Force and graduated from Penn
State in 1955. He has been
working for the U. S. Forest
service building roads in Mon-
tana for the past 16 months.
The Forest service paid him
$6,400 a year.
He is six years older than
Thomas Katus, 21, of McIntosh,
S. D., who quit school to enter
the Peace Corps.
"We Americans put too much
emphasis on material values,"
Katus said. "I was a senior in
civil engineering at South Da-
kota School of Mines and Tech-
nology when I received my
Peace Corps appointment.
"The idea of going over t
Africa and working on an im-
portant road project which will
help thousands of backward
people is worth more than
money.
"I know I could finish school
next semester and get a $7,-
000-a-year job eventually but
this is more important. And
I'll learn a lot. The experience
will be profitable."
There is one Chinese and one
Negro among the 44 trainees.
The Chinese is Piancis Lum of
San Francisco. He is 22 and
would have graduated this
summer from the University of
California with a degree in
electrical engineering.
"I've lived all my life in
Chinatown and rm welcoming
the chance to get to know some
race beside my own," he said.
The Negro is Jeremiah Par-
"WIN S. ROBLING, director of son of Albany, N. Y. He gave
gional Libraty Week, has up a $5,000-a-year job with then appointed director of corn- Connecticut Highway depart-
zany relations for Encyclo- ment.
Britannica, inc., effec- He said he wants to go to
*nye Aug. 28, it was announced. Africa because "It's a back-
will have responsibility for ward continent and we can
;the company's public, civic, really do some concrete good
Uonsumeir and employee eels- there." Being a Negro has no-
nliOnL thing to do with it, he said.
PASO, Tex. — (UPI) —
At 5:45 a.m, six days a week,
Harold Davis, the basketball
coach at Texas Western college,
walks through a dormitory and
shakes awake 44 young men
who are training for Peace
Corps work in Tanganyika,
East Africa.
-.From then until 6:15 p.m.,
the trainees alternately study
no toughen themselves up for
Wo years' hard work at $75
a month.
The studies include lessons
by Prof. James Christenson of
Wayne State univerity, Detroit,
en how to get along in Tan-
ganyika. He recently returned
rfOm 16 months in Tanganyika.
"One of his hints on how to
get along: Don't have anything
to do with the native girls.
'NC social disease rate is near
flie saturation point among the
natives.
. Only 28 of the 44 men in
training will get to Tanganyika.
The 28 who become the first
skive Peace Corpsmen will be
&elected through tests and
training performances. The
other 16 will go into a Peace




Prof. Christenson thinks be-
ing a Negro in a land of Ne-
groes may prove to be an em-
barrassment to Parson. Not an-
cially, but because he is a
Negro the natives will expect
him to speak Swahili, the com-
mon language of Tangenyika,
like a native.
The Peace Corps trainees get
up at 5:45. They may wear
mailed khaki pants, pith hel-
mets, short-sleeved khaki shirts,
socks and underwear. Or they
may wear clothes of their own
choosing. Some do wear other
clothes, mainly Bermuda shorts
and sports shirts.
At it they eat a plain sub-
stantial breakfast such as bacon
and eggs, toast anl coffeel.
From 7-8:30 they study the
habits and customs of Euro-
peans, Asians, and the more
than 120 tribes in Tankanyika.
They take a break from 8:30-
8:45. Returning to their studies
of the customs and habits in
Tankanyika, they continue until
9:45.
From 10-11 they study
American history and American
foreign policy. They get a
thorough grounding in Russian
foreign policy to prepare them
for any discussion with anti-
U. S. elements.
They take a I5-minute break
at 11 and go back to their
American studies until noon.
Lunch is from noon to I. From
1-5 the whole class takes tech-
nical training in the mountains.
From 5-6 they take calis-
thenics under the direction of
the TWC coaching staff, run or
climb the mountains to develop
endurance. The exercises are
designed especially to develop
arm and shoulder muscles.
They eat dinner from 6:15-7
and there is a recreation period
from 7:30-9 p.m. Many of the
trainees take their recreation
in the college swimming pool.
This is about their only contact
with the coeds who also like
to swim at night.
The trainees were sent to
El Paso because the country
greatly resembles Tanganyika.
It is hot, dry and dusty with a
range of low mountains—the
tail end of the Rockies—in the
distance.
The mountains of Tanganyika
are a little bigger. The 28 men
who are sent to Tanganyika
will take their final training in
a camp at the foot of Mt. Kili-
manjaro.
According to Prof. Christen-
son, the resemblance between
El Paso and Tanganyika ends
with the countryside.
There are a few Negroes
around El Paso. Almost every-
body in Tanganyika is Negro.
but they aren't called "Ne-
groes." They are called "Gan-
ganyikans" or "Africans."
The Europeans — British.
Netherlanders and a few
Greeks—are on the top of the
heap in Tanganyika. Arabs are
the merchants.
It is an insult to offer a gift
with one hand or accept a gift
with one hand.
It also is an insult to wave
at another person with the left
hand or offer him a cigarette
with the left hand.
Prof. Christenson advised the
Peace Corpsmen not to assume
the attitude of a "white hun-
ter" with the natives, but, at
the same time, not to get cozy
with them.
He explained that the natives
are ambitious to rise in social
status and they would think
less of a Peace Corpsman for
treating all classes the same.
For this reason, each Peace
Corpsman will have a body
servant. He would lose stature
with the natives if he didn't.
The Peace Corpsmen will con-
fine their social relations to
Europeans and government of-
ficials.
At the same time, Prof. Chris-
tenson advised them against be-
coming too British. Each Peace
Corpsman probably will have
to take dinner jackets with.
them. Native government of-
ficials aspire to own dinner
jackets. Dinner jackets are
marks of caste with them.
The 44 men at El Paso will
train and study until Aug. 20.
Then they will get a week's
leave. After the week, the 28
selected for duty in Tanganyi-
ka will report to Puerto Rico
for a month's training.
Seven weeks in Tanganyika
studying Swahili, the national
language, will conclude the
training. Counting travel time,
the Peace Corpsmen should be
at work by the middle of No-
vember.
The Peace Corpsmen are sur-
veyors, geologists and engi-
neers. Part of them will direct
the building of farm-to-market
roads. There are almost none
now and the government thinks
more such roads will result in
more land being cultivated.
The country's economy is
geared to agriculture, but only
nine per cent of the land is
farmed.
Other Peace Corpsmen will
direct the maintenance, grad-
ing and surfacing of trunk
roads. They will also build
bridges and culverts.
The geologists will give
Tanganyika a basic geological
mapping. They expect to tramp
over 200 square miles a month.
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Dear Mme. Chante: Would Ky.
like to meet a gentleman be-
tween the ages of 32 and 40—
not under 6 feet tall. I am 32,
brownskin, 5 feet, 10 inches
tall, weighing 170 lbs. Looks,
race or color do not matter. He
must be neat and deal.
Lucille Tobias, 8518 S. Ver-
non, Chicago 19, Ill.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am
looking for a good Christian
lady. She mist be sincere and
want a good home. I am a so-
ber minded man, 33 years old.
Charles M. Coleman, 340
Shawmat ave., Boston, Mass.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
young widow 20 years old with
three children. Very lonesome.
Would like tb meet a man over
5 feet 9, good natured, em-
ployed between 27 and 35 years
of age. I am fair, 5 feet 4,
weigh 130 lbs.
Mrs. M. Tyro, 840 S. Ada St.,
Chicago, Ill.
• a •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
widow, 60 years old, 5 feet 4
inches tall, weight 158 lbs.,
brownskin, Christian, good ed-
ucation. Would like to hear
from ministers and retried sol-
diers—a Christian with good
habits.
Bessie Gran, 950 Cedar Ct.,
Beecher Terrace, Louisville,
NOW YOU KNOW
The annual salary paid to the
governor of New York is the
highest of any state in the
union — $50,000. Arkansas.





Dear Mme. Chante I am a
semi-invalid young man. Still
take an active part in some
sports and a keen interest in
others as well as movies, TV
and church. I have a very am-
bitious outlook for the future.
Would like to correspond with
a sincere, intelligent lady about
35, and weighing around 180
lbs.
Jim Lolk, 1216 S. Miller St.,
Chicago 8, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
widow. 98 years of age, 5 feet,
5 inihes tall, weigh 200 lbs..
dark brown complextion. I am
Baptist. Would like to hear
from a niece gentleman be-
tween the ages of 40 and 65.
Must be 5 feet, 11 inches or
taller, neat and weighing be-
tween 195 and 215 lbs. Will
answer all mail.
Mrs. Rose Burgis, 830 Holly
St., Philadelphia 4. Pa.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: Please
help me in my search for a
serious young lady, petite, 25
to 30 years of age, good educa-
tion—one who might wish to
correspond with a rather shy,
quiet-living man in mid 30's.
Interested in marriage.
John Fox, 1533 W. 94th at.,
Chicago, 111.
MRS. MARGARET DAVIS
BOWEN of Atlanta. Ga.,
wearing an Indian sari is
shown attending the conven-
tion of Alpha Kappa Alpha
in the Sheraton-Chicago Ho-
tel. Mrs. Bowen said she had
not bought a stitch of cloth-
ing since the economic pro-
test begun in 1960 in Atlanta:
instead she wears foreign
costumes she has collected in
years of travel abroad as her
means of supporting the dem-
onstrations of young South-
ern Negroes. Mrs. Bowen,
wife of a retired Methodist
bishop, is a past national
president of Alpha Kappa
Alpha,
You Can Be Stung To Death
By Insects, Allergist Says
A Detroit allergist has said
that minor insect stings could
result in death to certain sensi-
tized persons.
Dr. Joseph H. Shaffer, writ-
ing in the current journal of the
American Medical Association,
said sudden death is a real
threat to persons once sensitiz-
ed to stinging insects if they
are restung.
Shaffer urged desensitization
treatment for these individuals.
Said the allergist: "The most
violent allergic reactions are
caused by stings from insects
of the hymenoptera group —
bumblebees, wasps, yellow and
black hornets and yellow
jackets."
"Persons who have been
stung and have experienced
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mild to moderate local reactions
only may not need desensiti-
zation," he said.
"Those persons who have ex-
perienced severe local or gen-
eralized allergic reactions from
previous stings should, how-
ever, receive desensitization
therapy."
Shaffer said the treatment
consisted of injections of whole
body extracts of the wasp, hor-
net, bee and yellow jacket. He
said the injections were given
at seven-day intervals at the
start and tapering off to every
four weeks over a three-year
period.
He also recommended that
sensitized persons be given an
emergency kit for use if they
are restung.
He said "effective emergency
treatment and desensitization
therapy can, in most instances,
nullify this threat to life."
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
No one knows who can fill
Russian Premier Nikita
Khrushchev's shoes, but Pres-
ident Kennedy's disarmament
ment adviser can fill his bath-
ing suit, and did.
John J. McCloy told an
audience. at the National Press
Club that the Russian leader
lent him his swimming trunks
so the disarmament expert
could take a dip in a Black
Sea resort pool.
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Africa Is Presenting New
Dimensions, Lanier Says
TALLAHASSEE — Africa is
presenting new dimensions in
geo-politics of the wotld, Dr.
O'Hara Lanier told 219 gradu-
ates at Florida A & M universi-
ty recently in Bragg Stadium.
The project director of the
Phelps-Stoke Fund of New
York City spoke on "Africa, A
New Dimension in World Geo-
Politics" during the Florida A
& M summer commencement




How can we get children to
listen to the sounds that come
from their own lips, and how
can we get them to maintain a
sustained interest in activities
that can help them overcome
the difficulties in their speech.
I highly recommend to pa-
rents of young children the
book SPEECH CORRECTION
THROUGH LISTENING by
Bryngelson and Mikalson, pub-
lished by Scott. Foresman and
Co., with offices in Atlanta,
Chicago, Dallas, and Palo Alto,
and Fair Lawn, New Jersey.
This teacher's sou rcebook is
designed for those who need
to know how to capture what
little children think and play,
and for those who perhaps have
forgotten what constitutes the
magic of childhood — games,
word play, animals and things
that talk.
This book is mainly for the
speech teacher, but those rare
parents who beg for things to
do with their children can get
a tremendous amount of help
by carrying out the suggestions
contained therein.
A set of phonograph records
have been produced to be used
with the teacher's manual.
READERS
For parliamentary law chart
of motions, send thirty cents to
Dr. Marcus H. Boulware, Fla.




By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
DES MOINES — (UPI) — An
African student attending the
State College of Iowa has asked
that charge of infringement of
civil rights be filed against two
barbers here who allegedly re-
fused to cut his hair.
Ali Nor Warsama Giama,
from Somaliland, complained to
Polk County Asst, Atty. Thom-
as P. Hyland that the barber
shop operators put him off by
saying they didn't know how to
cut his hair.
County Atty. Harry Perkins.
jr. said he was advised by Hy-
land that the fact there had
been no witnesses and Giama
was soon to return to his native
country weakened the case.
However, Perkins said that he
would prosecute if it looked
like any kind of case could be
made.
He added that the case would
be treated like any other. "We
don't want to make a circus out
of it," he said.
Giamn hod three compatriots
have been studying educational
administration at the State Col-
lege of Iowa, and are presently
engaged in a tour of educational
facilities around the country.
;peaker, the subject was se-
lected because of the numerous
articles appearing in publica-
tion on Africa and the impor-
tance of the new nations emerg-
ing in Africa.
"New dimensions have been
created by new ideas, wars,
great men, new discoveries, and
the space age," declared Dr.
Lanier. The world is divided
between the East and the West
or capitalism and communism,
he said. The big question, ac-
cording to the speaker, is




The speaker feels that co
lonialiam as we know it and
pure capitalism are on the way
out. The future of Africa as a
new dimension depends upon
its leadership and its use of its
resources, Dr. Lanier said. Li-
beria is planning to build insti-
tutions of education and un-
derstanding instead of weapons
of war.
The speaker paid tribute to
President George W. Gore, jr.
and the late President J. R. E.
Lee, sr. He was a former dean-
registrar at A & M under
President Lee.
Graduating with distinction
were Douglas A. Marshall,
Jacksonville; Katie Inmon,
Brooksville; Maria Jerkins, Mi-
ami; Yvonne Puyol, Miami; and
James Wilson, West Palm
Beach.
Sorors Honor
A & T Professor
GREENSBORO, N. C. — A
professor at A & T college was
last week honored by a nation-
al sorority.
Dr. Marie Rivers, professor
of psychology, was presented
the 1961 plaque for outstanding
professional service by the
Gamma Phi Delta Sorority, a
national business and profes-
sional organization. The award
was presented at the sorority's
annual boule held at the De-
troit, Mich., Sheraton-Cadillac
Hotel,
Dr. Rivers, a graduate of A
& T college, holds the M.S.
degree and the Ph. D. degree
from the University of Michi-




Create New 24 pt
WHITE PLAINS, N. Y. —
Reichhold Chemicals, Inc. has
announced the appointment of
Harold B. Kirkpartick to the
newly created position of Man-
ager, Market Development Mel-
amine Resins, Plastics Divis-
ion.
Kirkpatrick will be respon-
sible for coordinating develop-
ment, manufacturing and tech-
nical activities for iCX male-
mine sales department.
HOUSTON, Texas — (UPI)
—Mrs. Eva Romano said she
may have made a mistake in
not cashing the customer's
personal check.
She told police the man en-
tered a liquor stole where
she worked and when she re-
fused to cash the check, he
pulled out a revolver a a d
stole $277 from a cash regis-
ter.
E X ECUTI V E DIRECEOR
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
At the recent dinner given month since March. Industrial
by Mayor Daley and the City
Council for Alhaji Sir Abu-
bakar Tafawa Malewa, Prime
Minister of the Federation of
Nigeria, a guest was heard to
remark in astonishment, "Why
that man speaks with real in-
telligence". Further discussion
with him and some other guests
disclosed the fact that many
Americans, even those who are
considered intelligent still think
of Africa as the "Dark Conti-
nent", the word "dark" imply-
ing a complete lack of any
type of culture.
production rose 8 per cent in
the first four months of the
1961 expansion to within 1 per
cent of the record level set in
January, 1960."
Five Street Area Units par-
ticipated in the Bud Billiken
parade. Riding in five converti-
bles, made available by Cham-
ber members, officials or repre-
sentatives of the Units, flanked
by attractive young ladies,
waved at the throngs of watch-
ers, thereby winning friends
for Chamber members. Many
members also placed beautiful
During the past few years a floats in the spectacular march.
small, rather selected group of
Chicagoans has been exposed
to African dignitaries. We have
entertained Emperor Selassie of
Ethiopia, President Tubman of
Liberia and more recently, in
addition to Alhaji, Archbishop
John Kodwo Arnissah, young
Roman Catholic prelate in
Ghana and His Excellency,
Julius Momo Udochi of Nigeria.
Unfortunately, only a very few
of us have the opportunity of
meeting these government of-
ficials and hearing them speak.
It is a pity that there are not
more African commoners in
contact with more American
commoners.
KNOWS AFRICANS
I have known Africans in-
timately for many years. While
a student both at Wilberforce
and Ohio State, I had many
African school mates. Isaac
Steady, now a distinguished
A. M. E. minister assigned to
an Episcopal district in Africa
was my classmate. He was a
scholar and after finishing col-
lege at Wilberforce went on to
Yale where he won honors.
Then there were Awuka,
Kalinae, Mfofoa, Lawrence.
Mokone, Thelma IR/late, an
extremely beautiful lass and
many others whose names now
escape me. Most of these Afri-
can students were brilliant.
Granting that they were prob-
ably the "cream of the crop",
there was certainly no evi-
dence that they had lower IQs
than their fellow American
school mates.
Through these Africans I
learned much about that won-
derful country that history has
never disclosed and made me
ealize that African culture al-
though different was never in-
ferior. It is a lesson more peo-
ple need to learn.
When the National Urban
League held its annual con-
ferences at Camp Green Pas-
tures, operated by the Detroit
Urban League near Jackson.
Michigan, between session
periods were enlivened by a
youngster, William J. Neal who
literally made men and women
who couldn't even carry a tune,
sing with a zest which made
us all happy.
Neal not only led the com-
munity singing, he also had us
doing all types of games. He
was himself the life of the
camp and through an unusual
engaging personality turned
what may have been dull mo-
ments into periods of exhilirat-
ing joy.
A few days ago it was my
delight to have lunch with
Neal and a vice president of
Firman House, Robert Hutchin-
son. Neal is the executive di-
rector of the House. Neal and
Hutchinson told me many in-
teresting facts about Firman
House which I want to share
with readers of this column.
It is operated under the
auspices of the Church Exten-
sion Board of the Presbytery
of Chicago and has the support
of 39 Presbyterian churches in
Metropolitan Chicago. It is a
Community Fund Agency and
is a member of the Joint Negro
Appeal. Located at 235 Wes
53rd, it renders services to
adults and children which are
sorely needed. It helps men and
women with job, housing and
family problems.
It sponsors group effort to-
ward creating and maintaining
better living conditions, work-
ing with all other agencies in
the area in which it is located.
Firman House, like most
worthy causes, needs funds
Soon, you will hear about its
All-Day PanCake Feast at the
House, October 14 and readers
of this column are urged to at-
tend, eat as many pancakes as
you wish and make your dol-
lars count.
According to Barometer of
Business, published monthly by
the Harris Trust and Savings
Bank. "The recovery in busi-
ness this year has been more
robust than most forecasters
had anticipated six months ago.
Gross national prodect rose
over $14 billion between the
first and second quarters of
this year to reach a record rate
on both a monetary and a real
dollar basis. Persona) income
has set a new high in each
Driving the car provided by
Drexel-Chevrolet for the 47th
Street Unit was Archie Burton.
Louis Genesen is chairman ol
this unit. Cornelius Lott, pro-
gram ehairman secured the fol-
lowing businesses as sponsors:
Al Abrams Motor Sales, Burt's
Clothes, Crook Funeral Parlor,
Eloise Exclusive Millinery,
Gladys' Luncheonette, Ham-
burger Hub, Lake Side Phar-
macy, Lincoln Loan Bank.
Pliner's Shoe Store, Regal
Crown Jewelers, South Side
Bank and Trust, Sutherland
Hotel, Spiegels and Your Tiny
Tot Shop. Queens were Shirley
Sherman and Pat Baker.
The 51st Street Unit car of
which Charles Barnes is chair-
man was sponsored by Phillips
Insurance Agency, Service
Federal Savings and Loan, New
York Style store, Bonnie's
Bakery, B and W Delicatessen,
T. 0. Parker Insurance, and
the Washington Park YMCA.
In the absence of Barnes now
on vacation, Hubert Mabelle
handled arrangements.
The Maybelle's also had
their own car in representing
their H and H Cafe. Pat Lloyd,
contractor and builder provided
the car which was driven by
Clifton Scott of Commerce In-
surance Company.
David Gray is chairman of
the East 43rd Street Unit. The
car for this Unit was provided
and driven by Edward Thomp-
son on the staff. of Scott W.
Tyler Real Estate Appraisers.
Silas K. Brown assisted Gray in
securing the sponsors who were
Harbor products, F. W. Wool-
worth, Hi Lo, Great A. and P.
Walgreen, Harlan Department
store and Archie's Restaurant.
Vasti Patterson, Queen and
Lewia A. H. Caldwell, presi-
dent, rode in the 43rd Street
car.
Warren DeJohnette, chair-
man of the 63rd Street Unit
provided the car and drove it
himself. Sponsors were Green-
view Hotel, Elmore Baker Real
Estate, Dud Cleaners, Hayes
Hotel, Joe Louis Milk Company,
Ted's Diner, Coboleth Printers,
Dr. Herbert L. Almo and Har-
old's Chicken Shack. A. R.
Leak, jr., is chairman of the
Park Manor-Avalon-Chatham
Unit and secured as sponsors
Paramount Realty, Densby's
Restaurant, Sherwin- Williams
Paint Company, S. L. Clark in-
surance broker, Vasti's Grocery,
Chain Lounge, Big 9 Service
Station and A. R. Leake Fu-
neral Homes. The car was pro-
vided by Harold Freeman. sales
representative of the Fuller
Products Company who drove.
annette Clay was the Queen.
Through the efforts of these
Units, a modest contribution
was donated to the Chicago
Defender Charities. The De-
fender is a longtime Chamber
member and both John Sena-
stacke and Kenneth Wilson are
board members.
Mayor Richard J. Daley has
issued a proclamation on be-
half of the Chicago Urban
League's "Back - to - School"
campaign, making the period
of August 27th to September
2nd "Back To School Week in
Chicago".
Cosmopolitan Chamber mem-
bers are urged to tune in on
WGES for a special program
on distributive education Sun-
day, September 17 from 5:30 to
8:00 p.m. Another interesting
broadcast will be on the same
station and at the same hour
September 3 when the Cham-
ber salutes Chicago Metropoli-
tan Mutual Assurance Compa-
ny with President Earl B.
Dickerson, Vice President and
Agency Director Lorenzo Jones
and Vice President in charge
of Public Relations Edward S.
Gillespie as guests.
Cornelius Lott. Chamber
Vice President and an employe
of South Side Bank and Trust
Company has been appointed
by Thomas Russell, chairman
of the Youth Division as chair-
man of a sub committee to
plan an all-day conference on
Youth Pi oblems in SeptembiT.
The 47th Street Area Unit
plans an important luncheon at
noon September 27th for de-
veloping plans for the rede-
velopment of the 47th street
business section.
THE CHICAGO DAILY DE-
FENDER booth was a popular
place during the 42nd annual
convention and trade show of
the National Beauty Culturists
League, Inc. in the Hotel Sher-
man. Beauticians reading the
newsy daily in upper photo,
are left to right, ha Brown
Wichita. Kan., Mary Cook.
Wichita; Anita Woolfolk, Mil-
ledge, Ga.; Helen Adair, Hot
Springs, Ark., Justine Thomas,
Fort Worth, Texas, and Marie
Anderson, Los Angeles. Lower
picture, left to right shows Mrs.
Lula Life, Macon, Ga.; Chris-
tella Cornelius, Chicago, presi-
dent of the Cook County Beau-
ty Shop Owners; Geraldine "
Richardson and Elizabeth
Thompson, both of Tulsa, Okla.
Expect 600 At Insurance
Groups Confab In D. C.
More than 600 delegates are
expected to attend the 41st an-
nual convention of the National
Insurance Association at the
Sheraton-Park Hotel in Wash-
ington, D. C.. August 29
through Sept. 1.
The NIA is a trade associa-
tion with a membership of 51
life insurance companies owned
and .oxrated by Negroes.
The convention will be pre-
sided over by Virgil L. Harris,
president, and has as its gen-
eral theme, "Expanding Our
Services In Today's Economy."
Among the prominent speak-
ers scheduled to appear at vari-
ous sessions are Dr. Robert C.
Weaver, administrator, U. S.
Housing and Home Finance
Agency; Lester 0. Schriver,
managing director, National
Association of Life Underwrit-
ers; and Hickman Price, jr.,, As-
sistant Secretary for Domestic
Affairs, U. S. Department of
Commerce.
KEYNOTER
Dr. Weaver is to deliver the
fellowship luncheon address on
Wednesday, August 30, and Mi.
Schriver will speak at the
awards luncheon, Thursday.
August 31. The annual Presi-
dent's Banquet speaker on
Thursday evening is Mr. Price.
Theodore A. Jones, NIA first
vice president and Supreme Life
Insurance Company of Ameri-
ca vice president-comptroller,
Chicago. will deliver the key-
note address Aug. 30.
A symposium, "The Negro's
Contribution to the American
Economy," on Thursday, Aug.
31, is to be moderated by W.
J. Kennedy III, convention pro-
gram chairman. Participants
and topics to be discussed are:
Sherman E. Briscoe, U.S. De-
culture; George L. P. Weaver,
U. S. Department of Labor, la-
bor; Leroy W. Jeffries, Johnson
Publishing company, general
business; and Norman 0. Hous-
ton, life insurance.
Highlighting the Aug. 29
morning meeting of the execu-
tive section which will be pre-
sided over by George A. Beav-
ers, NIA vice president and
Golden State Mutual board
chairman, Los Angeles. is a
panel discussion on the conven-
tion theme.
Panelists are Bindley C. Cy-
rus, Victory Mutual Life, "The
Responsibility of NIA Manage-
ment In Expanding Our Serv-
ices In Today's Economy"; A. G.
Gaston, Sr.. president, Booker
T. Washington Life, "Good
Employee Relations and Good
Public Relations"; Wallace
Kirk, assistant to the president,
Great Lakes Mutual, "Competi-
tion for Business and Man-
power"; James H. Browne,
president, The Crusader Life
Insurance Co., "Improving Per-
sistency"; and James H. Lewis,
president. Afro-American Life,
"Affect of Tax Laws on Com-
pany Operations."
Executives and technicians
will meet jointly on Wed. Aug.
Test New Drug For The
Prevention Of Alcoholism
A medical researcher has
found that a new drug is effec-
tive against delerium tremens
and alcoholic hangovers when
injected in veins of victims.
The drug is called choIrdi-
azepoxide. It is a prescription
drug and carries the trade name
of Librum. It was termed the
successor to tranquilizers.
Dr. Herbert E. Karolus, med-
ical director of the Keeley
Institute, Dwight, Ill., reporting
in the Illinois State Medical
Journal, said he used the
drug on 40 patients and com-
pared results in 40 other pa-
tients given various t r a n-
quilizing drugs.
DRUG USED ON VICTIMS
Said Karolus: "7 here is every
indication that chlordiazepoxide
is the therapy of choice for the
alcoholic, and it may replace
entirely our present method of
therapy."
George S. Harris, chairman
of the Mid South Community
Council and Chamber board
chairman is playing an impor
tant role in the planning. Visi-
tors will be welaame. Chamber
•neetinga in kigust includr
West 43rd Street Unit at Har-
vey and BrodY's, August 22nd.
51st St. Unit at H & H Cafe
Aug. 23rd, Park Manor-Chat-
ham-Avalon at Denaby's res-
tatuant At 24th.
At a recent symposium in
Denver, it was reported that
the drug was injected into the
veins of victims of dts. In a
matter of seconds, the report
said, patients became calm
enough to be interviewed.
Karolus said he gave the
drug by mouth three or four
times.
"Agigation, apprhension, con-
fusion, memory lapses, obses-
sions, restlessness, tremors fol-
lowed by remorse and depres-
sion were controlled more
rapidly," he said.
There were no observable bad
effects from use of the drug.
It reduced from three to five
days the time to restore the
individuals to "some degree of
normalcy."
Although no claim was made
that taking the drug would
prevent drinking it was ob-
served in some cases it had
been beneficial to ease tense-
ness and depression which bad
prompted some to drink to
excess.
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Long-Term Home Improvement Loan Has
Wide Range Of Value For Imaginative
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
What can a home owner do
with one of the newly authoriz-
ed long-term goevrnment-in-
ed long - term government-in-
sured home improvement loans?
The Federal Housing admin-
istration, the insuring agency,
says he can: build a garage or
new wing, replace plumbing,
recondition the heating sys-
tem, install air conditioning,
put on a new roof, install a new
floor or . .
There is no length to the list
inasmuch as home owners are
assumed to be more imaginative
than bureaucrats. In general,
FHA speaks of "structural al-
terations and reconstruction,"
"changes for improved func-
tions and modernization" and
-changes to eliminate . obsoles-
cence."
New cooking ranges or re-
frigerators and other appliances
are not by themselves eligible
41,1 lor financing under the new
811, program. Nor are general paint-
rig and redecorating. But all
al these are eligible if part of
a broader fixing-up which in-
• cludes "basic improvements,"
Also eligible are improve-
ments which, while not "basic,"
help make a property conform
to neighborhood style or stand-
ards. Such improvements might
me awnings, landscaping, a
,wimming pool or barbecue pit.
But in no case may the re-
habilitation loan finance ea-
Alities which would not be
aligible under an FHA purchase
mortgage.)
GOOD ADVICE
Home owners interested in
these loans might heed this ad-
Vito's Markets, Inc., proud-
ly announces its 28th anniver-
sary celebration, which begins
Aug. 16 through Aug. 28. Pa-
trons who are familiar with its
past anniversary celebrations
will be happy to know that
hundreds of items will be
available again this year at
sensational savings. This gi-
gantic sale is under the per-
sonal supervision of Mr. V.
himself.
Vito's markets have been
serving the Southside com-
munities for 28 years, by con-
tinuously presenting U.S.
choice cuts of meat, high qual-
ity groceries and daily fresh
produce. The courteous and
efficient employees alw ays
make it a pleasure for custo-
mers to shop in Vito's modern
air conditioned super marts.
Vito guarantees you the
lowest prices and the highest
quality.
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
Shell Houses: Can the prospec-
tive home-owner really save
big money with a Shell house
and do-it-yourself finishing? Or
is he likely to come to grief?
If you are smart, you can in-
deed save much money on a
Shell house.
But you can also lase your
shirt, as well as the house and
your land if you are not care-
ful.
And, economic considerations
aside, unless you really know
how to use a hammer, saw and
plane: unless you and your
wife honestly like to put up
wallboard, lay floor tile, in-
stall kitchen cabinets and
paint; unless you are willing
and have time to ask subcon-
tractors for bids and dicker
with plumbers and electricians,
you will be better off buying a
prefabricated house or a ready-
built house.
HONEST ANSWER
However, if you can answer
an honest "yes" to these ques-
tions, and if you proceed with
caution, you probably will get
great pleasure and pride out of
finishing your own Shell house.
These conclusions are drawn
from extensive study of "The
Shell-House Room," made by
the American Home magazine,
and reported in the September
Always remeinki that the
person that you tin fault
with a great deal. will finally
rebel
Observe your enemies frir
they flat find out your faults
—Ant isthenea
LIEUTENANTS N 0 W —
These six ROTC cadets re-
ceived commissions as sec-
ond lieutenants during the
Florida A & M University
summer commencement ex-
them the problem of financing.
"You may save several
thousand dollars on the con-
struction cost, but you can =-
knowingly lose this saving
twice over because of huge,
hidden credit charges buried in
the sales contract," says Mark
Walsh, chief of New York
state's Consumer Rackets bu-
reau.
American Home advises:
—The best and cheapest
way to finance a Shell house is
with an interim or construction
loan (which provides the nec-
essary cash to help you pay
for the shell and complete it)
coupled with a conventional
home-loan mortgage, usually at
5 3-4 or six per cent true in-
terest.
issue.
A Shell house, of course, is
the basic structure of a house,
entirely finished on the outside.
and with, generally, four basic
options providing additional
materials and labor, depending
on how much completion work
you want done and how much
material you want to buy.
The American Home study
finind it is, indeed, possible to
put up a Shell house worth Iwo
or more times its cost. Econom-
ic analysts, in fact. are predict-
ing this may well become the
bittCe-st and fastest growing
new development in the
American housing field.
Rut the study pointed up
nujny pitfalls, chief among
—Be sure to go to a lending
institution with the plans and
specifications before you buy a
Shell house.
—If you cannot get a con-
ventional construction loan, you
may have to accept a regular
time-payment loan (but not a
balloon loan) offered by the
Shell-house dealer.
—Be ire you sign any con-
tract, tigiire the total finance
charges.
—See • lawyer, Have hint
c leek all tapers is sdvance. tIe
may c' &rize you $25 to $50 bat
he can save you up to 50 times
that fee by getting the best
contract at the lowest cost.
N,yyn an. thr fast relit/rut Myr
from sage, c Nene ache, headache an"
muscular &rhea and pain. that often MUM
restless night. and "stowable tired-ow
feelings. When these discomforts come or
.1.0th ever-esertion nr stress and strait-
-yen want relief —want It Dot I Anothei
disterbance may be mild %ladder Irritation
fellovrintref rnng food and drink—often wt.
tins up • rewire. ‘merunfortable feelins
Doan'. PUN work Pant in 3 iiensarain
was. 1. by speedy pats-,'. lieving action t,
ewe torment of nagging brieloarbe, head
*tikes, muscular wimp and pains. 2. by
soothing effect on bladder irritation. R. In
mild diurette action temilue to 
output of the IF mile. of 'dd.*, tub 
En/or • good night*. steep and the
NAY. weary. rriirt millions haws for owl
fie year.. New, lame sire gyres Money
Get Dows's Pills today
monition from one FHA policy-
maker: "We're not going to un-
derwrite do - it - yourself by
thunibsmashers." In short, he
said, home owners planning to
perform all or part of their
work themselves will be ex-
pected to prove in advance
their competence.
Prospective borrowers must
submit with their loan appli-
cation (available at banks,
savings associations and from
other lenders) "drawings and
specifications in sufficient de-
tail to describe the proposed
improvements." (This does not
mean having an architect is es-
sential, if you can otherwise
come up with adequate plans.)
The FHA regulations are
more liberal for houses in
designated urban renewal areas
than for other houses. This re-
flects the basic intent of the
administration in drawing up
the program: providing a tool
for restoration of neighbor-
hoods in the older, central cities
which have been slipping but
which are not so far gone that
razing is necessary. By making
it easier for the home owner to
restore his property, it is hoped
to prevent razing and ground-
up rebuilding.
810.000 LIMIT
Under the new program,
loans may run for five, 10, 15
or 20 years—but not for more
than three-fourths of the re-
maining economic life of the
property after it is improved.
Lenders may charge no more
than six per cent interest plus
the FHA insurance premium of
one-half of one per cent. Dis-
counts are prohibited.
ercises last week. Pinned
with gold bars were (left to
right) Lewis Johnson, Bar-
tow; Willie F. Black, jr.,
Tampa: Wilbert Williams,
HaMes City; David J. San-
RETURNS TO FAMU — Dr.
O'Hara Lanier (right) poses
here with President George
W. Gore, jr., during the sum-
mer commencement exercis-
es at Florida A & M Univer-
sity. Now project director for
Animal Welfare




No loan may exceed eit.
$10,000 or the value of the
planned improvements as ap-
plitiaeci by FHA, whichever is
less.
Nor will FHA insure a loan
which, if added to outstanding
indebtedness on the house,
would produce a total in excess
of the amount which would be
eligible for an FHA-insured
mortgage. This requirement
takes into account both FHA
appraisal of the entire property
and FHA rules on maximum.
ratio of loan to value.
To avoid the avalanche of'
Paper work which would re-
sult from allowing very small
loans under the program, Flija
has set a minimum loan of
$1,000 per dwelling unit In
urban renewal areas and /p
500 in other areas. 
Withini 4
ban renewal areas loans of less
than $1,000 will be insured if
intended to make the property
conform to local rehabilitation
standards.
A four-family dwelling is the
largest house which may be
rehabilitated except in urban
renewal areas, where there is
no limit.
COLUMBUS, Ohio—(UPI)
—A prisoner appearing be-
fore Municipal Judge W i I.
bur Shull still was drunk
when he pleaded guilty to a
drunk charge.
Judge Shull, a booster of
Alcoholics Anonymous, ask-
ed the man: "Have you ever
heard of A.A.?"
"No. I've never tried any
of that stuff," the prisono
replied.
den, Tallahassee; Horace E.
Nelson III, Savannah, Gct
and Earl Williams. Havana.
(FAMU staff photo by Hor-
ace Jones, )r.)
the Phelps-Stokes Fund in
New York City, Dr. Lanier
is a former dean-registrar of
FAMU. He was the guest
speaker for the commence-
ment actvities. (FAMU staff
photo by Horace Jone, jr.) -
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
rat. Nen RUINTORt3 Andtniey till
e doter" 'reparation ORE% takes
ffe where nature nwew oft a OHYSt.
CIANS FORMULA. Only SS CO to, • 3-
..6 ,apply Money -bark 0 mei astir-




Science Finds New Healing Substance That
Promptly Stops Itching and Pain of Piles
New York, N. Y. (Special) -
One of the moat common afflic-
tions is a condition known as
"itching piles." It is most
emb mg for the victim
during the day and especially
aggravating at night
No matter what you've used
without results- here's good
news. For the first time, science
has found a new healing sub-
stance with the astonishing
ability to promptly stop the
burning itch and pain. lt actu-
ally shrinks hemorrhoids -
without surgery. Medical sci-
ence has proved thin substance
produres a remarkably effec-
tive rate of healing. Its germ-
killing properties also help pre-
vent infection.
In one hemorrhoid ease after
another "very striking improve-
merit" was reported and veri4'
fled by a doctor's observations.
This improvement was main.
tained in cases where a doctor';
observations were continued
over a period of months! Among
these auf f 
wvariety of hemorrhoid 
ewere
a wcondi-
tions, some of 10 to 20 yeas.'
duration.
The secret is this new healing'
substance (Bio-Dynes) - die-
eo•ery of a world-famous
research Institution. This sub-
stance is now obtainable in Mat,
meet or suppository fort* kni,wn
as Preparation Hs. Ask to
Preparation H Suppositor.
(convenient to carry if aw
from home) or Preparation
Ointment with special applica-
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Beauty And Episcopal Tradition Markes Twigg-Mims Wedding /
ADMIRING GROOM'S
GIFT . . . Groomsmen ga-
thered about Mr. and Mrs.
George Mims to admire the
marquise cut diamond pend-
ant necklace given by the
groom to his lovely young
wife. Seated, left to right
are: George, Graham, Henry
Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Minis,
Dr. Rupert Seals—best man.
Back row, left to right: Ha-
rold Whalum, the bride's
cousin; Kenneth Cole; Ben-
jamin Harrell, Emmanuel
Rousacckis of Athens, Gre-
ece; Hollis Price, Jr.; Ken-
neth Whalum, the bride's
Cathedral Is Setting For Vows•
Of Clara Twigg And George Mims
By MARJORIE ULEN
In the magnificent setting
of St. Mary's Episcopal Cath-
edral, the splendor of cen-
turies old ritualistic pageantry
mingled with deep-rooted
family tradition in the Epis-
copal church to mark the out-
standing wedding of Miss
Clara Ann Twigg and George
Legrande Mims, Saturday,
Aug. 12 at 6 p.m., a ceremony
which presaged interest
throughout the nation.
The, wedding was a major
social event of Memphis, and
the historic edifice was filled
with hundreds of fashionably
dressed guests who arrived
early to witness the beautiful
ouble ring formal ceremony
performed by Rev. Samuel D.
Rudder, rector of Emmanuel
Episcopal church.
Deep family sentiment was
steeped in the occasion as the
young couple pledged their
troths, kneeling at the same
historic gothic altar where the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Harold Twigs, Sr. of
1766 South Parkway, East
were also married.
Mr. Twigg is the president
of the Union Protective As-
surance company of Memphis.
The bride's paternal grand-
parents were the late Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Louis Twigg of
Memphis, and her maternal
grandparents the late Father
and Mrs. E. M. M. Wright.
Father Wright was a beloved
rector of Emmanuel Episcopal
church.
Mr. Mims' paternal grand-
parents were the late Mr. and
Mrs. George Mims and he is
the maternal grandson of Mrs
Blanche Corley and the late
Mr. Carl Corley of Deland,
WEDDING SETTING
The brilliant candlelight
ceremony was held in a strik-
ing setting which combined
the stately gothic architecture
with arrangements of wood-
wardia trees and Southern
smilax mingled with arched
gold candlelabrum standards
across the Cathedral's knave,
interspersed with tall gold
bowl standards with massive
arrangements of white gladio-
lus and greenery.
The pristine beauty of the
priceless altar was enhanced
with gold appointments and
gold vases of the same white
ask flowers. The bride's aisle
gir down the center the imposing
gothic cathedral was marked
on either side with stately
cathedral candles entwined
with fern from the front to
the back pews.
CLASSICAL MUSICALE
At 5:30, Wendell Whalum,
professor of music at More-
house college in Atlanta. the
bride's first cousin, who came
to his former home to serve
as organist at the wedding,
began a classical organ pro-
gram which featured some of
the first nuptial music of the
Early Anglican Church, con-
tinuing into chorale preludes
of Bach and Brahms and an
improvision on the Episcopal
Hymn, "A Mighty Fortress Is
Our God."
The groom's grandmother,
Mrs. Blanche Corley was seen
being *escorted to her seat,
lovely in a dress of light blue
lace highlighted in seed pearls.
Her smart white silk after-
live headpiece matched her
shoulder corsage of white or-
chids.
Seated just before the ap-
pearance of the bridal party,
Mrs. Lewis Harold Twigg,
the bride's mother, was a pic-
ture of elegant beauty as she
was escorted proudly to her
seat by her son Lewis Harold
Twigg, Jr., the bride's only
brother. Known widely as one
of Memphis' most beauteous
and gracious ladies, Mrs.
Twigg was a study of haute
couture fashion in a sheath
after-five dress fashioned of
mint green fragile Chantily
lace over silk, its skirt com-
bined with a scalloped lace
bolero jacket. Her small hat
was of two pale orchid silk
roses at the back with rose
a shrimp silk front covered
with orchid maline and green
leaves. Her corsage was also
a white orchid on a white
beaded bag, and other acces-
sories were of mint green
satin.
THE BRIDE
Warm approval of the
beauty of the occasion was
evidenced with the hushed
admiration which permeated
the thronged fashionable as-
semblage. Suddenly, with a
brilliant summer evening's
sun streaming through stained
glasses in the Gothic windows
of the square parapet tower-
ing above the altar, pearling
cathedral bells announced the
bride's entry. Then to the
strains of Lohengrin's "Wed-
ding March," radiantly lovely
Miss Twigg approached the
beautiful setting where her
bridegroom awaited, on the
arm of her father who gave
her in marriage.
Her gown, ethereal in love-
liness, was designed by Ed-
ythe Vinson of Alfred Angelo,
its bodice fashioned of French
embroidered silk tulle over
sheer net over taffeta, with a
deep sabrina neckline which
combined into very short
draped sleeves adorned with
seed pearls and crystal se-
quins. The billowing skirt
was adorned at the back with
five heavily embroidered tier
flounces beaded with mother
of pearls and crystal and ir-
idescent sequins, descending
into a cathedral train edged
with scallops adorned with
more of the crystal and irides-
cent sequins.
Her double tiered waist veil
of English illusion fell from a
miniature crows, of tulle en-
twined with lillies of the val-
ley, and her only jewelry was
a marquise-cut diamond pen-
dant necklace, a gift from the
groom.
The centuries old wedding
custom was adhered to, in the
tradition of "something old,
sommething new . . some-
thing borrowed something
blue." Since heritage and
abiding family sentiment sur-
rounded the Prayer Book that
was given to her late maternal
grandmother, Mrs. E. M. M.
Wright, by the late Bishop
Thomas F. Gailor as a Christ-
mas gift 32 years ago. At the
time he was Bishop of the
Episcopal Diocese of Tennes-
see.
It was covered with white
satin and scallops of white lace
ceught up with scalloped loops
of pearls that descended into
cascading pearl loops mingled
with white satin cascading rib-
bons showered with lillies of
the valley. A single white or-
chid topped the pearl, satin
and lace adorned heirloom,
nestled in lillies of the valley.
Throughout the colorful ce-
remony attended by acoloytes
Elijah and Marcus Noel, Mr.
Whalum at the organ enhan-
ced the sacred moments with
the soft music of the Epis-
copal hymn "0 Perfect Love."
ATTENDANTS
Feminine attendants were
enchantingly beautiful as they
wore id en t ic al dresses- of
shrimp silk organza fashioned
with bell-shaped skirts with
encircling panels in layers of
tulip petals. They headpieces
were bands of tulip petals
fashioned of matching shrimp
illusion veils.
Cascade formal bouquets
were made of shrimp tinted
carnations interspersed with
dark green leaves with shrimp
and yellow veiling nestled in
dark green satin ribbons; and
their satin pumps were of the
same shrimp shade.
Mrs. Harold Whalum, cousin
of the bride was matron of
honor; and the bridesmaids
were Miss Rose Marie What-
um, a cousin of the bride; Mrs.
Gene Washburn, Miss Myrna
Bond, Miss Ida Marie Gam-
mon, Marion, Ark.; Miss Jose-
phine Ellis, Albany, Ga.; and
Miss Constance Guice of Bir-
mingham.
Miss Ellis was the bride's
roommate in her prep school
days at Palm:7r Mseaseriel ins-
titute at Sedalia, N. C., and
Miss Guice and Miss Gam-
mon were her schoolmates at
Fisk.
The flower girl was Little
Miss Karen Sweet, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Sweet; and the bride's cousins,
Masters Roy and Frederick
Whalum were ring bearer
and prayer cushion bearer.
They are the sons of the
bride's cousins, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Whalum.
Groomsmen included Dr.
Rupert Seals of Nashville,
Tenn. who was Mr. Mims'
best man and ushers Lewis
Harold Twigg, Jr., the bride's
brother and head usher; Hollis
Price, Jr., Gene Washburn, I.
J. Graham, Jr., George Gra-
ham, Kenneth Cole, Henry
Mitchell; two more of the
bride's cousins. Kenneth Wha-
lum who returned to Mem-
phis after living in Washing-
ton, D. C.; and Harold Wha-
lum; Benjamin Harrell, a life-
long friend of the bride's
family and Emmanuel Rou-
sakkis of Athens, Greece.
OUT-OF-TOWN GUESTS
Among the many out-of-
town guests attending the
wedding were Mrs. Terrell
Taylor of Kansas City, Mo.,
lifelong friend of the bride's
mother: Mrs. Rupert Seals,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lett,
Miss Ruth Thornton and Mrs.
Herbert Pinckney — all of
Nashville, Tenn., Mrs. Pinck-
ney another of the bride's
mother's childhood friends.
Mrs. Hasolee Greene of San
Diego, Calif., a dear friend
of the bride's late grand-
mother. Mrs. Wright, and Mrs.
Paul V. Collins and Miss Pa-
mela Collins of Jackson, Tenn.
FAMILY AND FRIENDS
Among early arrivals were
Mrs. H. D. Whalum, Sr.. the
bride's aunt, whose husband,
the late H. 1). Velum was
cousin; Gene Washburn, I.
J. Graham, Lewis H. Twigg,
Jr.. the bride's brother.
(Hooks Photo)
PAUSE BEFORE CUTTING
CAKE . . . Mr. and Mrs.
George Lear a nd• Mims
paused before cutting their
Christian Cross double wed-
ding ring topped wedding
cake which featured each
founder and first president of
the Union Protective Assur-
ance Company, whose sons in-
cluded the organist and
groomsmen at the wedding;
Mrs. Jamison Bowan, the
bride's aunt, for whom she was
named; Thomas Hayes, Mrs.
Taylor C. D. Hayes, Mrs. T.
C. D. Hayes, Sr. who are
closely connected with the
bride's father in the insurance
company Dr. and Mrs. W. 0.
Speight and Miss Marion M.
Speight, the latter of Daytona
Beach, Fla., Dr. Speight the
first medical director of the
company; Miss Sally June
Bowman and Carl Bowman,
the bride's cousins; Mrs. Ben-
jamin Harrell; Mr. and Mrs.
Onzie Horne, Mr. Horne also
an associate of the bride's
father in the company; Mrs.
Louis B. Hobson and the
Misses Clarense and Sandra
Hobson; Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Ratcliffe and Miss Roberta
1Ratcl iff e.
GUESTS
Also Mrs. Sam Brown and
her sister, Mrs. Hazelle Lewis,
Mrs. C. D. Harper, Mrs. Clai-
borne Davis and Miss Eliza-
beth Davis and Claiborne Da-
vis, jr., Mrs. Philip S. Booth,
Mrs. John R. Arnold, Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Hopson, Mrs. C.
Goff Miles, Miss Tywla Miles,
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Crawford,
Mrs. Wilmer Stockton, Mrs.
Dorris Bodden, Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Preston, Mrs. C. M.
Roulhac, Mrs. 0. T. Westbrook
and daughter, Mrs. Bennie
Westbrook Wilson, the late
Mr. Westbrook, also an orig-
inal associate executive officer
and stockholder of the com-
pany Mrs. Jessie Gwynn, Mr
and Mrs. A. M. Woods, also
associated with the company:
Mrs. Samuel D. Rudder, wife
of the rector of Emmanuel
church. who officiated at the
elegant and impressive nup-
tials; Mrs. Inez Williams, Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Cole, Mr. and
Mrs. John Gammon of Ma-
rion. Ark., Mr. and Mrs. Ray-
mond Lynom, 0. T. Turner
and Mr. and Mrs. E. C.irlones.
PREPARING FOR DE-
PARTURE . . . The matron
of honor and bridesmaids
assisted the radiant Mrs.
layer garlanded with white
roses, wedding bells and
sprigs of lillies of the valley.
The smilax encircled cake
is seen at the bride's table
at the home of Mrs. Mims'
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Harold Twigg, Jr., 1766,
Others seen were Mrs. A. T.
Martin and Mrs. Cochrane of
Gary, Ind., with Mrs. Leona
McDowell of Holly Springs,
Miss., and mother of Mrs.
Taylor Ward; Mr. and Mrs.
John C. Parker; Mrs. Chris-
tine Robinson, Mrs. R. B. Su-
garmon, sr., and Mrs. R. S.
Sugarmon, jr., Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Youn g, Mrs. Utillus
Phillips, accompanied by Mrs.
Utillus Phillips, jr., Mrs. Kath-
eryn Perry Thomas and Mrs.
Andrew Roberts.
MORE GUESTS
And Mrs. Ma bel Hudson,
Mrs. Ruth Parker, Mrs. Walter
Guy, Mrs. Jessie Tarpley, Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Perkins, Mrs.
William McDaniel and daugh-
ter and son, Carol and Ted,
Mrs. Ted Beauchamp, Miss
Martelle Trigg, Mr. and Mrs.
Roscoe McWilliams, Miss Ger-
aldine Ma rie Diamond, Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Qualls and
niece, Sandra Crowder, Mrs.
Arthur Mason, Mrs. Floyd
Newman, Mr. and Mrs. L. F.
Briscoe and the Misses Juni-
enee and Diana Briscoe and
son, Frank, Mrs. J. D. Wil-
liams, and Miss Ethel Hooks.
Also Mrs. John Curry, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Jamison, Mrs.
Esther Brown, Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore McLersore, Mr. and
Mrs. W. Eugene Lindsey, Mrs.
Charles R Iles, jr., and daugh-
ter, Kathy Diana, Mrs. Leo-
pold Iles and daughter, Ros-
lyn; Charles R. Isles Sr., Miss
Lynne M. Men, Mrs. John
Taylor and daughter, Miss
Lana Taylor; Mrs. H. A. Gil-
liam, Mrs. Caffrey Bartholo-
mew, Mrs. Mary Murphy, Mrs.
William Owen and Miss An-
gels Owen, Mrs. Henry Collins
and daughter, Miss Grace Col-
lins, Miss Is a het Greenlee,
Mrs. M. L. Adams and Miss
Mettle Bell.
And Miss Jewel Gentry and
her mother, Mrs. Gertrude
Armstrong, Mrs. Effie Flagg,
Was Emma Crittenden, Miss
A. Howard, Mrs. Harold
Smith, Miss Gertrude Walker,
Miss Mae Della Reeve,, Mrs.
Joseph Westbrool., and &ugh-
George L. Mims in prepara-
tion for removal of bridal
attire for her honeymoon
departure. Seen left to right
are: Miss Josephine Ellis,
scene of the beautiful re-
ception which complimented
the young couple. The table
was overlaid with a cloth
of white tulle over white
satin, dotted with tiny bou-
quets of lillies of the valley.
(Hooks Photo)
ter, Miss Diane W. sthrooks,
Charles Luster, Mrs. Aline
Franklin, Mrs. Ann Benson,
Mrs. W. B. Meadows, Dr. and
Mrs. Cooper Taylor, Mrs. Rich-
ard Greene, Mrs Frederick
Rivers, Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite,
Mrs. Alma Holt, Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Anderson, Mrs. Anna J.
Polk, Mrs. Michael Whittaker
and others.
After repeating their vows,
while the audience stood —
the custom at Catholic and
Episcopal weddings — the
church lights were dimmed as
the couple, matron of honor
and best man escorted the
couple to the altar, where they
knelt for special blessing and
prayer.
Myriad lights flickered from
the hundred of candles burn-
ing at the foot of the knave
wh ere they were married,
f r om the cathedral candles
down the aisles and on the
magnificent altar.
For the recessional, Mr.
Whalum Played a 17th Cen-
tury trumpet tune by Henry
Purcell, organ is t to the
Queen's Court in the 17th
Century.
BFAUTIFUL MUSIC
As scores of guests gath-
ered outside following the
wedding, the stirring music
and chimes from the mighty
organ that is a masterpiece
of pipe organ perfection and
a pride of the clergy and Pa-
rishioners of St. Mary's Ca-
thedral, the Bishop's Church
in the Episcopal Diocese of
Tennesse, could be h card
wafting on the summer eve-
ning air, bringing to a finish
a beautiful ceremony to long
be remembered in the annals
of Memphis weddings.
The wedding was planned in
its entirety by the hr id e's
mother, Mn. Twig g. Mrs.
Samuel Crowder assisted in
directing the wedding: and
other close friends. Mrs. Louis
B Hobson and Mrs. Althea
Christmas dressed the bride
for the memorable occasion.
(See reception story elsewhere
in this issue)I
Albany, Ga.: Miss Ida Marie
Gammon, Marion, Ark.; Miss
Myrna Bond, Mrs. Mims,
Mrs. Harold Whalum, the
bride's cousin, who was the
matron of honor: Miss Cons-
tance Guice, Birmingham,
Ala.; and Miss Rose Marie
Whalum, the bride's cousin.
(Hooks photo)
Shrimp Pink & Green
By MARJORIE ULEN The stately grounds of the
back lawns of the home were
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Harold dotted with chaise lounges.
Twigg, sr., of 1766 So. Park- garden furniture and umbrella
way, East, were hosts to the tables, in a colorful setting of
wedding reception wh ich crescent shaped floral beds
complimented their daughter, outlined with hurricane lamps
Miss Clara Ann Twigg, who around the outer edges of the
was married to George L grounds where shrimp colored
grande Minis of Nashville and
Deland, Fla., August 12, at St. 
caladium and greenery again
repeated the colors of the wed-
Mary's Episcopal Cathedral. ding. Other beds were vivid
The wedding of major social masses of verbena.
importance combined beauty
and elegance . . . and the col- At the center of the lawns,
a long refreshment table wasors of shrimp and mint green
handsome with 1 t a silverwere used in the wedding and
echoed in attire of the brides- service which held assorted
wedding buffet delights ofmaids, the bride's mother's
hors d'ouevres, sweets and in-chappeau, and in distinctive
flower beds on the grounds of 
dividual cak e s. Champagne
the stately home. Organ music punch repeated of the soft
and serenading caused guests shade shrimp; and the table
was centered with a formalto linger long after they have 
arrangement of shrimp tinted
carnations and greenery in a
low silver bowl.
A champagne fountain ap-
peared at another side of the
grounds, gaily lighted on a
glass topped iron table which
revealed a center planter and
mums entwined in the posts of
entwined legs of gardenias and
the stairway that is a focal
point of interest. In the liv- 
Pouring punch were three of
t
ing room, the grand piano 
dis-he bride's mother's lifelong
friends,
played a fan arrangement of 
 Mrs. John R. Arnold,
j
shrimp colored gladiolus and 
r., Mrs. Philip Booth and
Mrs. Claiborne Davis.
greerery.
gone through the receiving line
and viewed gifts in the home
which also featured scenes of
more of the beautiful color
combination.
The foyer of the home fea-
tured garlands of Southern
smilax and white chrisanthe-
Mrs. Herbert Pinckney of SERENADING
Nashville, Tenn., introduced GOING AWAY
guests to the receiving line Throughout t h e reception
formed before the fireplace in the bride's cousin, Mrs. What-
the colorful sun parlor where um, who was the organist at
light turquoise draperies were the wedding, played sentimen-
perfect foils for two gold pier tal musical numbers on the
bowl standards which held portable organ which was set
massive arrangements of white up on the grounds. Before
gladiolus, centered by a gold long, impromptu soloists joined
modern pole light. Mrs. Pinck-. . . including the
ney wore a beige chantilly other Whalum brothers—Ken-
lace dress and a white orchid neth and Harold who were
shoulder corsage. soon joined by their only sis-
In the dining room, a spec_ ter, Miss Rose Marie Whalum
tacular bride's table was over- —singing such favorites as'
laid in a cloth of white tulle "In A Garden," "Always," "It
tvayb.ouTqhueets ier or f edliblIriesida o l
cakef 
the
over white satin, dotted with I Love You" and others. When
in  b e young couple made theirlley
appearance to bid guests good-
featuring lillies of the valley bye, waves of warm sentiment
cake fashioned that was deco- ed the eyes of family and
garlanding each tier of the filled the hearts and moisten-
rated with white roses and
wedding bells.d 
guests as Mr. Whalum quickly
cued his music t "The Bells
with the symbolic reminder of of St. Mary" . . . for by this
the Episcopal traditions that time a large group of young
were so much a part of the men had gathered singing the
wedding--a gold slender cross National Hymn of Alpha Phi
entwined with double wedding Alpha — in honor of the
rings. Flanking the cake were groom. From there they chant-
two sterling crystal branched ed the song so reminiscent of
epergne candlelabrum, the the cathedral which had been
bowls filled with small white the scene of Mr. and Mrs.
chrysanthemums and fern. Mims' beautiful wedding
The den, another favorite 
 . . .
serenading them as they went
spot for the hundreds of guests down the walkway to the car
Paying compliments to the that awaited them to take
newly weds and their parents, them away.
presented another scene of Happy and eager as all just
shrimp and mint green floral marrieds are to get away to
arrangements. 
HOSTESSES 
commence their married lives,
the couple took time out to
Registering guests in the take the flowers used in the
living room before proceeding home to three hospitals for the
to the receiving line were benefits of shut-ins, and happy
Miss Roberta Ratcliffe and indeed were patients for their
Miss Shirley Finney, both thoughtfulness at Collins Chap-
Fiskite friends of the bride. el, The E. H. Crump Memorial
Other junior hostesses seen and John Gaston Hospitals.
were Miss Carole Jamison Mrs Mims i 9 a 1961 gradu-
Miss Alva Jamison, Miss Bob- ate of Fisk University, and
hie Nelson, Miss Etoile Clift, completed her preparatory
Miss Mary Nichols and Miss studies at Palmer Memorial
Anita Van Pelt. Institute at Sedalia, N. C. Mr.
Senior hostesses at the re- Mims is a member of Alpha
ception were Mrs. Louis B. Phi Alpha Fraternity, a grad-
Hobson, Mrs. Onzie Horne, uate of Florida A. & M. col-
Mrs. John Gammon, Mrs. Sam lege, and was formerly a mem-
Brown, Mrs. Charlie Lewis, ber of the staff of Fisk uni-
Mrs. Fred Jordan, Mrs. Clai- versity.
borne Davis, Mrs. Philip Following a stop in Nash-
Booth, Mrs. John R. Arnold, ville, Tenn., they then mo-
Mrs. Dorris Bodden, Mrs. 0. B. tored to Daytona Beach, Fla,
Johnson, Mrs. Charles Harper, where they will reside, Mr.
Mrs. Floyd Newman, Mrs. Vin- Mims having accepted a posi-
cent Westley and the bride's tion as student dean at VaMU-
two aunts. Mrs. H. D. Whalum sia Junior college in the man
and Mrs. Jamison Bowman. city.
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• SOCIETY••• Merry••• Go-Round••
• BY MARJORIE I. WIN
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IN CHICAGO
Your scribe is back at the
Merry-Go-Round-Helm ... ever
so grateful to Miss Erma Lee
Laws for steering the course
the week-end we hied away to
Chicago to attend the 39th
Houle of Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority . . . held at the new
. posh and truly fabulous Stlers-
ton-Chicago hotel on swank
North Michigan Boulevard —
the Windy City's answer to
New York's Fifth Avenue.
Accompanied by Allie Mae
Roberts and Velma Lois Jones,
arrival at the splendid lobby
gave promise to a ne'er to be
forgotten week. 1054 proud
AKA's converged from all over
the USA, Alaska and Liberia,
West Africa. For the rest of the
week there was the orderly
hustling and bustling and the
--Excitement of greeting "sis-
ters", many of whom we had
not see since campus days
Heartwarming it was.
'Mid the business of the con-
vention which was also the
Sorority's second international
regional conference, pleasure
was planned for every group,
young and older, with special
emphasis on entertainment for
the male guests.
DOZEN MEMPHIANS
• Supreme Basileus Dr. Mar-
jorie H. Parker was an odds on
favorites to succeed herself.
which she did by unanimous
vote, as did our dynamic South-
eastern Regional Director, Ju-
lia H. Purnell of Baton Rouge,
La.
Dr. Parker's warmth, bril-
liancy and social aplomb
added to her good looks, are
charms seldom all found in one
woman. She was accompanied
to Chicago by her husband,
Atty. Barrington D. Parker, and
sons, Jason( sophomore at
Princeton) and Barrington Jr.
(Yale freshman) and the young
Parkers found the occasion in-
teresting too — especially the
lovely young undergraduates
and their activities.
Memphis' Beta Epsilon Ome-
ga Chapter did itself proud by
having the largest numbers of
members present from the
Southeastern Region — 12 in
all, including Ethel J. Perkins.
Public Relations committee
chairman Callie L. Stevens —
who was accompanied by her
husband, George . . Elma H
Mardis, Edith Willis, Sue B
Ish, Dorothy Graham. Georgia
P. Quinn, Helen C. Shelby and
Beta Tau's (LeMoyne College
delegate — Lee Eleanor Ben-
son. Seen at several public af-
fairs was our inactive mem-
ber, Jewel Gentry.
CONVENTION HIGHLIGHTS
Following the smoothest reg-
istration period ever invented
(no one waited more than 5
minutes) we meandered State
Street ... returning to prepare
for the Public Meeting held at
Chi's new and fabulous Mc-
Cormick Place. . .. where more
than 5000 persons packed the
gigantic hall to hear Dr. William
Hale, president of Langston
university and national presi-
dent of Alpha Phi Alpha Fra-
ternity — whose beauteous
wife is AKA's Supreme Ta-
miouchus (treasurer) a Ph.D
herself and a CPA.
Welcome was given by The-
ta Omega's (Chicago's) vivaci-
ous basileus, Mrs. Orville Nay-
lor . . . greetings from Joseph
L. O'Neal president of the Chi-
cago Pan-Hellenic Council .
greetings from the City of Chi-
cago from the Honorable Rich-
ard J. Daley, Mayor of Chica-
go . .. and introduction of the
dynamic speaker by Mrs.
Wendell E. Green of Chicago's
Board of Education.
The touching moment of the
tremendous affair was the AKA
Distinguished Service Award
'given to our aoror, Marian An-
derson, and presented by Dr.
Parker. We'll never forget her
humble words of acceptance
... "Deeply impressed with the
reward, yet there are so many
more worthy . . ." AkA has
been one of the greatest things
in my life." . . . and further
praising Dr. Hale's moving ad-
dress on "Knowledge is Pow-
Here too. Dr. Parker pre-
sented a check for $500 for a
shelf of books at the Hebrew
University in Israel, to be
known as the Marian Anderson
election of the university's Li-
brary. The university had se-
lected Miss Anderson as their
"Woman of the Year" in 1960.
SINGER 1. t.1ED
Following the reception. Miss
Anderson, officers and dis-
tinguished guests were feted at
a beautiful reception at the
Grand Ballroom of the Shera-
ton-Chicago, with the Standard
Oil company as host.
DEFENDER SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, DO
aq: Bride Elect To
:Be Honored At
A Buffet Party
WALLACE RECEPTION . .
Our train arrived too late to at-
tend the fabulous Open House
given by Past Supreme Basileus
Arnetta Wallace and her ge-
nial husband, Bob at their
South Parkway home — which
from all accounts was simply
elegant. That same day, Sun-
day, a gay press party had been
held at the colorful King Ar-
thur Room of the Sheraton.
Chicago.
The first bL ,less session got
underway at 9 a.m, in the ball-
room of the hotel on Tuesday
.. and at the luncheon break,
regional luncheons were held in
the King Arthur Room, the
Crystal Foyer and the Boule-
vard room for the Far Western.
Central and South Atlantic Re-
gions.
That evening two mixers,
graduate and undergraduate,
were held at Boulevard and the
King Arthur room . . . where
members were again the dar-
lings of Standard Oil . . . they
were given handsome huge
China beer steins with gold
AKA plaque inscriptions. At
the same time, for the more
conservative persons, a bridge
party was in sway in the
Tropical Room.
FORMER MEMPHIANS
This same evening, Allie
Mae, Velma and I were invited
to have dinner with her cousins,
"Tot" and Gladys Holcomb,
former Memphians, who op-
erate a restaurant — and we
did thoroughly enjoy their
warm hospitality.
A MAJOR EVENT of the
convention week was the Tour
of South Side Businesses that
included Johnson Publications,
Fuller Products company, The
Parker Sausage company, Met-
ropolitan Funeral home and a
tour of the beautiful AKA Na-
tional House . . . all ending
with a buffet supper at Park-
way Ballroom.
Of course, we just had to di-
gress from the eating places in
the hotel and one of the grand-
est occasions was dinner at The
London House.
Fabulous Playboy Club, with
its "bunny" girls, its mechan-
isms which televizes the en-
trance of everyone through the
various rooms of the club, . . .
an electronic board which
lights up the name of each
member when he enters, so
that every member or guest
can tell what members a r e
present . . .was the treat Allie
Mae and Velma the courtesy
of Mr. Bouchet, friend of John-
ny Arnold.
LUNCHEONS
Luncheon in the Sheraton's
Brass Bull restaurant was an-
other delightful occasion.
Besides Wednesday's ses-
sions, there was a poolside
cocktail party at the 16th
floor of the hotel. The pool be-
ing air conditioned . . . and
that night our Defender boss,
Whittier Sengstacke and his
wife, Mattie, invited the three
of u s out to his home far out
on Michigan ave., where we
had a cook-out in their charm-
ing yard, which shows all evi-
dence of the boss' handiwork
in bed plantings, barbecuing
area and in the work area in
their garage at the back of the
lot.
Earlier, at luncheon, the
South Eastern members held
their private luncheon in the
Boulevard Room, with our di-
rector as hostess. Here mem-
bers of TSU's Alpha Psi chap-
ter had a grand time, and we
certainly have spread across
the country since initiation
days there!
Here we caught up on the
years with Eiliethia Marshall
Williams of Los Angeles, Cor-
rine Taylor Carpenter of
Grambling, La.... Mary Clay
Torian of Orangeburg, S. C.
. . . and there were so many
others seen from that chapter
during the week — Dorothy
Glass, now a social worker,
who lives in Chicago's famed
Lake Meadows .. . the former
Lorraine Johnson, now of De-
troit . . . Margaret Marsh of
Nashville, Lillian Dunn Pat-
terson of the same place.
But back to the social line-
MissJohnnie Yvonne Shaw,
bride-elect of Ernest Walker
Riley, will be honored at a buf-
fet party on Thursday night,
August 31, at the home of Elder
ar4 Mrs Willie T. Thomas, sr.,
1548 Hamilton at.
Hostess for the affair will be
Miss Deborah Ann Thomas. She
will be assisted by her sister-
in-law, Mrs. Willie T. Thomas,
jr.
The table will be decorated
with an arrangement of varied
flowers with greenery inter-
spersed.
Miss Thomas will receive her
18 guests in a white eyelet
embroidered cotton sheath
dress. The honoree will wear a
deep gold cotton sleeveless




A popular social event was
the Supper Club -Tour. when
we had supper at that color-
ful and flamboyantly gay
Blue Angel club, later going to
the Waikiki club, where hula
was so hot the Hawaiians
would blush if they could see
it . . ending at the soignee
and cozy Carousel-In-The-Sky
—46 floors atop Hotel Mor-
rison, with its glass wall
which affords such a pano-
ramic view of the lusty and
sprawling metropolis. This is
Chicago', answer to San Fran. 
cisco's Top of the Mark on
Nob Hill.
Convention business fin-
ished early on Friday, AKA's
and the Chicago Public had
long anticipated the Fashion
'N' Fantasy luncheon and
fashion show which was held
in the grand ballroom of the
hotel. Here we encountered
Jewel Gentry and her cousin
Jean Jones and Marguerite
Murphy, along with Atty.
Veva Young.
AFRICAN FASHIONS
Terri Springer, Ebony's fash-
ion queen, was starred on the
program, and famed and
charming Etta Moten Barnett,
Sue Ish's mother, was the spe-
cial guest . . and a whole col-
umn could be devoted to the
fabulous luncheon and espe-
cially to those perfectly gor-
geous clothes modeled by Mrs.
Barnett from Nigeria, Ghana
and Guinea.
Sue was in the dressing
room, assisting her mother in
dressing in those beautiful Af-
rican styles, whose fabrics are
exquisite in beauty, and for-
eign and native though they
be, are right at home In any
American occasion, interna-
tionally-minded as the world
is these days. Furs, fashions
for twilight hours, and coif-
feurs, aside from surburbia
styles made one and all posi-
tively drool.
THE FORMAL
Friday night. was the Pan-
Hellenic formal . . . but one
of the grandest affairs of the
convention was the beautiful
Party giver. by Mrs. Barnett
honoring members of the AKA
Directorate, of which she is a
former member, and several
special guests.
It was indeed a rare privi-
lege to be able to have seen
the stately and beautiful home
and to be an actual part for
a moment of the priceless col-
lection of African Art that the
Barnetts have acquired on
their more than a dozen trips
to the African Continent.
They have attended each
one of the independence cele-
brations of the countries
which have gained their free-
dom, and this is reflected in
the painstaking care they have
chosen of the fine artistry of
the country. Ebony Magazine
recently did a story on the
home in color, and you may
refer to it, for it pictures many
of the priceless and indescrib-
ingly beautiful objects that
graces the home that is truly
one of America's showplaces.
At the party we saw Dr.
and Mrs. Ish, Jr., Dr. and Mrs.
Leland Atkins who were both
leaving for Cleveland the next
morning; Dr. and Mrs. G. W.
Stanley Ish, Sr., of Little Rock,
Mrs. A. A. Letting and her fa-
ther, J. F. Ish, Miss Jewel
Gentry and all the national of-
ficers of the sorority.
In the dining room, a beau-
tiful ice-carved punch bowl,
with pink rose bouquets and
green AKA embedded ... pale
green champagne punch, the
frozen bowl surrounded with
yellow tulle over yellow and
green fruit and vegetables . . .
on the other side . . . a cham-
pagne fountain fairly dripped
Roman style with cascading
bunches of green and magnets
grapes . . . the dining table
centered with a massive carv-
ed ivory figurine, echoed in
the mirrored and lighted cab-
inet with dozens of miniature
ivories. The table was elegant-
ly beautiful with tasty buffet
fare . . . and we'll have to
continue from here next week,
for we just must tell you more
about this, and other interest-
ing sidelines of the week.
SURROUNDING QUEEN
CONSTANCE PAYNE are:
Seated. left-right, Hosea Al-
exander and Johnson Sau-
Isberry. Standing: Z. P. Pit-
tman, Harold Walker, Her-
man Rude, J. K. Davis,
Charles Jackson, Russell
Eddins, Arnett Hirsch and
Euless T. Hunt.
MISS CITY Pools and run-
nerve — Miss Betty Bowen,
of 1778 Keltner Circle, has been
LeMoyne Alumni
Memphis alumni of Lemoyne
College will hold their first
meeting of the new college
year, Sunday, Sept. 3, at b p.m.,
in the faculty lounge of Brown-
lee Hall. Mrs. Ann L. Weathers,
president. said plans will be
mapped for the year's activity
which ineludes the alumni-
varsity basketball game, Alumni




50c OFF ON REGULAR HAIR-DO'S
for two weeks only—August 12 ?es
1110 AZALIA WH 6-1111
1C4 TA DANDRIDGE, Owego
Cinstance Payne
Crowned '61 Queen Of
Semi-Pro Ball League
A junior at Rust college was
crowned the 1961-62 Queen
of the Semi-Pro Baseball
League during an informal
dance at the Fairgrounds
Dance Casino last Tuesday
night. Crowned was Miss
Constance Payne of 1530 So
Ave., who is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Payne of
585 Lamarr Ave.
The three runners-up in the
contest were; first alternate,
Miss Evelyn White, of 2972
Broad Ave. a junior at Lester
high school, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Lowery'
second alternate, Miss Delores
Macklin, a senior at Central
State college in Wilberforce.
Ohio, who is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Macklin
of 1226 Empire St.; and the
third alternate, Miss Mary
Martin, a sophomore at Ham-
ilton high school, who is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mark
Martin of 1814 Cincinnati St
Crowning Queen Constance




The Licensed Practical Nur-
ses' Alumnae of Memphis held
their annual coronation here
recently at the Sigma Gamma
Rho sorority house at 805 Sax-
on ave.
Seven members participated
in the drive which will enable
three student delegates and
their instructor, Miss Selena
Watson to attend the National
Federation of Licensed Practi-
cal Nurses Convention to be
held in St. Paul, Minn., start-
ing Oct. 2.
One of the highlights of the
recent meeting was the crown-
ing of Mrs. Irma Robinson as
the 1961 queen. She received
her crown from Mrs. Earline
Reed, who held the honor last
year. Mrs. Robinson is a nurse
at E. H. Crump Memorial hos-
pital.
Taking second place to the
queen in this year's contest
was Mrs. Florentine Johnson of
Kennedy VA hospital, with
Mrs. Mary Louise Atholone of
John Gaston hospital placing
third.
In student nurse competion.
Miss Barbara J. Jones was
named queen, and was crown-
ed by Miss Watson.
voted queen of Memphis'
swimming pools. MISS Bowen,
18, is a Jun graduate of Hami-
lton High School and the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam."
Bowen,
We Telegraph Flowers Anywhere
HENLEY FLORAL SHOP
Flowers for all Occasions
Mr, Arldie Henley Crawford, Prop.
1089 THOMAS ST.
But Ph JA 6.9390 Res. JA 6-8357


















at HOME in one quick.
EASY APPLICATION
You can have soft, natural.
looking, straight hair the safe.
easy SILKY STRATE way. Do
it yourself at home and save
time and money. The easy-to-
follow directions assure profes-
sional-like results. Your hair
stays straight for months ...
lets you comb, dress or style
your hair any way you wish ...
will not go back even when wet..
FOR WOMEN and ClOidron: Gentle
Strength for long. fine heir.
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berg, a WDIA Radio disc
Jockey.
Master of ceremony was J
D. Williams, one of the found-




A future teacher walked
away with the title of "Miss
City Pools" in contest held at
the Fairgrounds recently.
She was Miss Betty Bowen,
18-year-old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Bowen, 1778
Keltner circle, Apt., 11, and
recent graduate of Hamilton
high school.
Miss Bowen, who won out
over 24 other contestants,
plans to become a teacher, and
will enter LeMoyne college
this autumn.
As the winner, she was
given ten prizes, which were
contributed by some 26 local
merchants.
Second prize winner was
Miss Annie R. Phillips, a
twelfth grade student at Man-
assas high school, and a ma-
iorette in the band.
As one of the winners, Miss
Phillips was awarded five of
the prizes.
Miss Nellie Hamilton of 804-
C Provine at,, a student at
Booker T. Washington high
school placed third, and also
was given five prizes.
Hildreth Sims
Attends Confab
On Ala. Campus •
JACKSON, Tenn. — Mi
Rildreth Venita Sims, daughter
of Mrs. Area Sims Robinson,
has returned home after at-
tending the Southwestern Re-
gional Convention of High
ichool Young Christian Stu-
dents on the campus of St.
Bernard college, Cullman, Ala.
She was one of 300 students
ho participated in the four-
day meeting hom Aug. 14 thru
18, and represented St. Frances
e Sales high school, Powhatan,
Va., where she will be a junior
this year.
Miss Sims was chosen because
of her leadership ability, good
'udgement and interest in
Catholic Action.
A communicant of St. Joseph's
Catholic church here, she is the





Plans are being made at
Walker Temple AME church,
3209 Ford Rd., to observe
Young People's Day, Sunday
Sept. 3.
Keynote speaker for the 11
a.m, program is expected to
be Miss Lucille Renett Reed,
an instructor at Weaver Road
school. The 3 p.m. speaker is
expected to be Miss Glorie
Massey, a member of St. An-
drew AME church, who is a
senior at Allen University in
Columbus, S. C. where she i•••
majoring in elementary edu-
cation. She is the daughter of













































































































































































Miss Ware For Bride;
The marriage (a 1,41,IS 1.11111141
Ware and Hinton Brazieton, jr.,
was solemnized here recently at
the Douglass Church of God in
Christ, with the pastor, Elder
C. C. Knox, officiating.
The bride is the daughter of
Elder and Mrs. E. H. Ware, 1560
Willis st., and the bridegroom
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hinton
Brazelton, Sr., of St. Albans,
N.Y.
Vows were exchanged before
a setting of white gladioluses
flanking a large candle tree
with descending candles.
-Both the bride and groom are
graduates of the 1959 class of
Wilberforce university in Ohio.
Mrs. Brazelton taught school at
Warren, Ohio. Her husband is
a social worker in New York
City.
ESCORTED BY FATHER
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a dress
of white lace over satin, fash-
ioned with a scalloped neekline
and edged with pearl.
The maid of honor, Miss Doris
Johnson of Toledo. Ohio, wore
a gold taffeta dress with scoop-
ed neckline and full skirt ac-
cented with front bow.
Bridesmaids were Miss Ern-
estine Crutchfield, Mrs. Chris-






It is agreed by all who con
cern themselves with prob-
lems of today's family that
home-centered recreational ac-
tivities give family life more
Unity and meaning. Holidays,
such as Labor Day, afford a
wonderful opportunity for
family members to play to-
gether. A cook-out in the back-
yard, at a lakeside or some
other appropriate place is a
type of activity that can be
enjoyed by Grandma and all
the family right down to the
smallest one,
Cook-outs require carefoi
planning if the meals are to
be nutritious and well bal-
anced. Consideration must be
given to the method of pre-
paration and equipment need-
ed for this type of food serv-
ice to avoid smoked, burned
or greasy food.
To be balanced, the meal
should consist of a pretein
AS food, such as meat, fish, poul-
‘111, try, dairy products or dried
peas and beans; a vegetable,
bread and milk.
Beef steaks, franks, ribs and
burgers are the most popular
protein foods for out door
cooking, but grilled fish, broil-
ed lobster tails, shrimp, lamb
chops, barbecued turkey parts,
or spit-roasted chicken make
interesting variations.
VEGETABLES TOO
A different main dish for
this type meal is achieved by
heating two pounds ground
beef (unshaped) in a heavy
skillet. When the meat is
almost done add two 11-ounce
cans of undiluted, condensed,
vegetable soup, salt and pep-
per to taste. It is ready to
serve on warm buns as soon
as it is thoroughly hot.
Many homemakers shy
away from cooking vegetables
outdoors. Potatoes baked in
foil, maybe, but no others.
This doesn't have to be; other
vegetables, that can be cook-
ed in foil are sweet potatoes,
herb-seasoned carrots, apple;
stuffed acorn squash, small
beets, and sweet corn in husk.
You can, also, cook frozen
or canned vegetables on the
grill or over hot coals. To
do this, wrap tightly individ-
ual portions in aluminum foil
and cook for 10 to 15 minutes.
or you may wrap blocks of
frozen vegetables in heavy foil
with butter and seasonings
and cook along with the meat.
Use this same method with
fresh vegetables, also.
COOK RICE IN FOIL
Even rice can be cooked on
the grill. Place instant rice,
water, seasonings and sliced
ripe olives in foil, Seal the rice
MI securely and cook for fifteen
11, minutes.
Don't forget the toasted
rolls, or sliced and buttered
French bread heated in foil
for a crunchy addition to the
meal.
Popcorn popped in a coffee
can is lots of fun for the kids.
Make a handle for the can
using a wire coat hanger. This
helps to tide them over till
the other food is done.
Top off the meal with ice
cream cones, another treat
for the youngsters and grand-
ma, too.
Be sure to carry safety rules
with you and practice them.
Lots of good food and lots of
precaution all add up to happy
Labor Day.
("A Guide To Good Eating"
is a service provided for the
readers of the 'Tri-State De-
fender through the coopera-
tion of the Memphis Dairy
Council. Mrs. Williams is a
teacher of Home Economics at
',Sanwa, High School.)
•
tine Kent, and Mrs. Charlie
Ware. They were attired in
identical dressea of lavender
chiffon over taffeta with seal
loped necklines and full skirts
accented with rear bows and
matching flowered headpieces.
All dresses were designed and
made by the bride's sister. Mrs.
Fannie Sims of Cleveland.
Spencer Williams of St. Al-
bans, N. Y., was best man.
Ushers were Floyd Alexander,
Dayton, Ohio; Bernard Baskett,
St. Albans; and Lee Sellers of
Xenia, Ohio.
NUMBER OF PARTIES
The reception was held in the
dining room of the bride's
patents. Mrs. Ware received in
a dress of lavender taffeta.
Mrs. Brazehon wore a two-
piece dress of hot pink chiffon,
with pink and white accessor-
ies. Assisting were Mrs. Blanche
Johnson of Great Neck, N. Y.;
and Mrs. Willie Walker of Chi-
cago.
Preceding the wedding, a
number of prenuptial parties
were held. The first event was
a miscellaneous shower honor-
ing the bride-elect, and held in
Warran, Ohio. The refreshment
table was decorated to carry
out pink and green theme. Miss
Marlene White was hostess.
Members of the Humboldt
Church of God in Christ, Hum-
boldt, Tenn., surprised the
bride with a dinner shower.
Her father is pastor of the
church.
Under a setting of silver wed-
ding bells, the bride was enter-
tained at the home of Mrs.
Charlie Ware, with Mrs. Garret
as the hostess. A very well-
planned menu was served.
PRE—WEDDING DANCE
Closing out the series of par-
ties was a dance held in the
Elk's ballroom, where Mrs.
Pocahontas Boykin, sister of the
bride, received about 150 friends
and out-of-town guests, who
danced to the music of Calvin
Graham and his orchestra.
After the dance, the bride
and members of the wedding
party were entertained at a
pre-dawn breakfast In the
beautiful apartment of Mrs.
Elnora Miller, who received in
a blue silk dress.
Many of the couple's friends
were on hand to bid them fare-
well at Memphis Muncipal air-
port, in route to New York
City. They flew on to the island
of Bermuda for the honeymoon.
The bride wore a black and
white checked suit with black
accessories. They will reside in
St. Albans.
Among the out-of-town rela-
tives and guests attending the
wedding were Mrs. Shirley
Harrison, Astoria, N.Y. sister
of the groom: Mrs. Blanche
Johnson, Great Neck, N. Y.;
Mrs. Delores Baskett, St. Al-
bans; and William Bailey, Cin-
cinnati.
MORE GUESTS
Also William Floyd, Dayton,
Ohio; Miss Ethel Irving, Cin-
cinnati; Miss Francine Clay,
Toledo; Mrs. J. Fields, Mont-
clair, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs. James
Miles, Ross Brazelton, James
Miles, jr., and Mrs. Dorothy
McDuffy, Knoxville; Mr. and
Mrs. Obed Caldwell, Mobile
Ala.; and Lee Seller, Xenia
Ohio.
And Floyd Alexander, Day-
ton; Bernard Baskett, St. Al-
bans; Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Sims, Cleveland; Eddie Ware,




When Omega Psi Phi Fra-
ternity met at Washington last
week. Memphis was represent-
ed by Dr. E. Frank White,
Sam Helm, and Rev. J. A. Mc-
Daniel.
It was the golden anni-
versary conclave at Washing-
ton's swank Sheraton-Park Ho-
tel, held August 13-18.
Some 1500 delegates and
their guests danced to the mu-
sic of six bands during the
convention. Duke Ellington's
orchestra was the featured at-
traction of the fraternity's
"Golden Anniversary Ball" on
Wednesday, August 16. Count
Basic's orchestra played for
tWtlit affairs: a closed formal
dance on Thursday, August 17
and the following night at
Omega's "Auf Wiedersehen"
Dance, which was the final
event of the conclave.
Bobby Felder's Orchestra
played for the moonlight boat-
ride aboard the S. S. Mt. Vern-
on on Mon. August 14 . . . and
on the same night, music was
furnished by Gay Clefts at
special "Get Acquainted
Dance" at the !.otel.
Words of the Wise
The young man of ability,
the will to work and good
personality, will, in the long
run, get the equivalent or a
college education in the teaks
he will set for himself. If he
has ability end determina-
tion, he will find ways to





WASHINGTON, D. C. — In-
creased professional and finan-
cial assistance to chapters sub-
mitting proposals for conduct-
ing local projects, programs
for raising the level of counsel-
ing and guidance opportunities
for minority youth were among
recommendations proposed by
the National Projects Commit-
tee of Delta Sigma Theta, Inc.,
at a three-day meeting held
reeen fly .
The National Projects Com-
mittee is responsible for the
Delta Five - Point Projects,
which include library, job op-
portunities, volunteers for com-
munity service, mental health.
and international projects, de-
signed in the interest of pub-
lic service.
The NPC, through its proj-
ects, is more concerned with
establishing policy and making
recommendations for public
service than any other single
committee of the 28,000 mem-
ber organization.
RECOMMENDED
It was recommended at the
NPC meeting that each local
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
have a functioning projects
committee, whose chairman
would serve on the chapter's
executive committee, and offer
professional skill for proposed
projects.
To raise the level of counsel-
ing and guidance opportunities
for minority youth, it was pro-
posed that DST sponsor or co-
sponsor professional in-service
conferences for persons carry-
ing guidance responsibilities
with minority youth in recent-
ly integrated communities in
the South, and in other com-
munities.
The NPC also reviewed the
continuing National Projects at
its meeting.
T h e Grambling Guidance
Conference, held at Grambling
college, is designed to help gui-
dance workers become more ef-




of the Conference again in 1962.
It was also recommended that
the Oklahoma City Vocational
Guidance Conference be spon-
sored again. A conference for
counselors was also recom-
mended for Cleveland, Ohio.
RESULTS ENCOURAGING
In 1961, DST and the Port-
land Center of the General Ex-
tension Division, Oregon State
System of Higher Education
sponsored by a workshop de-
voted to problems of counseling
minority youth in Portland.
The results were encouraging
and it was recommended that
a similar workshop be held in
1962.
As part of its International
Project, the NPC recommend-
ed that implementation of plans
begin for bringing a second
African woman visitor to the
U. S. Consideration was also
given to sending an American
woman to Africa.
The NPC re-affirmed the or-
ganization's decision to build
and equip the "Delta Materni-
ty Wing," at the Chania Medi-
cal Clinic in Kenya.
National officers and execu-
tive staff of Delta and commit-
tee members in attendance
were: Dr. Jeanne L. Noble, na-
tional president; Miss Marie C.
Barksdale, executive director,
Miss Hazel L. Dunnings, associ-
ate director, Wilma Ray, pro-
gram assistant; Dr. Kara V.
Jackson, N P C Chairman,
Grambling, La.; and Miss Let-
ty M. Wickliffe, Indianapolis.
Also Mrs. Vera C. Foster,
Tuskeegee Institute, Alabama;
Mrs. Jennie D. Taylor, Dur-
ham, N. C.; Mrs. Corrine D.
Maybuce, Baton Rouge, La.;
Mrs. Effie L. Hudson. Okla.
City,; Mrs. Margaret Montgom-
ery and Mrs. Helen W. Gar-
vin, Detroit. Mrs. Samantha H.
Lee, Oakland, Calif.; Miss Caro-
lyn L. Long, Atlanta; Mrs. At-
tie Miller Holley, Wilmington,
Del., and Miss Louise Sutton,
Dover, Del.
3 Elected To Board
WDIA Goodwill Fund
CHAMPION GIRL SCOUTS
—Members of the Public Re-
lations ccenmitte• got to-
gether for this photograph
recently at the local girl
scouts headquarters at 1556
Poplar sta to outline the
1961-62 program for the
Tenn-Ark•Miss Girl Scouts.
From left are Mrs. J. L. Far-
ley. photographer, Mrs. Joan
Losier, art, Mrs. Calvert. Ish-
mael, radio; Mrs. JOID Felt,
chairman; Mrs. Robert Rain-
water, advisor and Mrs. Jack
Gordon. community relations.
Not present for the photo-
graph was Mrs. Melvin Rob-
inson, newspapers.
QUEEN OF NURSES — The ing the crown on Mrs. Irma
1961 queen of practical Robinson. right, is Mrs. Ear-
nurses receives her crown line Reed, last year's queen.




Freedom rides are not so
free, and in fact they are quite
expensive, a report from the
Congress on Racial Equality in-
dicated recently.
The rides have cost CORE
a total of $200,250 so far, and
all bills have not been paid
or sent to the headquarters
as yet.
Bail money has amounted to
$114,800, despite the fact that
more than 100 persons are still
in jail. It would require more
than $500,000 to get them re-
leased.
Legal fees have amounted to
$8,200; legal expenses to $4,-
750; travel to stand trial. $16.-
200; travel for riders, $34,100;
and training, $14,000.
The organization has spent
$1,100 for hospital bills, $5,200
for phones and telegrams, and
$1,900 for the printing and
memeographing.
A total of 334 Freedom Rid-
ers have been jailed in Jack-
son, Houston, Tallahassee end
Ocala, Fla.
Realtors Talk On Housing Law At Boston Meet
The highlight of the Na-
tional Association of Real
Estate Brokers Convention be-
ing held from Aug. 18 through
23 at the Hotel Sheraton, Bos-
ton, Mass., was a round table
discussion between outstanding




CHICAGO, ILL. — Florida
A&M University's assistant
director of public relations, D.
C. Collington, ended up in the
top six among football
brochure producers of the na-
tion's small colleges. Coiling-
ton was cited at the College
Sports Information Directors
of America convention here.
A winner in THE FOOT
BALL NEWS competition
judging of small college
brochures in 1958, Collington
attended the 1960 convention
as a consultant on "How to
Produc e, Winning Football
Brochures." During the 1961
convention, Collington served
as co-chairman of the College
Division of the organization.
Among nearly 150 college
sports information directors
meeting here were Earl S
Clanton III, Tennessee State:
Bennie Thomas, Southern Uni-
versity; Frank W. Render II.
Virginia State; and Charles
Henry, Grambling (La.) Col-
lege.
Nat D. Williams, A. C. Wil-
liams and Mrs. M. L. Russell
have been elected to the Board
of Directors of the WDIA
Goodwill Fund.
As members of the board, the
three will assist in the direction
of such projects as the WDIA
Baseball League, the WDIA
Scholarship Fund, the Keel
Avenue School for Handicapped
Children and other charitable
enterprises sponsored by the
station.
8100oPr roof VODKA
try along with other related
persons in the field, The
theme was "Open Season For
Rehabilitation—A Billion Dol
lar Market."
The chairman of the discus-
sion was Frank Morris, chair-
man of the Massachusetts
State Housing Commission. In-
cluded in the discussion were
Joseph Davis, president, Car
ver Federal Savings and Loan
association and a number of
outstanding builders repres-
enting every section of the
country.
The importance of President
Kennedy's new housing law
in its relation to the Negro




The El Capri Social club
discussed plans for a pre-
Labor Day party during a
regular meeting at the home
of Mrs. Barbara Lipford re-
cently. The party is set fot
Friday at the home of Mrs.
Mattie Adams, 3465 Horn Lake
Rd.
Mrs. Johnella Eason is pres-
ident of the club. Mrs. Lip-
ford is secretary.
field of rehabilitation of ex-





The Clara Barton Health
Club held its annual picnic on
the beautiful lawn of Miss
Harry Mae Simon, 731 Hast-
ings St.. last week . . . and
there the home ,nd back lawn
was a wonderful setting for
a summer party.
Caterers prepared the bar-
becued chicken, Boston baked
beans, slaw. scalloped toma-








Phone boy or Night
GI. 8-3494 3166 Chelsea
FOR RENT
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT $35"
at School and Bus stop
201 WISCONSIN • WH 2-3731
DOWN TO EARTH
Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory
By JAMES G GREGORY
Increase in 'loll weevel popu-
lations along the southern tier
of counties in West Tennessee
have been noted, according to
R. P. Mullett, U-T Extension
entomologist. "In some areas,'
Mullett said, "considerable
damage was reported. Where
infestation are out of hand,
aution should be applied. Use
only on five day schedule.
Between showers in such fields,
methyl parathion would be
considered because of the lower
cost of application."
To determine the per cent of
infestation pick 100 squares at
random as you walk diagonally
across the field from two direc-
tion. Pick squares equally from
the top middle and lower limbs.
The number of punctured
squares out of each 100 picked
is the per cent of infestation.
Do not pick squares off the
ground. No efforts should be
made to get puncted or non-
punctured squares only. Pick
at random. In large fields, such
counts should be made on each
10 acres of cotton.
Do not guess at the number
of boll weevils in your fields
or poison because others are
poisoning. The only way to tell
whether you should poison or
not is by taking an infestation
count.
Americans today eat more
vegetables on the average, per
person, than their grandparents
did 50 years ago, according to
a report issued by the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture. But
the report indicates there was
a shift in con.siunption away
from fresh vegetables, which
have declined in use during the
half century.
'This decrease in the use of
fresh vegetables has been off-
set by marked increases in con-
sumption of processed vegeta-
bles during recent years, the
report shows. Vegetables con-
sumption per capita is about
15 per cent greater today than
50 years ago.
City householders are larger
consumers of vegetables than
rural dwellers, though the dif-
ference is narrowing as com-
mercial supplies become more
widely available in rural areas.
High income groups are large
consumers of vegetables than
those with lower incomes.
Per capita consumption of po-
tatoes, sweetpotatoes, and dry
beans and peas is much less
today than it was 50 Years ago.
But inereaaed use of potatoes in
various processed forms has
halted the decline of consump-
tion of this product in recent
years, and the processing of
sweetpotatoes items has slow-
ed a downward trend of past
years. 
 E vs. FOOD COST!
How much does our food cost"
That sounds like it might take
hours to answer. But a couple
of quick examples might ans-
wer this in a minute.
One way to judge is the
amount of time it takes to buy
certain selected items. It takes
the average American worker
17 minutes to earn a dozen eggs,
21 minutes to earn a pound of
beef and 3 minutes to earn a
pound of sugar. And you can
really answer the question
when you compare this to pro-
duction workers in Moscow,
where it takes 2 hours and 24
minutes to earn a dozen eggs,
1 hour and 22 minutes to earn
a pound of beef and 1 hour
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1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week
We need capable and aggressive display adver-
tising salesmen and saleswomen to work In ad-
vertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
Bonuses. Give full details and experience in
writing. Send all replies to advertising.
POST OFFICE BOX 311
Memphis, Tennessee
INTERESTED IN A BUSINESS CAREER?





("Where Dreams Come True")
Accredited by The Accrediting Commission for Business Schools






Day & Night Classes
Classes begin September 5th
530 Linden Avenue JA 6.4756
A rediferl by The Aterediting Cormissonn for 13"siness Schools
Glittering Fete Marks Supreme Birthday
LIBERIAN CONSUL, W ii.
liam Jones (left). chats with
unidentified g u•s t at the
EDWARD GILLESPIE, vice
president in charge of pub-
lic relations for Supreme,
speakers table while Ambas-
sador Udochi and Earl B 
Dickerson seemingly ob 
the huge crowd. The occa-
sion was Supreme Life In-
surance company's 40th an.
presents transistor radio to chi, during 40th anniversary
the principal speaker. Am • banquet, while Earl B. Dick-
bassador Julius Mame Udo• erson, president and gene-
ni••rsary celebration. In
center, Julius Momo Udochi,
Nigerian ambassador to the
eral manager, st•nds in
background. Center photo
shows Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
bUrttt:Mt'S 110 14 0 Ft t. er at its 40th anniversary cel- his speech while Truman K. this ambassador) gives his un-







Q.—You and other financial
writers refer to income and
growth stocks as if they were
two different things? If a stock
pays • big dividend doesn't it
mean that it will also grow,
and if a stock is expected to
grow won't it pay a good in-
come? If they are different
when should one buy which?—'
R. L. B. Hyde Park, Chicago.
A.—Your question makes
more sense than a lot of rig-
marole handed out by financial
writers. There are stocks that
are both in the growth and in-
come category. Last year, many
utilities were in that bracket.
For example, Commonwealth
Edison was paying a return of
about 5 1-2 per cent in cash
and stocks last year and has
gone up more than 20 points in
the past six months, hitting 90
recently.
However, there ARE dif-
ferences. Frequently, compa-
nies that have done well in the
past but have been hit by the
recession have stuck to their
high dividends of more than
4-5-6- per cent to keep them
attractive to investore. Their
stocks are not likely to shoot
up fast, but since their yield
is high--they are classified as
income stocks. Many steel, oil,
copper, textile and railroad
stocks are now in that group.
Many of them are safe stocks
and worth buying for their in-
come.
On the other hand, there are
many stocks, especially in the
"glamor" category, that pay lit-
tle dividends compared to their
prices but whose potential for
further growth is so tremendous
that their prices are expected
to rise higher and higher. These
are growth stocks.
Among them are companies
like Minnesota Mining, IBM,
Zenith — and many electronic
companies which still have to
pay their first dividends. These
companies have frequent stock
splits and the older companies
have boosted dividends fre-
quently so that if the stock had
been bought ten years ago—the
present return on the old in-
vestment would have grown
fantastically.
As to when to buy which
stock—this is a matter for per-
sonal decision according to the
temperament of the investor.
There is no slide rule. General-
ly, speaking, the cautious man
will buy for income, the gamb-
ler for growth. This column
feels that when a man passes
fifty and begins setting his fi-
nancial affairs in order for re-
tirement, he is wiser to buy
income stocks. If he is under
50 and can forget his invest-
ment for half a dozen years, he
might do better buying growth
stocks. Likewise, if a person is
interested m capital gains—he
can buy growth stocks, hold
them for a while — and sell
them after they have register-
ed substantial new higha.
U.S., addresses large crowd
at the banquet. The ambas-
sador was honored at a re
Berry (Chicago Urban
League) being introduced to
Ambassador Udochi, by
esmtion preceding the ban-
quet at which time the many
guest had an opportunity to
Dickerson. Reception was in
honor of the ambassador.
while the three-day observ-
meet him personally. At
right is speakers table where
board members, officers of
since of Supreme Life was
the homecoming celebration
of the company. At right:
the company and special
guests were seated.
Udochi is introduced to Ms.
and Mrs. Sylvester White
by Dickerson.
GUESTS ENJOYING the hos- surance company at its 40th company had many out of its banquet at McCormids
pitality of Supreme Life In- anniversary banquet. The town visitors present during ?lace Wednesday evening.
Parlez-vous 'Restaurant' French—
Or Do You Leave Quietly Hungry
How is your "restaurant"
French?
Like when you spot escargots
on the menu. Do you order it
verbatim, thereby not only frac-
turing the French language but
murdering it as well?
Or are you chicken? Bearing
in mind that there's many a
slip between an accent and an
order of pan browned hash, do
you mumble to the waiter:
"Snails, please?"
DR. MARIE RIVERS, pro-
fessor of psychology at A &
T College, was last week
honored for outstanding pro-
fessional service by the
Gamma Phi Delta Sorority, a
national organization for
business and professional
women. A plaque was pre-
sented her at the organiza-
tion's annual Soule held in
Detroit.
But at all times—be sure the
company is reliable, has a good
past record, and a bright future.
SIGNS Or THE TIMES
Total retail TV sets sold in
U. S. in June was 487.260 com-
pared to sales of 371,661 in
June, 1960—an increase of 31
per cent. A good omen that
prosperity is near . . .
Union Carbide is airlifting to
Egypt seven million pounds of
insecticide (used here to pro-
tect cotton) because a plague
of army-worms has infested
the Nile Valley and is devas-
tating cotton, maize and other
crops. The plague is reminis-
cent of those Moses brought
upon Pharoah when the latter
refused to free the Israelites.
To meet this crisis, here are
a few of the most commonly
encountered words of restau-
rant French, guaranteed to get
you through a meal and no-
thing else. Hats off to pho-
netics!
ESCARGOT, a delicacy as
French as Brigette, is pro-
nounced: es-KAR-go.
POTAGE. more glamorous
sounding than just soup, is
pronounced: PO-tahzh.
POISSON, just plain o 1 d
fish, is pronounced: PWAH-
sohn.
POULET, that's Gallic for
chicken, is pronounced: P00-
lay.
One specialty to be found on
menus in just about every cor-
ner of the globe is Cognac, the
most famous of brandies. Cog-
nac—pronounced KON-yac — is
used to flame a variety of dish-
es and as a drink is enjoyed
INDIVIDUAL INSTRU C-
TION is the keynote of the
North Carolina College read-
ing laboratory for bright
children, which is biting con-
ducted at NCC as • part of
the Reading Clinic under the
direction of Mrs. Zehna
Daniels. The tots above, front.
getting the attention of Read-
ing Clinic enrollees are In-
dia Cooke, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs- David Cooke of
Durham. and Mario Hugh*,
,on ot Or and Mn. J. Neal
Hughley, both of the NCC
faculty and staff. The read-
ing teachers are John W.
White, 1r., of Belhaven, N.
C., and Mrs. Burley D. Arm-
strong of Mullins. S. C.
Nichelle Nichols Gets
Top Role In 'Kicks Co.'
Nichelle Nichols, a very
shapely torso-twirling dancer-
singer-actress. and William
Dwyer, who has appeared on
the New York stage in "Pon-
der Heart," "South Pacific" and
"Johnny Two By Four" have
been signed as featured per-
formers for "Kicks & Co.", the
musical by Oscar Brown, jr.,
which will star Burgess Mere-
dith in the title role of "Mr.
Kicks."
Dancing and singing chorus
of "Kicks & Co." entered re-
hearsal Sunday under the
guidance of co-choreographers
Donald McKayle and Walter
Nicks and musical director
Jack Lee in preparation for a
November opening on Broad-
way. Already engaged for this
sardonic and comic commentary
before meals with soda and in
cocktails such as sours and
sidecars. Coupled with coffee
at dinner, it's considered de
riguer (a must), commie il faut
(everybody's doing it) and
dernier cri (plenty snob ap-
peal.) Phonetically you p r o-
nounce them duh-RIG-guhr,
kum ill FOH and DARE-nyay-
kree.
Liquer is another easy one
LEE-kuhr.
But for those who frankly
don't savvy a foie de volaille
en brochette from a s'il vous
plait, perhaps the safest het
if suddenly confronted with a
strictly French menu is just to
say; "Roast beef rare, Mac,
with mashed potatoes and don't
spare the gravy."
Pronounced: GRAY-vee,
of the American scene are
principals Lonnie Sattin, Vi
Velasco and Al Freeman, jr.
Miss Nichols, who is current-
ly heading the show at Billy
Eckstine's Carver House in Las
Vegas, will feel right at home
in "Kicks & Co." for she was
born in Chicago where a good
part of the action of "Kicks"
takes place. She auditioned for
Vinnette Carroll in Los Ange-
les and was immediately signed
for the important role of Hazel
Sharpe.
REV. THOMAS C. SIMPSON.
pastor of First Tabernacle
Church, 4721 S. Champlain
Avenue, will conduct a "Mass
Rally Day" and featuring the
outstanding religious talents
of well known guest artists.
More than IS churches have
accepted invitations to attend
and have their choirs appear
on the program scheduled for
Sept. 3 at 4 p.m. Outstanding
ministers throughout the city
will also appear on program.
Rev. Simpson as pastor awl MI













































1,000 AKA Sorors Tour Parker House Sausage Company
•
ALL OUT FOR PARKER
HOUSE — Eager for interest-
St,
packed tour of Parker House Stale Si. world's largest Rs. Alpha Eappa Alphas convent- craw of the Ogiustry step tined
Sausage Company, 4605 S. gro-owned meatpacking Om. lion dollagiates tram gamy haw PMof opealally char-
CTA buses.
PARKER HOUSE — Waled at alth and State Sts., the Sausage Company produces sage products each day. The engaged in plans to establish in Africa.
busy plant of Parker House thousands of pounds of seu- progressive firm is presently its first meat packing plant
GREETINGS FROM PRESI- interest in the prgress of founder and president, per- raise for excellence of Park-
DENT — Expressing apprec- Parker House Sausage Corn- sonally greeted each visiting er House production and dic-
tation for AKA support and pany. Judge H. Parker (left), delegate. Sorors voiced high tribution techniques.
TIME OUT FOH SNACKS
—Among highlights of tour
akr 1.000 delighted AKA sot-
s was "snack bar" featur-
ino samples of various Park
er Hoy.. sausage products.
Parker House personnel in
photo include Adolph Will-
iams (center). Chicago sales
manager: Charles Bailey
fright foreground). Chicago
sales supervisor: and John




of labeling machine which
SALESMEN THANK SOB-
ORS --- With first - hand
knowledge of the importance
of effective consumer demand
automatically "bands" each
link of Parker House smok-
ed link sausages. AKA sot-
as A basis of securing dis-
tribution of all Parker House
products in retail stores. •




In a mass demonstration of
loyalty, interest and support
for qualified Negro business
enterprises, more than 1,000
convention delegates of Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority last Wed-
nesday afternoon filed through
Parker House Sausage Com-
pany, 4605 S. State it., in a
dramatic tour of the world's
largest Negro-owned anti staff-
ed meatpacking firm.
Arriving by relays in a spe-
cial caravan of chartered CTA
buses, the hundreds of AKA
sorors, representing every sec-
tion of the nation, spent excit-
ing moments viewing the mod-
ern production plant in opera-
tion, sampling delicious sail-
sages, receiving souvenirs and
being individually greeted by
Judge H. Parker, pioneer found-
er and president of the nation-
ally famed sausage company.
Tribute was paid to the AKA
group by Daryl F. Grisham,
Parker House general sales
manager, who, in welcoming
the delegates, declared:
"It is exciting to us, as em-
spalgoeyeceosmopf anPya.rktaerse He ot u see A SI pahua-
Kappa Alpha organization,
representing 23,000 women
throughout the country, devote
a full day of its annual conven-
tion to taking inventory of the
progress and challenges of Ne-
groes in business.
"Projects, such as this tour,"
stated Grisham, "bring new
and needed leadership from
the ranks of thoughtful women
into our struggle to expand the
commercial role of Negro
Americans to a level of partici-
pation and opportunity more
suited to our enormous purchas-
ing power!"
Parker House employees
guided their AKA guests
through every department of
the busy plant including grind-
ing, mixing and stuffing kitch-
ens, packing coolers, smoke-
house divisions, spice mixing
rooms, refrigerated truck ga-
rage, offices and warehouses.
Parker House Sausage Com-
pany maintains other plant in-
stallations in Detroit, Mich.,
and East St. Louis, Ill.
The 42-year-old firm manu-
factures a variety of nine dif-
ferent sausage products includ-
ing hot dogs, polish sausage, bo-
logna sausage, liver sausage,
headcheese, pork sausage,
smoked link sausages and souse.
All are produced under U. S.
government inspection.
Parker House products are
distributed in thousands of
chain and independent super-
markets, groceries and restau-
rants in Illinois, Indiana, Michi-
gan, Ohio, Missouri, Wisconsin
and Iowa.
ors display keen interest in production and sales employ-
skill of machine operator, cis are members of meat in-
Cloree Davis. Parker House dustry unions, paid union
scale wages and benefits.
Sausage Company salesmen in photo (left to right) In.
express gratitude to AKA dude Courtney Joseph. Boa-
delegates for sorority's good- nie Williams. Adolph Will.
will demonstration. Salesmen isms. Edward Bacon and
James Hall.
A
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JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEW
Mrs. Mattie Mae Grimes
and sons, Marvin, Michael of
467 So. Liberty st., her mother,
Mrs. Mary Morris and friend,
Mr. L. B. Davis of 124 Webb
Alley returned home recently
from Chicago, Ill., where they
witnessed the marriage of Mrs
Grimes' daughter, Barbara
Brooks to Mr. Joe Trotter, Aug
S. The marriage took place in
the home of the bride's uncle
Mr. L. C. Brooks at 1137 So
Karlog ave., Chicago, Ill.
The marriage ceremony was
performed by the bride's grea
uncle the Rev. R. Clingman o
Evanston, Ill. A reception was
given and all relatives and
friends engaged in the festive
occasion. The newlyweds were
recipients of many beautiful
and useful gifts. Mr. and Mrs.
Trotter will reside at 6716
C-5, Blackstone ave.
• • •
Mrs. L C. Walker of 720
Fountain st., Ann Arbor, Mich.
was a recent vacationer in the
home of her sister and brother-
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. B. R.
Swain at 717 E. Madison st.
During her stay here, Mrs.
Walker was dinner guest in the
home of Mrs. Victoria Vantree-
se at 120 Lawler st. Other din-
ner guests were Mrs. B. R.
McSwain and Mrs. Carrie Mer-
cer. The dinner was very elab-
orately planned and was tho-
roughly enjoyable. Mrs. Walker
extended her visit to her home-
town, Corinth, Miss. She was
guest in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. G. Ratcliff and others.
• • I
Mr. and Mrs. Willies Lane
and family of 308 Meadow at.
were in Milwaukee, Wis. re-
cently attending a meeting of
his faith, Jehovah's Witnesses.
They reported a very pleasant
trip.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Kelly
and family of Cleveland, Ohio
were visitors last week in the
home of Mr. Kelly's mother,
Mrs. Georgia Kelly at 415 Tan-
yard st. His grandmother, Mrs.
M. A. Jennings and in-laws,
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Bingham.
They all attended the morning
worship at Mother Liberty
C. M, E. church of which Mrs.
Kelly is a prominent member,
the Rev. C. F. Odom, pastor.
• • •
Mr. Ross B. Cheairs, jr. of
541 North Cumberland st. re-
turned home last week from
Ann Arbor, Mich. where he
attended the North American
Ecumenical Youth Assembly at
the University of Michigan,
Aug. 16-23.
Mr. Cheairs is a member of
Mother Liberty C. M. E. church
of which the Rev. C. F. Odom is
pastor. Cheairs a junior at Fisk
university, Nashville, Tenn., is
a Sunday school teacher, choir
member and member of the
Christian Youth Fellowship of
Liberty C. M. E. He was a del-
egate from Tennessee (as presi-
dent of the state C. Y. F.) to the
national convention of Chris-
tian Methodist Youth Fellow-
ship at Chicago. There he was
elected treasurer in which ca-
pacity he represented the
C. M. E. church at the Assem-
bly. He also attended the Gen-
eral Council meeting of the
United Christian Youth Move-
ment, Aug. 23-26 which was
held on the campus of the Uni-
versity of Michigan. Thirty-
four denominations were repre-
sented in the meeting. Con-
gratulations to Mr. Cheairs.
Mr. Leroy Browder, one son,
Sgt. Thomas Hedgers of U. S.
Army. one sister. Mrs. Acidic
Tucker of Jackson; three bro-
thers, Messrs. Booker Mc-
Swain, Luke McSwain and Ed-
die Lee McSwain all of Jack-
son; one uncle Edd McSwain
of East St. Louis, Ill.; one aunt.
Mrs. Rosie Shaw of St. Mo. and
a host of nieces, nephews, cou-
sins and friends.
• • •
The funeral of Mr. Herbert
Willis was held last Thursday
from Home Baptist church at I
P.m. The Rev. T. Grimes offici-
ating. Burial was in Pleasant
Hill cemetery with Ford Fu-
neral Home in charge.
• • •
Services for Mr. C. B. An-
derson were held Sunday at
1 p.m. at Lane Tabernacle
C. M. E. church, the Rev. C. F.
Odom officiating. Burial was in
Anderson cemetery with Step-
henson and Shaw Funeral Home
in charge.
• • •
Services for Mrs. Bettie
Brandon were held last Sat-
urday night at 8 p.m. at Ford
Funeral Home chapel, the Rev.
J. L. Polk officiating. Burial
was in Mt. Olive cemetery.Mrs. Brandon was born in Ab-
erdeen, Miss, and moved to
Jackson as a young woman.
She had been ill for several
months. Survivors include hus-
band Arthur Brandon, Sr., one
daughter Miss Phebie Brandon
of St. Louis, Mo., Lucian Bran-
don of Aberdeen, Miss. and Ar-
thur Brandon, jr. of Jackson.
Tenn.. and twenty-seven grand-
children and other relatives and
friends.
The Branch Missionary meet-rig of the Tennessee Annual
Conference of the A. M. E.church was held at Greater
Bethel last week with the Rev.B. S. Taylor, host pastor andRev. Jenkins, host presidingelder. The meeting was wellattended and was a blessing tohe city of Jackson.
• • •
Mrs. Cyril Porter and her
daughter Miss Fontella of
Cleveland, Ohio were visitors
with relatives and friends over
last week end. They attended
worship services at Mother Li-
berty C. M. E. church.
Funeral services for the late
Mr. Lonnie Mannings were heldlast Friday at 1:30 at Bledsoe
Funeral Home chapel, the Rev.
B. S. Taylor officiating.
Burial was in Mt Olive
cemetery. Mr. Mannings was
born in Dickson County. Tenn.,
but moved to Jackson April 15,
1958.
He was a barber by trade
and a member of New Greater
Bethel A. M. E. church.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Maranda Mannings, one
step-daughter, Mrs. Troy Clay,
one step-son-in-law, Mrs. Joe
Clay of Jackson, two nephews,
Willie Mannings of Nashville,
Tenn.. and Fred Mannings of
Dickson, Term., one niece Mrs.
Nora Brandon of St. Louis, Mo.
• • •
Mrs. Cubell Sephus of 4035
Delmar blvd., St. Louis, Mo.,
was a recent visitor with her
mother, Mrs. Emma Paden and
her sister, and brother-in-law.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Cheatam and
family at 445 South Liberty st.• • •
Mrs. Bessie Gordon of 430 So.
Church st., is visiting relatives
. and friends in Chattanooga.
. Tenn.
• $ •
Mr. John Savage of St. Louis.
Mo., was a recent visitor in the
home of his niece and nephew.




Mrs. Nora Williams returned
home last week after spending
a week with her sister, Mrs.
Charlie Patterson. in Fremont
Ohio.
Rev, P. E. Coleman was
dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Plum Shockley last Sunday.
Those from out of town who
attended the funeral of Mr.
Leroy Goward were Mr. and
Mrs. Kent Tabor, Mrs. Dorothy
Sage, William Goward and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dew o
St. Louis.
Calvin Goward, Alma Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. J Johnson, Elder
and Mrs. Shackleford, Mr. and
Mrs. James Mose and daughter
came firrio California.
From Memphis came Mrs
Ed Binkley, Mrs. Rosa Go
ward's sister and Mrs. Kolly
M. Mills.
Miss Donnie Bernice Shock
Icy of Chicago and Mr. and
Mrs. S. L. Shockley of Toledo
are visiting with their parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Plum Shockley.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Crayton,
Mrs. Cleo Crayton and a friend
all of Corinth, Miss., were vis-
itors last weekend in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Ballard
at 515 Day st.
• • •
' Mr. Anderson Cook of Mem-
phis, Tenn., was the guest of
his cousin, Miss Janice Bell on
Burton of this city. A lawn
party was given in his honor
which was largely attended.• • •
Mrs. Morty Mae Willis of 120
Iselin at., is spending her va-
cation in Detroit, Mich. as guest
of relatives and friends.• • •
Funeral services were heldfor Mrs. Inez McSwain Brow-
der last Sunday at Home Bap-
tist church, the Rev. T. Grimes
officiating.
Burial was in Mt. Olive Ce-
metery with Ford Funeral
Home in charge. Mrs. Browder
resided at 321 Mobile ave., she
had been ill one year
She was born and reared in
Madison County and was a
member of Home Baptist
church.
Survlvors include husband,
Dave May, 79. was found
dead in his home here. Death
was caused by a heart attack.
Funeral services were held at
Salter Chnel AME Methodist
church, officiated by the Rev.
I. Ewing. jr., pastor of Salters
Chapel AME church. He is
survived by two dair,hters.
Mrs. Annie B. Wells of thi,.
city; Mrs. Jennie Allen of
Tiptonville, Tenn., and one
granddaughter and one great-
grandson.
Rev. Douglas Taylor of Mt.
Olive Baptist church of this
city preached at Salters Chapel
AME Methodist church where
Rev. 1, Ewing, jr., is pastor.
Mr and Mrs. Samuel
Mays, Mrs. Lizzie Nash and
Mr. Clyde May all of Nash-
ville attended the funeral of
Mr. Dave May.
Mrs. Maggie Mai Morgan and
children and son-in-law of
Nashville recently spent a few
days with her uncle. John Yar-
borough of this city.
Rev. Douglas Taylor of this
city and a bus load of his mem-
bers visited Missionary Bap-




By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD
Although this writer has
been ill for the last several
weeks, she ia determined to
get some of news from her
home city in this week's issue
so whether much or little it is
hoped that the readers who
show so much interest will
have something to read about
our people's activities in this
section of our state. And then,
we have been made happy
over several visitors from other
states who are in our state and
city this week.
Among visitors here are
relatives of Mrs. Estelle Wil
hams who left us so very sud
denly. It is not easy to realize
that death claimed her so very
suddenly.
She was a state and a na
tional officer of The Eastern
Star.
The many pupils and co-
workers of Miss L E. Lewis o
New Orleans were glad to wet
come her here this week. She
had gone home for vacation,
but after boarding with the
Williams family several years
she came up to be with the
family during their shocking
sadness, over their terrible
loss.
Another sad event took place
here this week, the death of
Mrs. Hariet B. Smith, a lady
who was the friend of many,
and who showed interest in the
youths and "grown-ups of our
city." Her death means a shock
to many of us. Especially to
the many nieces, nephews, and
• • • other youths helped by her.
News from our friend, Mrs.
Evelyn Baranco of New York
City, tells us that she is doing
nicely, and still remembers
with pleasure her Louisiana
friends. Her Louisiana friends
hope for her, good health and
happiness and also that she
will come down and view the
many changes here now.
A business session of the
Baton Rouge Council, N C N W.
The 1961-62 officers were in-
stalled by the Regional Direc-tor. Mn, I. N. Givens. Officers
for the current year are Mrs
Jean Nobles, President, Mrs.
Ernestine Marshall, first vice-
president; Mrs. Thomasine
Ramsey, second vice-president,
Mrs. Constance Butler, record-
ing secretary; Miss Audreye
Hebert, corresponding secre-tary; Mrs. Grace Jackson,
Treasurer; Mrs. Lillie Coleman,
financial secretary; Mrs. Cor-
nelia Samples, chaplain; Miss
Virile Jones, parliamentarian;and Miss Lena Baker, historian.
Among other members pres-
ent were Mesdames Pansy
Pinlney, Bettye Johnson, Mag-
gie N. Ringgold, Annie Jones,
Josephine Jones, Anniece
Ming, Alma Holland, Lillian
Coleman and Miss Lovie Mea-
ridy. Visitors present were
Miss Lois Pinkney and Mrs.
Rowena F. Glasby.
Among the Louisianians who
vacationed in California this
summer and have returned
home are the Banks-Cyrus
family group, are Miss 'Vera
Baranco. Mrs. Anna Baranco
Chavis and Mr. Noel Baranco.
Mrs. Ruth B. Avery remained
with her children for a longer
visit.
Mrs. J. E. Johnson of Pren-
tiss. Mississippi was house
guest of Mrs. Oena B. Boles en-
route home f r o m Houston,
Texas where she visited her
son-in-law and daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. Meldon Dawson. Mrs.
Johnson is the mother-in-law
of Mrs. Thelma Wethers John-
son, originally of Baton Rouge.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Patter-
son and family are enjoying a
vacation visit from his mother,
Mrs. L. M. Patterson, of the
staff of Tuskegee Institute, Ala.
Mrs. Zoe S. Pickett and son
spent last Sunday in Lafayette
with members of the family
that gathered to welcome
lovely Mrs. Orlando Powers
(the former Miss Elaine Le-
melle) on her brief visit from
her present home in Los Ange-
les.
WAVERLY Miss Constance (Connie) Pur-By ALVIN CHOLSTON nell, native of Baton Rouge and
presently of Houston. Texas has
been vacationing in Chicago as
the guest of Miss Barbara Lane
She has been in close touch
with many of the Boule dele-
gates there, among them being
Mrs. Julia B. Purnell and Miss
Naomi Rushing formerly of
Southern University, now Ii
Marian in Washington, D. C's
City College.
Mrs. Jean Nobles and little
son are visiting her parents and
other relatives in Nashville
Tennessee for a while.
Alabama
EMPIRE
By DONALD E. PENDLETON
Rev. E. G. Finley rendered
a program last Sunday tha
was enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Jenetts 1- in the hoe
pital. She is zettmg along
nicely .
Miss M. Coleman has re-
turned home f, om visiting
her mother.






Mrs. Bessie Pickens, Mr. and
Mrs. James Garland, Mrs. Lil-
lie C. Winston, Mrs. Mollie
Holmes, Hazel Coleman, and
Rev. and Mrs. M. C. Billings-
lea attended the Mississippi
Union District association and
Woman's Convention in Durant,
last week. They reported a
very delightful meeting.
The second Sunday was reg-
ular service day at Goodman
M. B. church. Pastor, Rev, F. L.
Gray preached a beautiful
sermon which was enjoyed by
all. The out of town guests at-
tending church services were;
Mrs. Mildred Marshall of Jack-
son, Miss. Mrs. Katherine Turn-
er also of Jackson and little
Jacqueline Williams of St.
Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Susie Mae Polling of
Waterloo, la. has returned home
after three weeks vacation
here with relatives and friends.
She was entertained with a
surprise going-away party,
Friday night at the home of her
aunt Mrs. Lillian Thomas.
CORINTH
By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
The city welcomed its sons
and daughters as they sang
-There's No Place Like Home."
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bur-
ton and family from Youngs-
town, Ohio are visiting their
mother. Mr. and Mrs. Maze and
sons are visiting their parents
Mrs. Sarah Maze and Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Prather.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knight
from Chicago, Ill, and daughter
are visiting Mrs. Knight's fa-
ther Rev. W. M. Washington
and Mr. Knight's aunts Mes-
dames Sophia Wade and Lillie
Chambers. Mrs. Warren is to
be remembered as Rosa Wash-
ington, who headed the English
Department at Scale Street
high school. She is now a social
worker in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Sexton
and charming daughters have
returned to their home in De-
troit, Mich. Mrs. Loreen Gray-
son, mother of Mrs. Sexton mo-
tored back with them.
Mr. Aaron Shannon and Mike
are vacationing in Washington,
D.C. Mrs. Shannon who is
studying at Columbia univer-
sity will join them en route
home.
Mrs. Onedia Lesley on Mit-
chell st., has enclosed her beau-
tiful new home on the east side
with a white picket fence. It
adds much to the appearance
of the community.
Mrs. Henry B. Williams and
Mrs. Emma B. Lathon spent
Thursday in Memphis shopping.
We are happy to share with
our readers news coming from
Jackson State college concern-
ing Tommy Walker who has
been selected to assist the fac-
ulty members during Freshman
Orientation Week at the college
with expenses paid.
Tommy is an honor student
and an Industrial Arts major.
Macedonia Baptist church ob-
served Men's Day in a special
service on Sunday at 3 p.m.
Rev. C. J. Lowe, minister. The
Rev. J. R. McLeod young dy-
namic pastor of the City Road
C. M. E. church brought the
message. The congregation was
happy to have the newly ap-
pointed minister of the Mount
Moriah Methodist church to
give words of encomiums for
the effort of honoring their
men. We salute you Rev. Shaw
and wish for you and yours
consecrated services rendered
at Mount Moriah great success.
"Togetherness" is the motto
among the following churches
as they are having a union re-
vival: St. Rest Baptist church.
Rev. W. M. Warren, pastor;
Little Zion Baptist church, Rev.
Robert Owens, pastor; and
Pleasant Grove Baptist, Rev.
W. M. Washington, pastor;
Pleasant Grove Baptist church
with its competent pastor the
Rev. W. M. Washington are
host to the meeting.
The Rev. E. C. Ford, minister
of Cartage, Mississippi is the
spiritual evangelist. Six addi-
tions will be added to the
churches.
The annual Reunion of the
Love and Charity Societies held
its reunion on Wednesday
Aug. 9, 1961 at the Synagogue
Baptist church with the Rev
Cummings, president Guntown.
Mississippi; Mrs. John E
James, Corinth, secretary; Mr
James Graham. Corinth. tress
urer. Mrs. James reports 100
per cent in attendance as al
31 camps were represented.
Rev. and Mrs. W. W. Hamil
ton attended the reunion and
reports an enjoyable session.
Mr. William M. Grayson, di-
rector and owner of Grayson's
Funeral Home was elected to
the post of Vice President of
the societies. Rev. R. S. Pickens
of the St. Mark Baptist church
is expected to fill the pulpit on
Sunday. He is on a two weeks+
vacation. The following teach-
ers have returned to the city
after spending five to eigh'
weeks studying: Mesdames B
A. Abbott. 011ye C. Grayaon.
Sula Lumpkin, Ozella Betts,
Laura Settles. Jessie Agnew,
Nancy Hurd, Earnestine Shan-
non and Mrs. E. S. Bishop,
STARK VILLE
Mrs. Houston McKell re
turned home after visiting in
Detroit with daughters.
Mrs. Addie Lindsey return
ed home after a brief stay in
Chicago.
Mrs. Estella Williams and
son, Harold, pens to say they
are now in Saginaw, Mich.
having a wonderful time. She
is visiting her niece, Mrs.
Virginia Self, and family.
Recent visitors in town
from Gary. Ind., were Mr. and
Mrs. Stanton Hayes and chil-
dren. Mrs. Hayes is the daugh-
ter of Mrs. Dossie Harris and
James Ward.
Miss Willa DuPree will un-
dergo surgery on her eye.
BATES VILLE
Mrs. Martha Tucker died
last Saturday at the AME
church.
Rev. Fred Hering, a long
time resident of this com-
munity, died.
Rev. William Booker of
Grenada preached an inspir-
ing sermon at New Enon M.B.
church last Sunday.
HOLLY SPRINGS
Elder F. K. Davis' funeral
was held at Anderson Chapel
last Sunday. Elder W. C. Arm-
strong delivered the eulogy.
Elder Davis was treasurer of
M. I. College for 30 years. He
is the last of the founders.
Elder Davis leaves a son, Bish
op B. B. Davis, a nephew and
other relatives. Interment at
Cottrell cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Britte-
num attended the National
Funeral Directors convention
in Washington, D. C., last
week.
Mrs. S. F. Brittenum is visit-
ing relatives and friends in
Chicago. Rev Broomfield,
pastor of Anderson Chapel,
Rev. Lindsey, pastor of As-
bury, Rev. Bluett, of Hope.
well and Rev. Mackie, pastor
of Providence all delivered




The Rev. and Mrs. W. A.
Jenkins are pastoring Isaiah
Chapel AME church.
Mrs. Osburn J. Duncan of
Chicago will soon return here
to her job.
Sam Culliver's son was
killed in Mobile, Ala. Sur-
vivors include, his mother,
father, sister and brothers.
Robert Stewart's niece is in
McMillan hospital.
Mrs. Lillie Mae Smith is in
McMillan hospital.
Funeral services were held
for Mrs. Anna Smith at Bap-
tist Hill church. She leaves to
mourn her passing three
brothers, two sisters, four
daughters and five sons and
other relatives and friends.
Mrs. Ed Lee Jackson re-
cently visited here with rela-
tives
BESSEMER
By M. G. IVEY
In loving memory of oui
dear mother, Mrs. Annie Simp-
son, who passed away, Aug.
4. 1961. "They say time heals
all sorrow and helps us to for-
get. Time so far has only
proved how much we loved
and miss you yet." Your chil-
dren --- Mrs. Hattie Jackson,
Mrs. Annie Ephriam, Mrs.
Mary Coleman, Mrs. Willie M
Smith, Mrs. Odell Brown and
Matthew Simpson.
Funeral rites for Mrs. Ellen
Pettigrew were held at Star-
light Baptist church. Eulogy by
Rev. Leon Glover. Mrs. Petti-
grew leaves to mourn her
passing one son, two daugh-
ters, eight grandchildren; 10
great-grandchildren and other
relatives and friends.
Mrs. Magnolia Nixon and
daughter, Mrs. Ethel Mason, of
Vallejo, Calif., enjoyed a very
pleasant two weeks vseation-
ing with their friends, Mr. and
Mrs. Sylvester Kimbrough and
,elat Ives here.
Mrs. Susie Carpenter and
dauehter. Clara Mae, of North-
port, Ala.. are visiting her
sister. Mrs Annie M. Hill, and
other relotives and friends.
The annual musical program
of the No. 2 choir and No. 2
11sher Board of St. John In.
dencedent church was ob-
eeved Sunday evening. Visit.




By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Mrs. Elizabeth McIntyre, and
niece, Miss Margaret Bridwell,
have returned from Boston,
Mass., where they spent a
week with Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Harris. Mrs. McIntyre is a sis-
ter to Mrs. Harris.
Pfc. Robert L. Davis has gone
to Camp Pendleton, Calif., and
then to Okinawa.
Mr. James H. Harrington,
and children from Detroit,
Mich. are in the city visiting
Mr. J. H. Harrington's mother,
Mrs. Elnora Harrington, and
amity.
Mr. and Mrs. John Chiles,
from Washington, D. C., were
in the city for the funeral of
Mr. J. W. Copeny, brother-in-
law to Mr. Chiles,
Mrs. Bernice Percy from
Cleveland, Ohio, and Mrs. Ger-
aldine Sheppard, from India-
napolis, Ind., visited their
grandmother, Mrs. Gatrel Har-
ville, and family here.
Rev. James E. Hill, of Cleve-
land, Tenn., is the new pastor
of West Market Street Meth-
odist church here.
Mr. Horace Tuner, and Mr.
Walter Bewley attended the fu-
neral of Mr. Adam Turner in
Rogersville, Tenn., recently.
Mr. H. Turner was a brother to
Mr. A. Turner, and Mrs. W.
Bewley his mother.
Rev. J. F. Birchette, jr. and
chorus of Thankful Baptist
conducted the services at St.
Paul A. M. E. Zion church on
the night of Aug. 9.
The 45th Anniversary serv-
ice of Friendship Baptist
church was held on the after-
noon of Aug. 13. The service
for the occasion was conducted
by Rev. Wm, H. Stokley, and
Choir, of Central Baptist
church, of Kingsport, Tenn.
Mr. Carol Murphy was the mas-
ter of ceremonies.
Two weddings were held at
the home of Mrs. Samuel Car-
ter, jr., on the evening of Aug.
11, the newly weds were:
James L. Hall, jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. James L. Hall, sr.,
307 Chilhowie ave., and Hazel
R. Carter, daughter of Mrs.
Samuel Carter, sr., 1512 E.
Myrtle ave., and Gene Rhea,
son of Mrs. Bess Rhea, 416 Wil-
son ave., and Clara L. Cole,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Law-
rence Cole 1418 1-2 Railroad at.
Four won awards as the re-
sults of the Jaycee little olym-
pies on Aug. 12. They were
Louis Locke, Loretta Goines,
Melvin Stevenson, and Sharon
Birchfield,
Prof. Paul E. Christman is di-
rector of playground activities
of Carver Recreation center.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Carson
have returned to Cleveland,
Ohio, after spending their va-
cation with their mother and
sister, Mrs. Hubert Sellers and
Queen Hurritta Sellers and
other members of the family.
While in the city Mr. and
Mrs. Carson were guests at a
dinner party given in their
honor by Mr. and Mrs. Edward
of 215 Chilhowie, sister-in-law
and brother-in-law to the Car-
sons.
Juanitta Peeler, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Otis A. Peeler
has returned to Johnson City.
after spending the summer with
her grandmother Mrs. Prather,
of Nashville, Tenn,
Queenie Hurritta Sellers
daughter of Mrs. Gladys Sel-
lers, accompanied the Peeler
family to Nashville to pick up
their older daughter on the
return trip to Johnson City.While in Nashville the Peeler
family and Queenie HurrittaSellers attended service at
Spruce st. Baptist church Rev.L. H. Woolfolk is the pastor.
They also visited the Atomic
Energy Plant in Oak Ridge,Tenn. While in Nashville




^onference of the CME annual
conference was held at 1Vfetro-
nolitan CME church, Ensley
Ala. The Rev, C. C. Cousin is
Pastor. Delegates from Mt.
Carmel were Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Pate, Mrs. Debris
Blair, Mrs. Lillie Mincy and
Mrs Mary Summerville. Mrs.
Josephine Hines also attended
the district conference.
Mrs. Cynthia McCall of
Cleveland is guest of her
brother and sister-in-law. Mr.
sno Mrs. Williams L. Jones,
Mrs. Blair Clark is home
from the hospital after under-
(mine an operation. Mrs. Josie
Russell, Mrs. 1.illie Mincy and
Mrs Willie Murrell are Im-
proving at home. Mrs. Rua-
ell is resting at Edgewater. 1jail.
Iowa
KEOKUK
Funeral for George Robin-
son was held last Wednesday
at Greaves Mortuary with Rev.
Holmes, assisted by Rev. M.
Culpepper.
Mrs. Hazel Lindsey of New
York City was here last week
visiting her parents, Rev. and
Mrs. Culpepper.
Mr. and Mrs. Draine who
lived here many years have








Mrs. Ophelia Wray's guests
are her daughter, Mrs.' Lillie
M. Pugh of Chicago.
Theodore Anderson was a
recent guest at a banquet
given by Supreme Liberty
Life Insurance co., in Chicago.
Gilbert Caldwell, 76, died at
his home.
Mrs. Clara Smith of Spring-
field. Ill., visited her mother,
Mrs. Henrietta Willis.
Mrs. Amy Byrd and son,
and Mrs. Annie Chamblis
have returned home from va-
cationing.
Cleo Hawkins and wife and
Mrs. Adelia Peneck Hawkins
of Chicago were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Hoover and
family,
Mrs. Lillie M. Taylor left
last week for Buffalo, N. Y.,
to vacation with her aunt.
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Nat Watts who are
happy parents of their first
born son.
Mrs. Arletta Jackson has
returned home from St. Fran-
NAIROBI, Kenya — (UPI)—
The two main African parties
in Kenya have decided to form
a coalition government with
Jomo Kenyatte at its head.
At a recent meeting they
also fixed a target date for in-
dependence—Feb. 2, 1962.
The parties decided on Ken-
yatta as leader when the circlet
barring him from a place in the
assembly is revoked, Kenyatta
is barred under a general rul-
ing covering persons who have




Vacation Bible School closed
last Friday with a program
rendered by the young people.
Mrs. St. Clair was principal.
Mr. Dee Martin, Mrs. Pearl
Sales and Mrs. Delia Sales of
Little Rock were recent visi-
tors here.
Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Scrib-
ner attended services in New
Ark last Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St
Clair attended services at
Friendship Baptist church last
Sunday.
James Thomas is ill at his
home.
Mr. and Mrs. McKinley of
LaCross visited in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Festus John-
son last Sunday.
Rev. T. L. Thomas of New-
port preached last Sunday at
Laferty Methodist church.
Mrs. Brown and son of St.
Louis returned home last Fri-
day night after visiting here
with her mother, Mrs. Stanley
Barris and family. They were
accompanied to Newport by
her sister, Miss Saddie.
Indiana
LOGANSPORT
By M. L. CROSSLAND
The annual homecoming of
Logansport was featured at
Spencer Park last Sunday. A
delicious basket dinner Was
enjoyed by all. Officers elect-
ed were Dennis Johnson of
Kokomo, president; Mr. Gas-
kin, secretary; and Mrs. Viola
Dunn, treasurer for the third
consecutive time. Guests pres-
ent for the event were over
two hundred from the states
of Indiana, Michigan, Cali-
fornia, Kentucky, Ohio and
Illinois.
Miss Ruth Moore is visiting
in Columbus, Ohio.
Corporal Dorothy Malone.
of the Army Womens Corps
and stationed in Frankfurt,
Germany, has returned to




By M. L. CROSSLAND
Rev. Courtney conducted
services on scheduled time
last Sunday morning at Way-
mon AME church. In the
afternoon Rev. Courtney and
congregation motored to Wa-
bash where communion set
vices were conducted at the
AME church.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt Wilson
are visiting their son a n d
family, Mr. and Mrs. Miles
Wilson of Hartford, Conn.
Donald Williams, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Williams, is
home for 30 days. Sgt. Williams




Funeral for Reed Barber
was held at Allen Chapel,
Cache, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Caster Wil-
liams and daughter have
turned home from a vacati.
in Chicago, Detroit and Can-
ada.
AURORA
By ADA I.. CARNOR
Haywood Burns of Peekskill,
N. Y., a senior at Haivaid
was Rev. Wesby's gust over
the weekend. At pi esent be
is employed at Doty's Indus-
trial Relations for Inland
Steel co.
The Goodwill Singers of
Chicago and the Spirits of
Joy of Toledo, The Gospel
Songbirds of Chicago and the
Scott Singers of Deb oit ren-
dered a special program at
Main Street Baptist church
last Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rhodes
are visiting relatives and
friends at Detroit and Canady
Mrs. Katie Stewart of Tyrwr
Texas is guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Artis Lee.
Miss Myrtle Buck, a teacher
in the public schools is attend-
ing summer school at DeKalb
State Teachers College.
Mrs. Agnes Durrette and
sister, Mrs. Allen, have return-
ed home after visiting rela-
tives in Florida, Washington
and Philadelphia.
WATER VALLEY
By C. A. HAWKINS, JR.
Rev, C. H. Lay closed a very
successful revival at Cross-
road CME church in the Aber-
deen district. He was assisted
by Rev, L. W. Walton of the
New Albany district. Nine
converts were added to the
church.
Rev. R. B. Tallinferro was
guest speaker at Crossroad
CME church. He delivered a
wonderful sermon. Rev. C. H.
Lav was host pastor.
Mrs. Ruth Jones of Los
Angeles, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. N. H. Reese with her
husband and two children, are
visiting her parents and other
relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Prentis Hay-
wood of Omaha are visiting
their parents. Mr. and Mrs.
-eev Haywood and Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Steen.
Mrs. Hadie Steen has re-
turned home after a three
weeks visit in Omaha.
Rev. Aaron Wilkenx con-
revival services at
Green Goshen last week. He
was Assisted by the Rev. C. 0.
sle,ikens. Six converts were
added.
Rev. C. A. Hawkins. Rev.
C. H. Lay and Rev. R. B. Telli-
nterro were dinner guests In
the home of Mrs. Otto Wilson.
COLP
By ANNA BILLINGSLY
Lloyd, John and H. C. Webb
and Mrs. Gorgie motored to
Nashville to visit their cousin
Anna, who is ill.
Miss Arlene Nelson and Mrs
Louise Simpson are still
hospitalized.
Those who motored to Carr-
ier Mills to attend the home-
coming at Baker Chapel AM
church last Sunday were
Carl McKay and wife, M
Geneva Shockley, Mr. and
Mrs. Alva Billingsley and
Mrs. Nora Kirby.
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Billing-
sly motored to Hodges Park
to visit Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Webb. While there they visited
at St. James AME church.
Classified Ads
1—Spirltual Advisor
ARE YOU PACING PROBLICIAS INfinancial, health or happiness? Jeoissaid. "seek, and ye shall End." We
are ready to otter you • new way ofPrayer. Free of Charge; oleo we *10
send 70L 401. beat/Una crags as • to-
ken that God is by >act aide at: thetime, and ready to beim ranloa. EEO
to cover postake and bar-trine
Write to. Or, J. 15 Wileo Verli
Wide Revival Evangelistio associallan.
P 0, Bo* 1963, Cleve:sad 20 MO-
FORBIDDEN KNOWLP,DGE •Ni3I.E‘TY
Secrets revealed to gain money
Power. $1.00. W. A Johnson, 414
Rae Street, WlimIngton, N. C.
SPIRITUAL HELP THE WAY THAT
has helped thousands overcome their
problems. Send $1.00 donation. 4c stamp
Special message of help. Writs Elder
M. J. Persons. T265 E. 490 It,, Cleve-
land 3. Ohio.
6—Personals
MR. EDGAR WORKMAN. FORMER
resident of Chicago. is an heir. Re-
ward will be given for his wherea-
bouts. Write William Hertel, 30 N. La




Book teas how, Send two 152.00)
dollars to ANDERSON. WMTE.
Radio, Manistee. Michigan.
12—Correspondenee Clubs hart
LOVELY, BE HAPPY JOIN THE
American Club, Rol 757, Nary. %MIMS
Send is, for information.
LONELY, FWD LOVE — ROMANCE
Marriage. Send stamp for Infor-
mation. Dixie Mb. Box 1273. Ocala
1. Florida.
MEET ALL RACES THRU "MT
FUTURE CLUB MAGAZINE"
pages with photos. $3.00 yr. Alm
70_p. 0 Bet 5702 Chicago 7,
31—FEMALE HELP WANTED 
RAID — NEW TORS — TO tai
OM WAITING — TICKETS BENT
ATLANTIC AGCY . PO 00X 532
WESTBURY, L.I . NEW YORK
RUN A SPARE-TIME GREETING
CARD AND oirr SHOP AT HOWE
Show friends samples of our sew
1961 Christmas and All °emelt*
Greeting Cards and (Sifts. Take their
orders and earn 100 per cent profit.
No experience necessary. Costs
nothing to try. Write today for Still-
pie, on approval, REGAL GREETING
DEPT. 193, FERNDALE, MICHIOAN.
MAIDS - WORK IN
Highest salaries paid weekly. trainees
or experienced, fare advanced. Free
room and board Write name, address.
telephone Si reference to: ShVare
Agency 57 Lawton St., New Rochelle.
N. V Dept. 4
33 --Male help wanted
WOOL YOU WEAR NEW SUITE
SPORT COATS WITHOUT ONE PEN-
., coat and agree to show them to
friends/ You can make up to $4020 in
• day even In ever* Om., adtpoot
canvassing Stone.Fleld 532 8 cao, Thro
St. Dept 5426. Chicago 7.
ge—lanforn. Hens. Per Rent
IN COVERT MICHIGAN YEA R
round house and cabin. Modern.
Near highway Mara 341044.
151--Resert• For Nate
P05 wax - IIRCLUORD MI
Fishing resort in lower peninsula 11111/
Laren Chicago and Detroit Greetly firs
doted In price. Within 6 minute, sec
cm to 7 Mies of finest fishing sod
*dating lakes. Modern I rm, Souse, 6-
turn. cottages, ft steel boats About 6
acres of land, Over 500 feet shore line.
Must see to appreciate. Excellent POW
sibiaties. Write to V. w, 'mauls 7161
W. CHICAGO STREET. COLDWATIlt.
MiCRUIAN
115—Real itatate Fer Sale
$150 ON. GETS 21'2 ACRES
IN LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
FASTEST GROWING AREA
IN THE USA WRITE Ti)
BUDDY'S REALTY
7814 S. SAN PEDRO ST.
LOS ANGELES 3. CALIF.
MAKE BIG MONEY
SELLING NEGRO CHRIST-
MAS CARDS IN YOUR
SPARE TIME. SEND FOR
FREE SAMPLES AND SELL,-
ING KIT. NO EXPs:RiENCE
NECESSARY. COST YO*
NOTHING TO TRY. WR1
TO—
Fashton Greeting Cards
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1961
'GIANTS DOES PENANCE
Two years ago in August
the San Francisco Giants,
despite some adverse criticism
about the havoc the jet streams
."'were making of play in their
-ultra modern Candlestick Park
hideaway, were making plans
'for a world series since they
.--avere standing off National
--League opponents with a high
, degree of staunchness. How-
•-ever, the Golden Gaters knew
--not what fate awaited them in
"lhat horrendous road trip in
the East, the last two weeks
of the season.
As you recollect you recall
That the Los Angeles Dod-
„,_gers won the 1959 pennant
Being overtaken by their
• Southern Cal if ornia rivals
*lade the hemlock more theitter to swallow. When you
''alter the reasons for doing so
_ Are more conspicious in sports
and politics than any other
.me las.
— The Bay Area fans weren't
„,exactly yelling for the scalps
.of the transplanted New York.
-era, who filled old Seals Stad-
„,lum to capacity more often
than not necessitating cons-
tructing of a new 42,000 ca-
pacity ball orchard on Candle-
stick Point that raised the
. seating scale from 23,000, but
„as it is the custom, the man-
_ages is credited with successes
and failures.
MANGERIAL CHANGES
,.. Giants president Horace
Stoneham fired skipper Bill
-Rigney early during the '60
season. One of the ha ,ards of
'aking changes developed af
litr the ousting of Rigney, aesident of nearby Walnut
'Ridge. Many fans thought this
-was an injustice and that the
management acted perhaps a
little hasty. This sentiment
-seemed to have been the con-
-oensus of most of the sports-
writers. The reactions to man-
agerial changes are hard to
predict unless announcements
of their forthcomings are
Igflown.
• Tom Sheehan, a jolly fellow
With a huge bay window and
In apparent good stead
with the front office, was
-hired to replace Rigney. This
7ivas when things really started
:to go bad for the Giants. Much
-was expected because of the
:potential in the powerful bats
red Orlando Cepeda (known
to home fans as the "Bull”)
-the three Willies, Mays, Kirk-
land, and McCovey. Much was
SPected of McCovey becausethe thunderous bat he
.i.aielded after coming to the
' ents in July of '59 from their
-Phoenix. Ariz. farm team. The
'San Francisco papers carried
banner heads across the front
;Imes of the Mobile, Ala.
-.youth's game winning hits for
;Iwo days after his murderous
litsault of the offerings of the
-great Robin Roberts in his
debut.
Sheehan headed the scout-
ing department in the Giants
organization, hence his con-
tact with the parent club was
incidental and more-or-less on
the fringes. Internal strife
rumors brewed quickly. Re-
ported differences were perk-
sing between both the players
and the manager. A clubhouse
' cident led to the revealing
bad feelings between Mays
rid the club's Latin players
791th the lack luster shown
afield, Sheehan issued his get
tough proclamation in Phila.
--aelphia, a curfew restricting
the late card playing habits
-of the slumping Giants.
:CHOO CHOOS
..:_. After riding from Candle-
*stick with Mays at the con-
clusion of many of the Giants'
games he would often com-
plain of the harassing winds
at the park that was carved
Out of a hillside near the bay
Mays, who played in Merm
_phis at 17 with the Chattanoo-
.ga Choo Choos of the Negro
.Sbuthern League, clearly im-
plied that Sheehan was no Leo
-Dlurocher in his estimation
The condition of the team at
this time obviously affected
'the alertness of the great cen-
terfielder. It was evident in a
ame against the Dad gers
ring this time of ill feel-
g. Junior Gilliam broke for
,:tiecond in an attempted steal
-..and continued to third, no-
'tieing that Mays was slow in
_backing up the overthrow.
;darted home to score.
DARK TAKE OVER REINS
Sheehan was signed just to
t•omplete the '60 camnaign
-many thought it would never
end arid only honed that al
least a nucleus returned for
the '61 Sewing training in gond
spirits. Mr. Stonehan was RS
busy a bee during the winter
for deals that would save his
California investment from
future peril.
- First things were treated as
-.inch when Alvin Dark, former
_Giants star infielder, Isra
'named as field manager. Kirk-
land arid Johnny Antnnelli
ere traded off to Cleveland
or Harvey Kuenn. Disappoint-
ing Don Blasingame was ped-
dled to Cincinnati for durable
?.d. Bailey.
All wasn't rosy for the San
Franciscans even though i
appeared to be after they jum-
ped off to an early lead in
the National League. The
Giants slumped and the Red
Legs astounded the experts by
hanging on to the lead for
the past two months. When
San rranciseo won the last
series with the Cincinitatians
at home most writers thought
they were once again contri
Outing to the well being ol
their neighbors to the South
The Reds were just two ahead
of the Coliseum crew and
eight ahead of the Giants
when they arrived at Los An-
geles.
DARK'S CHARGES
The Giants made their in-
tentions felt when they swept
a series with the Dodgers be-
fore leaving on a road trip.
Now writers are wondering
whether they can duplicate the
miracle finish of the '51 Giants
when they maltreated oppon-
ents in the historic Polo
Grounds. Dark's charges are
running ahead of the torrid
pennant chase of ten years
back. On Aug. 24, fresh from a
14-0 shellacking of the Red
Legs and making it three
consecutive over the H i g h-
lenders, they were just foul
notches off the pace. The
Dodgers, losers of nine straight
for the same date, were only
one and a half games in front
of the Golden Gaters but
they are very much in the
race being only two and a
half games out of first place.
Only a talent rich team like
the Dodgers could go into
such a tail spin and still be
a strong contender. Don't be
surprised of a reversal of form
by Los Angeles and a late
rush to take it all. The big
question is whether the Giants
will repeat their '51 sneak
Dark knows how it was done
for HE WAS THERE.
COACHES MAKE DEBUT
When the football season
gets underway in two weeks
local fans will watch two
former teammates make their
debut as head coaches in the
prep league. Charles Lomax
moves up from an assistant
position to guide gridders at
Booker T. Washington. He
takes over the post vacated
by Hosea Alexander, who will
be retained as backfield coach.
William Woodruff will head a
brand new outfit at Carver.
Woodruff has helped with
basketball at the southside
school while it was gaining
high school status. Next Spring
will be just the second year
that Carver has had a gradu-
ating class. Robert Crawford
was transferred from Mean°.
ha School to become Wood-
ruff's top aide. Crawford is
the only official assistant that
has been assigned at Carvei
presently, however, Woodruff
expects his staff to be corn
nleted very soon, possibly
from some of his helners who
are aspiring to be coaches.
Ironic enough, the back-
grounds of the two head men-
tors are so comparable, that
you might think someone
would be speaking of one
Person. Both Lomax and
Woodruff played under the
same high school and college
coaches: were teammates at
B.T.W. here, and Southern
University in Baton Rouge.
La. Each played as linesman.
Mrs. Hildred Lomax (mothet
of three) and Mrs. Althea
Woodruff (mother of one)
were their college sweethearts
and both are getting their big
chance in football circles at
relatively young ages. Lomax
is 28 and Woodruff is 30 years
old. Another oddity is that
their teams meet each other
in Sept. 15th clash that is the
QUEEN OF SEMI PRO
LEAGUE — Miss Constance
Payne, a 1958 graduate at
HAPPY DAY — Vincent
Salvatore (left) El Cajon,
Calif., gives his son Mike a
big hug after Mike defeat-
ed El Campo, Texas in the
Geetier high school, was
crowned queen of the Semi
Pro Baseball League for
final game of the Lit tl•
League World Series at
Williamsport, Pa.Mike
pitched and hit the game
winning home run.—UPI
Telephoto.




in '52 and four years later
received the B. S. from South-
ern. He was named to the
All-Memphis and Southwest
teams at tackle and guard.
Woodruff was a '50 B.T.W.
graduate and after a tour ol
service duty finished his phy-
sical education requirements
the summer of '58 at Southern.
He played center and captain-
ed the Jaguar Cats his senior
year.
Joe Carr, line coach, and
Bill Fowkles, backfield coach,
are holdovers from last year's
staff at Washington. Craw-
ford, former Tennessee State
quarterback, is no stranger to
prep circles for he served as
gridiron assistant three years




Welcome fellows to the
league of ulcers and sleepless
nights. I'm not trying to throw
out an element of fright for
you can lessen the pains with




For Watches and Other Valuable Prises
EACH MONDAY NIGHT at 9:3C
Meet Your Friends at BELLEVUE For
Fun and Relaxation!
FREE GAME. In a
For One Lady When Accompanied
By A Gentleman
Good Tuesday Wednesday - Thursday
BELLEVUE MINIATURE GOLF COURSE
1099 South Bellevue
Expires August :it. laid
between aches.
Prep principals will attempt
to make the first annual foot-
ball jamboree a success when
the league's eight teams dis-
close thei entrants before what
is expected a large turnout
Friday (Spt. 1st) at Melrose
Stadium.
The game pits the schools
in the Northeast section (Dou-
glass, Lester, Manassas, Mel
rose) against those in the
Southwest (Carver, Fr. Ber-
trand, Hamilton, B.T.W.). Each
school will play one quarter
with the succeeding teams
taking over with the situation
of the game remaining the
same. The scores are chalked
up for the respective sections
rather than the individual
schools. The purpose of the
game is to help defray hos-
pital coats for injuries tha'
might occur this season.
Everyone is invited to contri-
bute to this worthy cause.
1991-62. She is a junior at Springs. Miss. iSee Page 15
Rust College in Holly for additional story).
FAMU Opens Grid Toil
With 26 Lettermen, 19
Hanovers, 15 Fresluncn
By D. C. COLLINGTON
TALLAHASSEE—The Flor
ida A&M University Rattlers
open their full grid toiling
Sept. 1 with a squad of 60
gridders which includes 26
returning lettermen, 10 hang-
overs, and 15 freshmen.
Head coach Jake Gaithei
refused to comment on the
quality of the yearlings ex-
pected to report for the first
time. "Freshmen will have
to prove themselves," he said
Gaither plans to open im
his offense even more this
season. In 10 games last yew
the Rattlers averaged molt-
than 50 points a game.
"We'll slot and flank more
this season," said the most
successful coach in the busi-
ness today."
The Rattlers' line is describ-
ed as being weak in its over-
all analysis, fast on the outside
(ends, tackles) and rugged in
the inside (guards, centers).
BACK IN 1945
The Rattlers' running game
will be centered around the
fullbacks coupled with a quar-
tet of great running and pas-
sing quarterbacks, two of them
triple threats.
"We won't have a real great
team this fall," revealed Jake,
"but we won't embarrass you
either." The Rattlers have won
129, lost 21, and tied foul
games since Jake took over the
reins as head coach back it'
1945.
FAMU looks to the fullback
slot as being the strongest it,
the backfield, primarily be
cause of the use of the belly
series. The more experienced
men are in the fullback spot
veterans like Ralph Burns.
Alton White, Lorenzo McFad-
den, and Hevrritt Dixon.
Halfback returning are Rob-
ert Paremore, John Hamilton
William Wilson, Gene While
Nat Davis, and Nat Tucker
Sophomores seeking berths are
Jimmy Morrison, Willie Rig
gins. and Ben Cooper.
Fans will miss ball-handier
By popular demand and be-
fore the summer weather bows
out, the Sam Qualls golfers
plan to take advantage of the
newly air-conditioned Fuller
club house and invites you to
their second Leisure hour and
Scotch Foursome Sunday even-
ing Sept. 17 at 3:30 p.m. There
The Miller Brewing Corn
party of Milwaukee, Wisvonsit,
has announced that it will
3 donate the winner's trophy fat
the Fourth Annual Robert
Wi ight Open Golf Tournament
to be held in Memphis. Sept
2-3.
The handsome gold at'-.
walnut trophy will he award-
ed to the medalist or low pos.,
winner.
The Miller High life people
also are providing T-shirts for
all of the caddies and golf caps
for all officials at the tourna-
ment.
This is the second year in
a row that Miller is participat•
ing in the Robert Wright Tou
rney.
Ted Richardson, a mainstm
for the past two campaigns
Stepping up in Ted's shoes
will be a giant and a mite--
Miami's Big Jim Tullis and
Emory Collier.
Napoleon Johnson, Rufus
Stephens, and Charlie Ward
are key reserves. "Johnson
was used as a punting spe
calist last year, but he is a
great runner and passer," Jake
commented.
Fullback Jordan Pope will
be the only major switch ex-
pected in the backfield. fie
goes to halfback and sopho
mores lit lire Wilkins and John
Rrown will get a shot at full-
back.
The flankmen will equal
those of last fall with Whit
field Jenkins and Alfred Den-
son heralded as sure bets to
break into the units (Blood
Sweat, and Tears) employed
by the Rattlers last season.
Lettermen Bernice Corn, Wil-





Coleman, and Tommy Chan-
dler will he key figures. So-
To Start Foothel
The Memphis Recreat inn De
Partment will open its 1961
football season in a few days.
and all persons desiring to en-
roll a team in the Freshman ot
Pee Wee icagite should contact
E. T. Hunt at the Memphis
Recreation Dena rtment
phornores Emory Gamble and
Owen McKay are expected to
be gap-fillers.
Big Curt Miranda will stand
tall in the center of the line.
The two-time AP Little All-
America second team rnetnbei
is the only letterman return,
ing at center. Charles Hiainefl
and Paul Smith are good pros-
pects.
The guard post was the
hardest hit on the squad
Wendell Logan and Sam Fitz-
gerald will have to bear the
load with a crop of unknowns.
The Rattlers are expecting
speed, good punting, and pass,
ing as their chief assets. Tilt
extra point kicking will not
he up to par. "We'll use twe
of three units if the personnel
is available and adequate,'
concluded Coach Gaither, whe
has a 9-1-0 record for the
1960 campaign.
1208 Thomas at Firestone
For hair styles that are becoming to you
"You should be coming to usr
EXPERIENCED BARBERS AND BEAUTICIANS
Hours, 8 a.m. • 9 p.m. — 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. Saturdays
JA 5-9703 WARREN LEWIS, Manna.,
If El istrZt
W ASII I NGTON
Sunday — Sign On
To Sign Off
will be plenty to enjoy, golf-
ing refreshments and games.
t3ring those out of town visitors
with you they are always wel-
come.
The very pretty and charm-
ing sisters of Mrs. Cecil Good-
toe lit up Fuller golf course by
walking over the 18 holes and
visiting the 19th. They were
Mrs. William J. Lovett of Mo-
bile, Ala; Mrs. Jessie Rogers of
Detroit, Mich. and Mrs. Etta
McChristian formerly of Mem-
phis now of Mobile, Ala.
Also enjoying the 19th hole
was Mrs. Lena Reams and •
few of her co-workers from
Golden Circle Insurance CO.
celebrating their annual picnic.
Charles E. Woodward tried
out his first nine and found it
fun. It took some time to de-
termine which was the better
golfer of the William bnithers,
John and Matthew. Matt got
the nod. Maybe John is the
better fishman.
KNOXVILLE, TENN. —
(UPI) — A Knox county of-
ficial said that "all signs point
to war" and urged construction
of fallout shelters in the coun-
ty's 79 schools.
"There Eire more than 33,000
children in our schools," said
county education committee
chairman Willard Yarbrough.
"If war comes, nuclear missiles
and bombs won't be any re-
specters of children. If our





There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our cour-
teous treatment and desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and frldltY
Nights Until 800 P. M.
Saturdays 9!00 fo 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Home Owned Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We like to soy yes to your
loan request"
Examined and Supervised by
the State Department of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
HUNKY DORY
6 to 8:30, 11 to 1:30
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1961 DEP th:H
BACK TO SCHOOL
School bells have begun to
ring for the Jackson city
schools. In-Service meetings
opened Monday with all teach-
ers assembled at Lincoln el-
ementary school for general
teachers meeting. The meet-
ing was called to order by
the Jackson City Teacher's
Association president, Alex
ander Moore, Jr.,
On hand to welcome back
old teachers and greet new
ones were Mayor Quinton Ed-
monds, Commissoner R. L.
Patey, Superintendent C. J.
Huckaba, an d Supervisors
Faye Holley and Jessie L.
Brooks.
New teachers announced by
the superintendent are Mrs
Kaye Reid, Mrs. Florins-
Merry, Mrs. Gladys Ander
son, Mrs. Dorothy Th ma. ,Mrs
Ruth Brantley, Mrs. Lucille
Sanester, Mrs. Glass and Clif
ford Miner. Mrs. Mary F.
Stone gave the welcome to
the new teachers into the as-
sociation.
Recognition for academic
achievements was given to
Mesdames Mary L. Womack of Merry this school year.
ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6 ?C23
YMCA
LEOS YOUR SUPPORT NOVI!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACIL ITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
19 Dormitory Rooms: Clean, Comfortable, Modern Ftonilurr.,
Private Bath - Clean Wash Rooms Showers . . .
Weekly Rates: $5 - $10
Modern Swimming Pool Year Round Swimming: 75.30 ft.
Diving — Swimming - Wading Sections Underwater Lighting -
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
Regulatior Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section with
1200 sea;ing capacity - For Leagues, tournaments, Competativ•
Matches, Classes Booing Communay Programs
7-Large Club Rooms: Club Meetings Classes FOrtirns -
Conferences Teas - Socials
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES $7 — $10 — $25
by
Anna C. Coo4,
and Ernestyne Ramey for re-
ceiving advanced degrees. Mrs.
Womack received the master'e.
degree in guidance from Ten-
nessee A. & T. State universi-
ty and Mrs. Ramey received
her master's degree in music
from Columbia University in
New York City. Our congratu
taboos go to them.
TAPED REPORT
Mr. Moore, delegate to the
National Education Associa-
tion meeting in Atlantic Cita
gave a very inspirational re-
port by tape. Other teachers
attending the N. E. A. were
State President C. N. Berry
Mrs. Berry, Mrs. Vera Brooks,
Mrs. F. M. Johnson, Mrs. Et-
ta Walker. Mr. Berry was
nraised for two honors he re-
ceived during the past year,
by Mr. Httekaha. One was foi
being named State presidiml
ef the Tenn, sse.e
Aiiaeribition and the other foi
the receiving of a seholaraltii.
to do post-graduate study at
the University of Tennessee for
which he has been granted a
year's leave of absence. T. R.
White will serve as principal
Working committees were
set up for the year and teach-
ers gut a chance to meet their
chairmen. The remainder of
the week Was spent in meet-
ings at various school sites.
Vacation for students ended
on Aug. 28.
rEACHER DOINGS
Missed will be Miss Juanita
Peoples and Mrs. Ernestyne
Slaughter who both have
')laced their resignations with
the city. Retiring from the sys
tem is Miss Virgie Collins who
had given many years of serv-
ice in North Jackson school
which now has become Lin-
coln.
THEY STUDIED
Studying on the National
Science Foundation Grants
last summer were V. J. Gil-
more and John Werthing. Gil
more was at Tennessee State
while Werthing was at Tus-
kegee.
Attending the University of
Michigan, studying mathema-
tics, was Miss lone Lane. At
Indiana University in the field
of library science was Mrs.
Mehle Davis. A workshop at
Washington University in St
Leeds, Mo. faced Mrs. B. C
• Returning just in time
• seherd from New York and
• ealeesive tour of Ptierte
C B-ck
• viti-ibiei-inn. D. C. and
at, York come MTS. W. R
nett Mrs R. A. MeKissack and
Mrs. M. M. Hughes.
Both Mrs. Bell and Mrs. Mc-
Kissack attended the Ladies
Auxiliary of the National Den-
tal Association, Inc., where
Mrs. Bell served as president
After a year of hard but en-
lovable work, this most gra-
cious lady was succeeded by
Mrs. C. E. Jeter of Orange.
TPXRS. We in Jackson are for-
tenate in having the national
eresident come from our city
A'r ("MEC:A MEET
The Bells, McK issacks
neoneughs. Hughes and W. H
Jones represented the Jack-
anti chapter of Omega Psi
1:thi Fraternity at the Golden
Anniversary Celebration in
Wachinrrton. Also from thiF
chanter WRS Dr. I. W. Howell
-sf Paris. Tenn.
Leaving Jackson last Thurs-
riAy after a wonderful vaca-
tion were Mr. and Mrs. J. T
Locke, sister and brother-in
law of J. A. Cooke and Mrs
0. C. Beck. Many courtesies
were extended to them in
raekson by the friends of the
family before they returned
to their home in Zebulon, N
Everyone has begun to look
torward to the Madison Coun-
ty A. & M. Fair which comes
to Jackson the week of Sept.
18 through the 21. Jackson
merchants are participating in
PREPARING TO TAKE
OFF is Edward G. Smith of
Memphis, who is being or-
ientated to fly an Air Force
T-33 Aircraft during his
junior year in advanced Air
Force ROTC at Lockhorrne
Air Force Base, Ohio, where
he is attending a four-week
summer training period as
part of his officer training
at college. Smith is a stu-
dent at Howard university
in Washington, D. C. Fol-
lowing graduation he will
be eligible for appointment
as a second lieutenant in this
Air Force. He is son of Mrs.
Pearlie Whiters of Memphis.
He is a graduate of Melrose
high school.
Vaughn, 41 Ft, Tall,
Great Shortstop On
Clowns' Ball Team
Talk of baseball's most un-
usual players brought to mind
the Clowns' newly acquired
shortstop, Billy Vaughn from
Decatur, Ala.
A fan recalled that Bill
Veeck, retired executive ce
the Chicago White Sox, was
the first manager to use a
midget as a pinch-hitter. The
Clowns have topped this by
using Vaughn, who stands on-
ly 4' 6" tall, as a regular. The
17-year-old infielder was re-
commmted by Clowns scouts
who reported that he had all
the rough material neces-
sary for a good nail player and
needed only experience to be
on his way.
He is currently playing three
Free Car give away when
three autos will be given to
lucky ones on the nights of
Sept. 19, 20, and 21. The Fair
Association will be looking
for you.
or four innings each game and
getting all the experience ne-
cessary to develop him into a
full-game regular. Playing-
manager Carl Forney reports
that Vaughn is currently hit
tine .265 and fielding with
unbelievable skill for his ah
breviated size. Says Forney:
"He can run like a deer and
can throw and field well. He's
a remarkable spray hitter and
you can't play him close be-
cause he can hit the long
ball."
Because of his short strike
zone opposing pitchers have
'rouble finding the zone on
Vaughn. Meanwhile, the pep-
pery pint-sized player fits in
perfectly with the base-ball
funshow circus.
The Clowns are fresh from
a 3-1 victory at Municipal
Stadium. Omaha, Nebraska.
where they topped their road-
mates, the New York Royals.
3-1. behind the lusty homer ot
Natureboy Williams, first
baseman and comic extraordi-
nary. Also hailed in the con-
test were the Flying Nesbits
stellar tumbling team.
Advertise In The Want-Ad Section kekly
3 Lines For 2 Weeks  .70
Call JAckson 6-8397
MADAM BELLMADAM DONNA
SPIRITUALIST READER AND ADVISOR
"I GUARANTEE SUCCESS WHERE 01HERS FAIL"
I give you seldom tailing advice upon matters of lite,
such as love, courtship, marriage, divorce, law suits,
speculation and transactions of all kinds. I seldom fail
to reunite the separated, cause speedy and happy mar-
riages. Overcome enemies, rivals, lovers' quarrels, evil
habits stumbling, blocks and bad luck of all kinds. I
Lift you out of SOTTOW and trouble, and start you on the
path to happiness and prosperity. There is no heart so
sad or home so dreary that I cannot bring it sunshine;
in fact, no matter what may be your hope, fear or am-
bition. I guarantee to tell it all before you utter a word
t ome and after I am finished, if you are not absolutely
satisfied and I do not fulfill every word and claim
above, then you pay not a penny. LOOK FOR A BROWN
AND WHITE TRAILER WITH TWO LARGE BLACK
HANDS—S miles north of Millington on Highway 51 N.
at Hanks' Grocery. DO NOT BE MISLED BY ANY OTH-
ER READERS. LOOK FOR MADAM D'AINA.
Hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily and Sunday.




LOt A EEP AT WESI MEMPHIS. ARR.
Phone
RR 6-9192
140:4 BKOADWAI stiotADWAY Al Utittnhh ob Mlii 81
God Catteci Power a neater. I give you your luck days
your lucky number advice show Health. Rumness Marriage
and love affairs II /UV nave any marriage problems please
bring them to me t am sure t can help you.
tt you are elms grimed and run down please ,xime to me.
I can help money Is ne (infect if fOU seem Co be carrying an
evil eondittor that a nolding you down: It foul luck never
seems to just reach you if Tout loved one. SAP111 to be
drifting away from rate. If you have any of these problems
I can most certainh help you.
Just 1.0 minute. nom down town Memphis. Gni the West
Memphis. BUS ai the Continental Bus Station at the cornet
of 3rd mu Union St
Aal the Etas Driver to let you ()ikon Broadway corner of
14th street open every day.
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Miseis-
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being awayi
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?.
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouraged?
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis-
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay tight aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
COME IN TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO
LATE. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO
CHARGE.
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily . Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be
sure to look for the right sign and the right name.
3 MEN
$90 Weekly Earnings
See IS • ea. High Rthool fAutatton
Men with sales ••periente Dreferren
Must se nett In snnearenee. Cot 0
Netessary. Able to furnigh Bond.
PROMOTION TO
QUALIFIED MEN
w ma to P.O Box 311 --
Detstle
20 MAIDS NEEDED
Par Chines., - Mew fort
To SOO Weekly Are, 21 SO
!roe Rnorn, Board. T
trete. gent. Referents,. Needed
Write or Can
WOW employment Assay
On lams, isse,ohis. ram
PA 7.0124 01, 0,1/0
SEAUTICIAN NEEDED. Con Warren
Lewis, JA. 5-9705 • 1208 Thomas ol
Firestone.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
WH 6 2831 WH 8-2669
Pick up payments on
FRENCH PROVINCIAL
FURNITURE
Living Rm. - Dining Rm. -
Bed Rm. and Stereo
C".1"1 ..wimenordlellkOliteenermeroWewmassmosaw....—
Maids $311 to EMI P-r Week
New York, New jersey, Bos
ton. mass , itimord, Conn
Jobs with free r,.om Is boat,1
TV, Uniforms
Ticket sent at once
Write Willilisms /4eney
322" lie St Memphis,
Tenn.
MAIDS $II$ to $60 Pet Wk.
"4.. Yoh, Now let•ey 0,,
Hottford, Conn
Jabs wilt, Ire* mom










Will take trade-in and finance
the balance
Baker Electric Co., Inc.
2219 Young Ave.
BR 6-0016
Licensed & Bonded Electricians
Free Estimates
We wire new room additions.
ranges, dryers, air conditioners,
hot water heaters, electric heat.
AGENTS WANTED
429 South Main






Gueranteed ION., beet borklna
unmiltinns Pre. room, beard. uni-
forms. TV Tickets sent A-1




Members of the Beauticians
Excelsior Chapter, Inc., held
their regular monthly meet
ing in the home of Mrs. Mar
garet Pembroke, 923 Mason
at.. recently.
The monthly clinic tot
chapter members was held at
the McGinnis Beauty shop,
with several demonstrating
the art of cutting, coloring
and cold curls.
Mrs. Pembroke is presiden






soon will be able to switch on
their sets to English-teaching
programs provided by the U
S. information Agency.
Romney Wheeler, ditectot
of USIA's Television Service,
said today the programs, slat-
ed to start in September, will
consist of a series of 26-minute
shows that will teach English
through instruction and dra-
matization.
The series, "Let's Learn
English," will be shown five
days a week for a 26-week
period, and will teach a basis
vocabulary of the 1,000 most
frequently used words in the
English language. Each se-
quence will feature a 13-min-
ute dramatization that will be
televised in USIA's Washing-
ton studio a and sent overseas
as videotape and kinescope
Through the serialized story
of an American college girl,
her family and three foreign
students studying at an Amer-
ican university, television
viewers not only will be
taught some basic English, but
will get a picture of life in
America.
The remainder of the pro-
gram televised overseas will
consist of direct, on-camera
instruction by an English
teacher from a local school.
The programs will be shown
in Latin America, the Near
East, Africa and the Far East,
where there is a total of more
than 11 million television sets
reaching more than 47 mil-
lion viewers.
The English-teaching TV
shows are being developed in
response to the overseas de-
mand to learn the language
Last year, USIA assisted near-
ly 190,000 persons to learn
F,nglish at binational centers
and Agency libraries in more
than 50 countries. The Agen
cy's Motion Picture Service
has produced three English
teaching films for use over-
seas, and the Voice of Ameri-
ca, in addition to broadcasting
lessons over most of its 35
foreign language services
broadcasts some of its news
nrograms worldwide in "ape
eial English." This requires a





CHICAGO — Nearly 1500
delegates to the thirty-nineth
national convention of Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority return
home Sunday after a week of
stern assessment of educational,
social, service and economic
strengths, and the gaiety of
lavish entertainment between
times.
The convention heard Dr.
William H. Hale, president of
Langston university, and of
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, at
its first public meeting in Mc-
Cormick Place which honored
Miss Marian Anderson. Dr.
Hale called on Negro college
fraternal groups to halt what
he termed the "disassociation"
of Negro intellectuals and pros-
perous groups with the prob-
lems and goals of the masses.
After receiving the sorority's
Distinguished Service Award,
a plaque, from Mrs. Marjorie
H. Parker, president, Miss
Anderson said with evident
emotion, "Being a member of
Alpha Kappa sorority has been
one of the great things in my
life."
The sorority presented a $500
check in Miss Anderson's name
to Hebrew univeezity in Jeru-
salem, the institution named its
United Nations Documents
Room for the famed singer last
year.
CONSUMER POWER
Tuesday's public panel dis-
cussion at convention head-
quarters, the Sheraton-Chica
go hotel, on "assessing econo-
m i c strengths" stressed t h e
power of the Negro consumer.
Panelist Alma V. John, consul-
tant to Personal Products Cor-
poration, said the Negro wife
exercises more influence over
the spending of family income
than does her white counter-
part.
Mrs. John and William
Grayson. vice-president, John-
son Publishing company in,
charge of New York operation,
cited facts and figures to shoe
that the Negro market—nearly
20 million people spending $20
billion annually — would con-
tinue to expand.
"Since the Negro population
is young," said Grayson, and
"at the age of new family
fermations and product acquis-
itions, the Negro is the manu-
facturer's best consumer po-
tftstial for food, clothing, home.
furnishings, drug and personal
care products and automobiles."
Warren Bacon vice-president
of Supreme Liberty Life In-
surance company, Chicago. also
a panelist, called on Negroes
to practice "discrimination in






In the interest of those who
are aware of the internal up-
heaval of real estate in our
fair city and to those wonder-
ing "should I buy here or
wait awhile for a better loca-
tion," we shall try to enligh-
ten and answer a few ques-
tions.
PURPOSE
City planning and zoning
functions and activities are
intended to serve as means
towards the accomplishment
of desirable social and econom-
ic ends. City planning is the
broader of the two govern-
mental powers under which
an attempt is made to secure
economy in municipal opera-
tions and to direct the natural
.growth of the community in
an orderly fashion.
City planning is generally
comprehensive and all-em-
bracing in scope. Under it
the social, economic, and po-
litical phases of municipal
control are analyzed and plans
are laid to operate and em-
ploy publicly owned resources
in a manner which will yield
the greatest possible long run
benefits for the community as
a whole. The city plan, too,
includes directives for control
of privately owned land re-
sources in order to promote
and safeguard the health, wel-
fare, and morality of the peo-
ple.
CITY PLANNING AIMS
Communities are in charac-
ter not at rest and must be
sufficiently flexible in struc-
tural design to provide, if ne-
cessary, for sudden internal
growth aed expansion beyond
the city limits.
The aim of city planning is
directed, therefore, not only
towards the correction of ex-
isting urban structures but
more so towards sound expan-
sion of community service fa-
cilities in order to create a
healthy and safe environment
in which residents may enjoy
life and carry on their busi-
ness functions.
As a science, city planning
requires knowledge of the ef-
fects where human relation-
ship is concerned. In accord-
ance with sound economic
practices structural design is
most important. To carry out
these aims and to attain speci-
fic objectives, the community
relies upon formulation and
execution of a comprehensive
"master plan."
MEMPHIS "MASTER PLAN"
One of the things to be con-
sidered in drawing a master
plan for a community is the
number, kind, and quality of
the city's population must be
analyzed. It is -essential to
possible, Negro enterprises."
He said only the most vigorous
use of "bucks and ballots/
would ensure full citizenship
for Negroes in materialistic
America.
Sunday night the Directorate.
chief officers, were the guests
at a banquet given by Mrs.
Arnetta Wallace, a former na-
tional president of the group,
and the Rev. Robert Wallace
study populate.:: In icg.,d to
density and migratory trends
toward or from existing and
potential urban centers. To
plan adequately a city must
know the needs arising from
racial composition, number
and age distribution of male
and female population, profes-
sional and occupational prac-
tices, and employment oppore
tunnies. One of the most inla
portant, and locally is the
major, reason for our present
trend is the origin and char-
acter of the city.
Now the racial compositiot
as mentioned previously is of
factor and the age anfl distria
hution of the populace is an-
other. So let us consider that
it would not be good planning
to put a service station for
-eitrimobiles on the main busi-
ness street and by the same
token it would not be wise tO
build duplexes In the same
locale. One can readily see
that it is necessary to have a
planning board in any city of
size.
In the city of Memphis, good
Planning is evident or shall
we say on the whole the ma-
iority is satisfied. Our streets
are not congested, shopping
centers abound in the loca-
tion most needed, churches;
narks and the like are con-
venient. Sure we have our
large community dwelling of
one race and character of Pe.
ale in certain sections such
what is known as Orange
Mound. When this is men-
tioned one readily thinks of a
Negro Neighborhood. Still
there are others — Douglass
Park community, Hyde Park
and etc. Is this good city plan-
ning when the racial aspect of
good plan for the further
growth and well being is
so obvious. This and other we
will discuss and the Real
rqate wise expression of the
year "THEY SHOULD ALL





Emmanuel Episcopal chure k
425 Cynthia pl., will ream",
regular services at 11 a.m.,
Sunday Sept. 3. During the
summer months the service
was held one hour earlier.
All members of the senior
choir are urged to be present
for rehearsal on Wednesday
night, Aug. 30, in the home of
Mrs. Helen Shelby, the direc-
tor. Rehearsal starts at 7:30,-
Mrs. Shelby lives at 1832 Ed-
mondson ave.
The Women of Emmanuel
will hold their first general
meeting of the fall season im-
mediately after the morning
service on Sept. 3.
All officers, Branch chair-
men and members are asked
to be present for important
business and announcements:
Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson
president of the organizatiol*
Rev. Samuel D. Rudder is
at Chicago Baptist Institute, rector of the church.
1
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
For As Little 
$30 MONTHLY
You Can Have One or Two Modern, convenient Offices
In The Tri-State Defender Building.
DOCTORS - LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN, ETC
Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke





You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
— • -
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call A. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
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